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HOLLAXD CITY NEWS

Holland
tho Town

When

Folks

Really Live
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9

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, MARCH

The News Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster foe
Holland Since 1872

EIGHT PAGES

3, 1955
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PRICE TEN CENTS.

Fetmville’s Oldest

Across-the-Board

Resident

Several Given

Succumbs

Council Adopts

—

Boost

Will

Affect

All Property
Board

of

Will

/

Begin Annual Sessions
In City Hall

March 8

Assessments on real estate in
Holland city will be increased
33V4 percent this year, the city
assessor'soffice announced Tuesday.

level of real estate values, assess-

Holland,

who was

Allegan Youth

by a Circuit Court jury Feb.

was put on probation for

At Knife Point

traffic light.

The

The across-the-boardincrease is
expected to boost the 1954 assessed
valuation of the city from 523,765,200 to somewhere in the neighborhood of 530,000,000. The city's
assessmentin 1954 was equalized
on a county basis at 531,154,366.

-

girls told officers the boy
had a knife and ordered them to
drive him to Lake Michigan. The
frightened trio drove east on
Eighth St., where they signaled a
car load ql boys they knew to follow them.
Near Eighth St. on Columbia
Ave.. thei girls stopped the car,

To City Library Board
With one deletion,City Council
Wednesday night adopted the 1955
paving program calling for seven

r.T

differentprojects, and directed the
city assessor to prepare a special
assessmentroll for said improvements. Bids will Ik* received up
to 3 p.m. Wednesday, March 16.
Th<» paving program had been
tabled since the public hearing
Feb. 16 in which some property
owners voiced object ion.-' . The program as adopted includes the controversial 31st St. paving program
from Central to Michigan hut
deletes Pine Ave. from 26th to
31st Sts. It, however, includesPine
Ave. from 31st tc 32nd Sts.
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The program includesWest
Van Raalte Ave.;
West 29th St.. Central to Michigan- West 30th St., Central to
Michigan:West 31st St., Central
23rd west from

HERE

AN ARCHITECT'S

sketch of Holland's new outdoor
swimming pool which is scheduledto be built at Civic Center
this year. The 42 by 110 foot pool appears at lower left and a
wading pool and play area for small children is to the rig h t.
Dressing rooms and showers just behind the wading pool can be
built later for an additional $25,000 to $30,000. The latter is
IS

designed with a sun deck on the roof. Cost of the swimming pool

estimatedat $55,000 and Council voted Wednesday night

is

to

allocate $25,000 from surplus funds and earmark $30,000 in the

new budget to cover cost of construction.This does not include
wading pool or dressing rooms which can be developedlater.

James L. Corbett.17, Grand
Haven, who changed his plea to
guilty on an indecent liberties Feb.

to 6 a.m. curfew and deposit 510 in

Member

i.-:

/

10.

7 after previouslypleading not
guilty, was placed on probation
two years and ordered to pay SI 00
fine and 55 a month oversightfees.
He also must observe a midnight

Year

Mrs. Preston Luidens

Appointed as

—

three

years. He also must serve 15 days
in jail, pay 5100 fine end pay 55
a month oversight fees. He also
must observe a midnight to 6 a.m.
curfew. The alleged offense involving a 15-year-oldHolland girl
occurred Christmasnight.
James Paul Veling, 33. of 163
West Eighth St., Holland, who
pleaded guilty Feb. 1 to a charge
of indecent exposure, was put on

Threatens Girls

The

as

*•»•*•«

w..-.

Paving Program

i

/

found guilty of

For example, if there is no phy
A 16 - year-old Allegan youth
sical changes on a certain pro- with a past record of sex offenses
perty assessed previously at 52,400
was being held by Holland police
the new assessment will be approximately 53,200.
level today. They said he jumped into
of assessment does not neces- a car carryingthree local girls probation three years and was
sarily affect the amount of and threatened them with a knife. ordered to consult a psychiatrist
within 30 days, thereafterreportproperty taxes paid since this is
Police said the boy jumped into ing every six months. He also
determined by the rate of taxation. For instance,if the needs of the car at Eighth St. and Central must pay 5100 fine, pay 55 a month
city and school are no greater Ave., about 10 p.m. Tuesday night, oversight fees, and obsene a midthan last year, the tax bill would when the car was stopped for a night to 6 a.m. curfew.

approximately the same

i f

For Coming

assault with intent to commit rape

alike.

last year.

n

-

ments of real property in Holland
city have not been raised for seven
years, and the assessment level in
the city has become so low as to
be unrealistic. He said the new increase is an across-the-board increase affectingall properties

i

Court

City Assessor William Koop said
that despite the continued higher

be

i titti

Probation

Ale

Review

FENNVILLE (Special)
Mrs.
Hattie Evelyn Arnold, 93, Fennin
ville’s oldest resident,died at her
home in the village Tuesday
followinga long illness.
She is survived by two daughters, Circuit
,
Mrs. Eva Richards, and Mrs. Lillian Bale, both of whom live with
Several Condition*
ttheir mother: three sons, Floyd
and Clare, both of Fennville and
Associated With Some
Glenn of Saugatuck;seven grandchildren:18 grea children;one
Probationary Cases
great great grandchild.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Arnold was born Jan. 24,
1862, west of Fennville to pioneer Several persons appeared in Circuit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hutc- Court Friday, some for disposition
hins. She had lived in this vicinity
and several tor arraignment.
all her life.
Roger Dyke, 19, of East Ninth St.,

Approves Funds

City Council
Holland will have a swimming

for

Swimming Pool

Columbia to College; Elmdale Court,
to Michigan; East 31st St.,

24th to 26th Sts.; Pine Ave., 31st
to 32nd Sts.
Peter Kromann and Paul Rathke
spoke on behalf of Zion Lutheran
Church on 31st St. and submitted
photographs of muddy and waterfilled areas at the church, all
pointing up the need for paving.
Eugene Maurina, 750 Pine Ave.,
spoke in favor of 31st St. paving
r.nd said he spoke for several
others living on the street. John
Tibbe, 123 West 27th St. said he
represented a group opposed to
paving Pine Ave. from 26th to

Vis.schei who made it clear he get along with dirt streets, but we budget allocation^ at the public
nut opposed to a pool, said don't go to the people tor a vote j hearing, but Holwerda said Visthere aie many people in Holland every lime we want to pave a scher should know enough about
day night.
who regard a swimming pool ns street. A few weeks ago Council politics on that score. At that
Specifically. Council approved
a luxury and are concernedwith voted S3.(K)t).(K)0 (or a new pipeline Mayor Harry Harrington rapped
Jilans foi an outdoor pool to be increased taxes.
( to Lake Michigan,and I'm sure his gavel.
built at Civic Center as submitted
“I have no argument against lots of people don't consider lake Councilman Bernice Bishop said
by the swimming pool committee, spending 577.000 on sewer im- , water a necessity.The people of she was not afraid of public criti- 31st Sts.
and then voted 6 to 3 to allocate provements oh even 53.0g0.000 on Holland a couple of years ago cism on direct action by Council In other business. Council ap525,000 of surplus funds this year a new water supply system be- ! voted a half million dollars for for a swimming pool, and pointed proved Mayor Harrington'sapand earmark 530.000 more in the cause they are considered neces- 1 Civic Center, and last year Council out that some 52,000 is spent each pointment of Mrs. Preston Luidens
new budget which will be adopted sities. but when people express alliH-ated540,000 to complete it summer for transporting children to fill the vacancy on the Library
in May to cover the cost of the concern ovci sums to be spent on j without going to a vote of the from tills area to Port Sheldon for Board. Mrs. Luidens will succeed
Mrs. O. S. Cross who died Dec.
construction.
a swimming pool on top of special ! people.
Red Cross swimming lessons.
31.
In submitting his report. Com- taxes on Civic Center, schools, hos"It's always good to ask If we
Plans call for a swimming pool
mittee Chairman John Van Eer- pital addition,and increased water can afford it. but if we wait until 42 by 110 feet to be constructed Mayor Harrington’s suggestion
den said the pool probably would rates. I think it would be wise we can afford things, we'd never at the southwestcomer of Civic to relocate the three wooden shoe
not be completedentirely for use to give them a voice in the mat- I get them. Las' year the street Center property. Estimated cost signs at entrancesto the city to
the new US-31 bypass was rethis summer, but would be far ter,” Visscher said.
I departmentbuilt a new garage for
of 555,000 will cover construction ferred to the city manager and
enough along to be used part of
He added that there likely are its trucks at a cost of 525,000. That of pool, concrete aprons, equip- superintendentof the Board of
the season
a lot of people who regard a swim- didn't go to a vote of the people. ment and shrubbery, but no fencing
Before adopting the measure. ming pool as a necessity—he was A straw vote is not binding. It or wading pool. Plans, however, Public Works with instructionsto
Council voted down a substitute sure his own son would, but said may be meaningful, but it’s futile. have been drawn for a wading pool investigatecosts and other aspects
motion of Councilman Robert Vis- enough might not think it a neces- On the basis of 530,000in the new and play area, and dressing rooms and report back to Council. The
scher to submit the measure to the sity. "If the majority of the tax- budget, d will cost each person which can be built later at a cost men also were instructedto study
such possibilities as accompanying
people in the form of a straw vote payers want it. then our position in Holland about 52. Why not have : of 525.000 to $30,000 to be conStructarrows. m
at the April 4 election.The straw is clear. ’ lie said.
it notv?" Holwerda
od immediately south of Civic BPW Supt. George Rendleman
vote measure lost 6 'to 3, with
The stand for immediate conVisscher defended his straw i Center,
submitted a report on lightingat
CouncilmenJohn Bcltman and LaPark Supt. Dick Smallenburg Koller. Park, stating that the park
structionwas capably emphasized vote stand saying such a vote
vern Rudolph joiningwith Visscher
not a delaying process, since the added a festive touch to council should have 20 to 23 fixtureson
in the minority. The same three by Councilman Raymond Holwer- new budget will not be passed un- meeting with a display of azaleas
persons opposed the other issue da who interpreted a straw vote til May. He also pointed to the and other blooms he raises in the two circuits with half of the lights
operating ail night and the other
which passed by the same margin. as stalling tactics. “Hollandcould possibility that people ran protest I city greenhouses.
half possibly to midnight. Rendleman said the cost per fixture with
wooden
poles would he $217 apiece
Late License Buyers
and with concrete poles $322. He
Still Obtaining Plates
said wooden poles could probably
be utilized on (lie upper levels
Last-minute licensebuvers were
near the railroad tracks and constill obtaining 1955 plates Tuescrete poles elsewhere. He said the
day at the local license branch
BPW was considering providing
office. 87 West Eight St. At noon
$1,200 toward installation. The reGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Tuesday the single line stretched
port was referred to the city manJack Spangler, 66. has announc'cnK,b of the building,
|

pool, City Council decided Wednes-

j

was

the bank each week. The alleged
city's increase would not
necessarilyincrease the county grabbed the keys, jumped and offense occurredJan. 5 in Robinequalized figure since this is care- ran. The following car picked up son townshipinvolving a 14-yearfully worked out by the county the girls and drove them to the old girl.
Robert Kohnke, 17, Grand Haven,
equalizationcommittee on an police station.
The near hysterical girls were who also changed his plea to guilty
equitable basis for the entire
county.
unable to give an accurate de- on an indecent' libertiescharge
Holland city's Board of Re- scription of the youth to police after previously pleading not guilview will hold its annual session who started an immediate search. ty, was put on probation two years
next <*i:eek starting March 8, and An “in service police training" and ordered to pay 5100 fine and
will meet at least four days in the session had just broken up and a pay 55 a month oversight fees.
assessor'soffice in City Hall. dozen off-duty city policemen, He also must obsene a midnight
Serving on the Board of Review auxiliaryofficers, and deputies to 6 a.m. curfew and save 510 a
are City Attorney James E. Town- started a systematic search of week. The alleged offense involving a 14 - year - old girl occurred
end, City Engineer Jacob Zuid- the city.
ema, City Clerk Clarence Greven- The youth was spotted near Jan. 5 in Robinson township.
Paul D. Rose, 24, Grand Haven,
goed, City Assessor Koop, John 32nd St. and Michigan. Ave. by
H. Van Dyke and Neal Wiersema. Abe De Leeuw, who was on his who pleaded guilty Feb. 15 to a
The city assessor'soffice is way home. DeLeeuw became sus- charge of indecent liberties instriving to keep valuations in the picious when the youth ran as his volving a 14 -year - old baby sitter,
city on an equal basis so that the car's headlights illuminated him. was put on probation for two years
Officer Marinus Smcenge arriv- and ordered to pay 5100 fine and 55
property tax is distributed equited and halted a car that had just a month oversight fees.
ably among all tax payers.
It is not known what effect the stopped to pick up the hitchhiking Arthur Bosch. 39. of 312 FrankSupreme Court’s ruling on equali- youth. The girls identifiedthe lin St., Grand Haven, who pleaded
was
guilty Feb. 4 to a charge of drunk
zation will have on city and coun- youth as the assailant.
ty taxes. This subject will be '"ully
Police said he was paroled from driving, second offense, was put
discussed at the April session of Boy's Vocational School in Lans- on probation for two years, orderthe Board of Supervisors.
ing late in January.He was ori- ed to pay 5150 fine in 190 days
ginally committed for assaulting and pay 55 oversightfees each
month. The alleged offenseoccurran 11-year-oldgirl.
Allegan County deputies also ed Jan. 29 in Spring Lake township.
said they were also seeking him The previous offense occurred
Tuesday, prior to the attack in April 4, 1953, with disposition
Holland, for questioning in con- by Muskegon Heights Municipal
nection with an assault on a six- Court.
At
in
Leslie C. Brooks. 599, Benton Haryear-old Allegan County girl.
bor, pleaded guilty to a charge of
About 70 pastors and laymen
issuing a check without an acfrom "Reformed Churches in Ill- Mn. Mary Lugen Dies
count. Bond of 5250 was not furnishinois. Wisconsin. Michigan, Ohio
ed and he will return for disposiager and committee with power
At Son-in-Law’s Home
and Indiana met at Hope Memorial
tion March 21. Brooks was picked ed his retirement as adult nroln- APP^bnalely900 passenger ear ; With a snowfall of 23.9 inches
to act.
ffi f
' i plat'"' and 2(H) truck and trailer Holland experiencedthe snowiest
Chapel Wednesday to make dis- ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs. up by state police Feb. 14 in St.
City Attorney James E. Towmt.on officer for Ottawa County, of- pliltes ttere s0,
lhr Mon. j K,.b,.ua,.y ^ many yea,.Si a dwcU
trict plans for a unified fund cam- Mary Lugers. 90, of route 2, Hol- Joseph where he had completeda
send in his legislative report re(lay rush, according to Frank of the records by Weather Obpaign to be carriedout through the land, died Saturday at the home 20-day jail sentence for another of- fective April
Co. commended that Council oppose
Spangler.who is retiring be- Chcrven, local manager. 'There ' server Charles Stcketreof Hope
churches of the Reformed denom- of her son-in-law,Albert Timmer fense. lie allegedly issued a 535.75
Senate Bills 1116 and 1039 on tho
ination. The campaign is scheduled of Crisp, with whom she made her check Sept. 15, 1953, on Blanchard cause of ill health has reived as'uas
line until we closed at College revealed Tuesday.
principle that each municipality
to begin in April.
Besides: the heavy February
State Bank made payable to Flor- probation officer since Jail. 1.
home for many years.
should have the right to bargain
'
"
........“
A total of 3.100 pas.rengeiplat
snowfall, the month also rang up
A committee known as Eend- Surviving are one daughter, Mrs. ence Nickelson who signed the comwith its own employes rather than
but has held Vc\ious county nf-'of tho to|a,
.rrm;un t()
the season's low of 1 below, and
racht. which unifies all church pro- John A. Vanden Bosch of Zeeland, plaint.
ha\e such things as working hours
fires spanning 22 years, besides so|d Ch(TVCn reporl(,d
Hie gieat-st depth of snow on the
grams. has as its aims to assist one son, Henry Lugers of Holland;
Gene Michele, 49. route 2,i Spring
The 39th annual meeting of determined by state law. A resoluseveral years with the city.
ground for the whole season— 18 shareholdersof Home Furnace tion to this effect was approved
Christian institutions and colleges the son-in-law,Albert Timmer; 17 Lake, pleaded guilty to a charge
In 1918, Spangler joined the
inches.
Company was held Monday, Feb. and will bo sent to Sen. Clyde
in the denomination,repair and grandchildren; 18 great grandchil- of taking a 560 church fund from
Grand Haven city police force
.von so. the average tempera- 28, at 4 p.m. in the offices of Ten Geerlings.Rep. George Van Pourequip Christianhospitals in Arabia dren; three brothers, John and the home of a relativein Spring
uncer Chief Delbert Fortney. lie) State
Will
ture ol 27.1 degrees was .9 degree Cate and Townsend.
and India and provide sister Henry Van Lente of Holland and Lake Feb. 13. pleaded guilty and
sem and the Michigan Municipal
worked with the sheriff'soffice
warmtr than the normal temperaReports for the year 1934 were League.
churches and missionarieswith Bert of St. Joseph; one'sister, Mrs. will return March 21. Bond of 55.- from Jan. 1, 1920, to 1923, and
ture for February.Average tem- reviewed and approved. The manevangelisticequipment.
Nellie De Zeeuw of Holland, and 000 was not furnished.Michele is again from Jan. 1. 1924, to 1928.
A communicationfrom the BPW
peiatures other vears was 35 in agement reported that residential
The Rev. TheodoreSchaap, pas- two sisters-in-laW, Mrs. Dick Van now on parole from Southern Michi- After Fortney was elected sheriff. Close at 5
recommending approvalof a re1954
32
in
1953.
31
1
m
1952
and
co* -ling systems had been added to
tor of Unity Reformed Church of Lente and Mrs. Gerrit Van Lente gan prison at Jackson on a forgery
quest from .1. Russell Bouws to
Spangler switched jobs with the
,
the line of equipment and that a connect the sanitary sewer outcharge.
Muskegon, presided at the meet- of Holland.
Because many broken buttle^ 27 m 1951.
present chief of police, Lawrence
Maximum was 46. compared new oil burning series of furnaces lets of Russ’ Sandwich Shop at
Fred M. Crockett, 22. route 1,
ing. He also has been named chairhave been found recentlv at HoiMrs. Lugers was bom near HolDe Witt, who was serving as un*’11 'n I'-'ol. 54 in 1953, )2 in are being shown by the Company. 361 East Eighth St. to the 10-inch
man of the campaign for this area. land Dec. 25, 1864, and was the Grand Haven, who pleaded guilty dersheriff at that time. Spangler land State Park and because of
Directorselected were O. P. sewer line owned by Hart and
Di. Irwin J. Lubbers is director daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Feb. 15 to a charge of larceny from held the position of undersheriff shortageof help, Manager Clare J ^ )" ‘,n^ 1,1 H'ol. Minimum
Broad said today (hat "from now i v,as •• compared with 7 in 1954, Kramer. John W, De Vries, Ver- Cooley Qo., providedsatisfactory
of the overall campaign throughout Henry Van Lente. Her husband, a building,was sentenced to serve
for 2i years. He also worked unon the park will lie closed at 5 j
. L> m 1952 and -< in non D Ten Cate, E. D. Dimnent, arrangementsare made with the
the United States.
William, died 30 years ago. She two to five years in Jackson. The der Serif f Coinelis Stcketce.
! 1-GL Average maximum was 34.3. C. E. Pecker, Daniel Ten Cate,
Among the delegates here are was a member of South Olive allegedoffense involvedtaking 5191 In August, 1935, he started work- p.m.
company, was tabled, pending
Broad points out that broken coni9arc(l_W|th 42.3 in 1954, 38.6 president;John W. De Vries, vice word from Hart and Cooley and
from Botbyl’sGarage where he was
the Rev. Henry G. Bovenkerk,re- Christian Reformed Church.
ing ns county welfare agent fdr
bottles become imbedded in tli: j'n 19o3, 3 .4 in 19:)2 and 32.5 in president; Clarence J. Becker, further study by the BPW. Eur(hemployed Feb. 6. The court pointpresenting the Board of Foreign
Probate Court, a positionhe filled
shifting sand this time of year
Average minimum was 19.9, general manager and treasurer! er study involves policieson the
ed out this was his third felony,
Missions, the Rev. Bernard J. Mulfor two years. In conjunction with
Son
of
Area
Pioneer*
later
present
a
hazard
lor
hare'‘ompared
with 27.7 in 1954. 25.4 Arthur C. Becker, secretary and question of outside service.
the
others
occurring
in
North
Carolder, director of the Board of Eduthat appointment,he served as
assistant treasurer; and M. Vei
foot
i *n 1953. 21.8 in 1952 and 21.5 in
ina and Virginia.
A report from the BPW listing
cation in the Reformed Church of Dies in Grand Rapid*
juvenile probation officer. One ol
Heist, sales manager.
Right now the "short" crew at *-1'!Mortis Tardiff, 35, Grand Rapids,
America, the Rev. Richard Vanestimated capital expenditures foi
his minor jobs at that time vva>
the state park is concentrating
Precipitationfor the month
the fiscal year 1935-56 for the
denberg,reporesenting the Board
George W. Lievense.76, died who sought restoration of his adult probation officer.
moving
sand
and
it
takes
a
full
amounted
to exactly two inches, //^M lnr Oanetinnino
operator's
license
after
paying
fine
o* Domestic Missions.
water department,sewer departWednesday at his home. 210
During his years in probation
" "" » "*» in 1954. j
'“J .TavfT"'" dal . - ment, electricdepartment and a
Trowbridge Ave., NE. Grand and costs of 5104.70 in Holland work, Spangler has had approxi- day's
At the same time Broad dis- 1 87 inches in 1953, .73 inches in
^ ‘
special report on estimated capital
Rapids. He had been ill for some MuncicpalCourt on a drunk driv- mately 2,000 persons under his
l.~ • .... .1 _____
. .. .1 1QVJ f.ryrl •)')') ... 1
closed that attendance so lai this
«md 2.22 inches in 1951. Pre- WlU^nil R. Brefka, 20, Grand expenditures covering the developing charge Jan. 21. was granted a
time. Haven, was picked up by city posupervision.He worked under foryear is running ahead ol record- cipitationfell on II days, comparThe son oi William and Katherine restricted driver's license with the mer Circuit Judge Fred T. Miles
lice Monday for Muskegon county ment of Lake Michigan water suporcaking1954 attendance. So tai j ‘‘d "Hh 13 in 1954, 10 in 1953, 7
understanding
he
refrain
from
usLievense, pioneer residents of the
officers who were to question him ply was tabled for later considfor several years and continuously
37.,)50 persons have visited the in 1952 and 16 in 1951.
West Olive area, he was born in ing intoxicantsfor a year.
under Judge Raymond L. Smith park area. 3,000 more than last ! Snowfall amounted to 23.9 Tuesday regarding a personal in- eration.
Another BPW communication
Grand
Haver,
where
he
lived
for
since 1948.
City
inrnes, compared with 14.7 jury accident which occurredIn requestingthat the amount to
year at the same date.
25 years. He then moved to Grand Holland Serviceman
Fruitport Sunday. Brefka's^car
On Sept. 4, 1953 he was recogOne of the big attractions has | inches in 1954 , 3.1 inches in 1953,
Rapids where he was employed as
nized as a charier member of the
was found at the scene of the ac- be withdraw-nroom electric deCity Manager Herb Holt has anbeen
icebergs. "They were pretty 7.2 inches in 1952 and 19.3 inches
Visits
Jerry
Ford
an expressmanat the Railroad Excident. He is now on probation imrtment profits for the fiscal
Michigan
Probation
and
Parole
nounced a tentative schedulefor
beat up by the warm weather yes- in 1951. Greatest depth of snow
year 1954-55 be limited to $100,000
press Agency for 25 years. He reAssociation.
from Ottawa Circuit Court.
presentation and approvalof the
terday,” Broad said, "but they’re on the ground was 18 inches, comPfc. Maurice Witteveen, 233
for reasons outlined to council at
tired in 1946
He helped organized the North a little better this morning."
for the coming year.
pared with five inches in 1954, 1
an informal meeting in connection
Surviving are a son, Lloyd G; West 18th St„ was one of seven Ottawa Rod and Gun Club and
The manager will present a
Another improvement contem- inch in 1953, 3 inches in 1952 and Driver Issued Ticket
with providingfunds for future
two daughters,Mrs. Edward Ottawa and Kent county service- plans to spend his retirement at
proposed budget to City Council
plated for this season is exten- 10 inches in 1951.
men
stationed
in or near WashingJohn Howard Cooper, 30, Grandl expansion of the electric pow-er
Christensen and Mrs. Herman Van
his home in Spring Lake township
April 6. Council is expected to
sion oi
«iuii
cf eicciriuiy
electricityio
to the
me tiailet
uauei _
ton, D. C., who visitedCongressRapids, -was issued a ticket for plant, also was tabled until the
adopt the proposed budget April Gemert; six grandchildren and 2 man Jerry Ford last Wedesnday with his wife and son. He plans to drive that was completed last year! CoiUlcilmfO Sign Up a*
failure to yield the right of wayl annual budget is considered.
great grandchildren; All are from
raise vegetables and flowers and
20 and the city clerk will publish
on the east side of the park.
- i
i r
afternoon.
Council authorized storm sewer
following a collisionbetween his
Grand Rapids.
catch up on fishing. He also
foundation Members
a summary of the budget proposed
Others in the group were Ens. has a rnaTied daughter and sevcar and a semi shortly before 11 connectioas in the vicinityof the
Funeral
services
will be held Friby Council April 25..
Harold Vander Zwaag, U. S. Coast
Peter Kromann, a membei* of a.m. today at 21st St. and College new Thomas Jefferson elementary
Elmer Hutchins Dies
A public hearing oir the budget day at 2:30 p.m. from the Alt Guard, Spring Lake; Airman Ro- eral grandchildren.
the board of directorsof the Great- Ave. The truck was driven by Nel- school, involving an 18- inch pipe
Mortuary
in Grand Rapids. Burial
Spangler was born in Milwaukee
and final adoption is scheduled at
er Holland Community Foundation, son Vcr Beek, 28, of 498 West 21st on 28th St. from Wildwood subwill be In Lake Forest Cemetery land E. Lubbinge, Jamestown; Lt. in May, 1888, and came to Robin- At Allegan Hospital
the May 4 Common Council meet(jg) Roy Feringa, USN, Grand son township at the age of 6.
in Grand Haven.
signed
up councilmen and city offi- St. Damage to the ‘53 model car division to Van Raalte Ave., and
FENNVILLE
(Special)
Elmer
ing.
Rapids; Lt. (jg) George R. LundHutchins, 79, died Tuesday at Al- cials as foundation members at a was estimated at $400, police said. a 15-inch pipe on Van Raalte Ave.
Accordingto the city charter, it
from 28th St. 175 feet south of
berg, Jr., Lowell; Robert L. Ralya,
legan County Hospital,w h e r e he regular meeting of Council Wednes- The truck was not damaged.
will be the new councilth. t adopts WcivtB Examination
30th St Total cost is estimated at
YN2, USN. Grand Haven, and Staff Red Tulips Brighten
had
been
a
patient for three weeks. day night.
the budget. Aldermen and the v- GRAI^D HAVEN (Special)
$7,145 to be paid from the Motor
Sgt. Arthur R. Bosseit, Grand HavSurviving are the wife, Bertha;
Sentinel Headquarters
Damage Set at $1,300
mayor elected in the April 4 Earl Deal. 32, Grand Haven, waiv- en.
Vehicle Highway fund.
two
daughters.
Mrs.
Alva
Ash
of Two Pay Fines
election will take office the follow- ed examiniationon a charge of
Calvin Weener, 18. route 3, MonCity Cierk Clarence Grevengoed
Whitteveen,stationed at Fort
It’s time to start thinkingof East Saugatuckand Mrs. Richard
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ing Moods** — April 11 .—according non-support when arraigned in
day night was issued two tickets presented a fire protection agreeBelvoir with the Army Engineers, Tulip Time.
Bale of Manila, the Philippines: Joe B. Alaskovitz, 18, Muskegon after his car struck a parked car
to charter provisions.
Municipal Court Wednesday for the last 14 months has been
ment requestedby Jacob EssenAt least, that’s what Park Supt. three sons, Keith, Lawrence and
And the budget must be adopted and
released on his a topographic computer for guid- Dick Smallenburgthinks. He Irwin, all of Fennville; 11 grand- Heights, and Darrell Miller, 18, owned oy Frank Sewers, Sauga- burg Co., Inc., for protection of
Fruitport, were arraignedbefore tuck, doing ai. estimated $1,300
at the first council meeting in May own recognizance to appear in Ot17 commercial establishments on
ed missile control.He will be dis- brought a nice pot of bright red children; three great grandchilJustice F. J. Workman Wednes- damage to the two vehicles. Weener North River Ave. The clerk also
tawa Circuit Court March 21. charged in December and plans to tulips into The Sentinel office
dren;
three
great
grandchildren;
a
day for possession of beer in their was cited for imprudentspeed and presented a letter from the HolIn the meantime, the city man- Complaintagainst Deal was made enter University of Michigan enWednesday,
brother, Emra of Superior, Mont.; car. Each paid $40 fine and $5.20 failureto have his car under conager is drawing up the' proposed by wife, Inez, allegingnon-support gineering school.He is married to
Count it out. It’s less than 25 a sister, Mrs. Fred Thorscn of costs. State police made the tori. The mishap occurred on 8th land American Legion band subbudget after conferences with the of his five minor children since
mitting a financialreport for the
the former Judith Konlngx They months. Tulip Time dates this Ganges, and a sister - in • law,
arrests in Sprirfj Lake township St., between Central and 'College year ending Dec. 31, 195T
various departmentsaod boards. Feb. 14, 1955.
have a daughter, seven months oldL year are May 11 through 14.
Mrs. Asa Hutchins of South Lyons early this momiix
,
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Visit to Holy Places Gives

3, 1953

Hope

Junior League's Play for Children Scheduled Tuesday Afternoon

Author

For

Feeling of Actually Living the Bihle
(Following is the sixth and last said of Syria, though fortunately
that rather large country of 72,000

College Sing are currently under-

Lebanon prepared by Dr. Milton square miles has more tillable
land, and so supports a far larger
J. Hoffman.—Editor)
population.My visit to Damascus
The Holy Places
There are few, if any. areas in was altogethertoo short, but long
the world where places so close enough to see that, that ancient
together, speak so eloquently of city is throwing off the shackles of
the past as do the Holy Places, in the past.
More important in my judgment
and around Jerusalem. These Holy
Places are almost all within the is the fact that no real prosperity
walls of the ancientcity now under nor assured peace can come to
Arab control. The western and that area unlesi the fierce bitternewer part of the city, far larger, ness between Jew and Arab can
is under Israel control.I visited be healed. I saw at least a dozen
this area two years ago. Unfor- Arab refugee camps in Lebanon.
tunately, a high, tightly woven Syria and Jordan. In these camps
wire fence separatesthe two areas, j hve some 800,000 Arabs who left
My recent visit was limited to the their homes in Israel in 1948, and
their conditions worst with
ancient city. Here close together find
'
now, are, among others, the each passing year. Somehow a way
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the must be found short of war to end
Church of All Nations adjoining this almost hopeless condition. If
the Garden of Gethsemane. the only there was a willingnessto try
Church of the Ascension, the Via to come to some agreement a soluDolorosa, the Wailing Wall and the tion might be found. Who has the
Mosque of Omar. The description answer, I do not know.

way at Hope College with 11 fraternitiesand sororitiescompeting
for honors in the contest scheduled Friday, March 4, at 8 pm. in
Hope Memorial Chapel
Judges for the sing, to determine the best independentsinging
group on the campus, are Miss Alberta Bratt and Marvin Baas, of
Holland Christian High School
and Francis Hodgeboom,also of
Holland, an active member of the
Barbershop Quartette singing

phi: Francis Frye , "Kashmire
Song;" Knickerbocker:Nick Pool,
"Greensleeves;" Dorian: Betty
Schepers. "Poor Old .Jonathan
Bing;” AYcadian: Jim Neevil, "One
World;" Thesaurian:Lois Maier,
"Linden Lea;" Fraternal: Gorden
Meeusen, "Stouthearted Men;"
and A. S. A.; Ruth Wright, "When
Day is Done."
Chairmen for the event are
Marcia Pasma, junior, from Muskegon, and Robert Winter, sophomore, from Grand Rapids. Other

of this small area in the guide
book I used covers 166 pages. This
area is sacred to three major
religiousgroups, Jews, Christians
(From .Monday’s Sentinel)
and Mohammedans.One calls
_
mind the gloriesof King David’s< The Rev. H. Maassen began
city, and the majestic Temple 1 preaching a series of sermons on

North Blendon

_

.

^
u

built by his son. This mood of
"Seven Sayings of the Cross"
exaltationchanges suddenly when on Sunday The Vanden Burg
he walks along the Wailing Wall
L ___ t
brothers of Byron Center present-

where anguished Jews have

for

centuries, shed their tears over
glories long since gone, and
breathed their prayers for a
restorationto their homeland.
Where Solomon's Temple once
stood, and later the Temple built
by Herod the Great, now stands
the Mosque of Omar, also called
the Dome of the Rock, or Haram
es-Sherif which means “Noble
Sanctuary". This next to Mecca is

mm

ed instrumental selectionsat the
evening service.

Members of

G. Klomparens, T. Miedema, Albert and Ernest Huizenga, W. and

Junior Welfare League

as They Appear

in 'Hanseland Crete!
(Sentinel photo)

The witch, played by Mrs. Lesing gingerbread house, and ginger- ter Deridder, is pictured above
bread boys and girls who come to trying "to hex" the rest of the
life will be some of the intriguing cast. Seated in foreground are
features of "Hansel and Gretel." a Mrs. Jay C. Fetter and Mrs. Julius
musical play to be presentedby Lubbers who play Hansel and
Junior Welfare League Tuesday Gretel. and behind them, the
mother and father, played by Mrs.
afternoon.
All Holland area children have Joseph Borgman. Jr., and Mrs. Ed
been invited to the play, which is Van Eck. Standing are the gingerbeing given free of charge at 3:30 bread people, left to right, Mrs.
Clarence Van Liere, Mrs. John
'i'uesdayat Civic Center.
A

Henry Driesengaand H. Dys attended the annual meeting and
dinner of the Farmer's Co-op at
the Forest Grove Fellowship hall
last week Wednesday.
The Schaaps of Allendale recently called on Rev. and Mrs.

Dog Notes
A DOG’S EPITAPH
"Noboby knows; except you and
me and those who have experienced
the like affections,what it is to
love a dog and lose it. But I complain that people, who will not or
cannot grant the love, set about
wonderingwhy one is not ashamed
to make such a fuss for a dog's
loss. My own eyelids have swelled
and reddened for the sake of a
lost dog; and I cannot feel particularly ashamed of it."
The above was written by Elizabeth Barrett Browning,the famous
poet, on the loss of her dog Flush.

groups of this city.
Directors and selections of the
societies are: Sibylline: Rosalind
Smith, "Poor Pierrot;" Emersonian: Harold Ritsema, "Sing On,
Sing On;" Sorosis: Audrey NienWell, readers, is that silly? Or
house, "Liza;" Cosmoplitan: does it awaken memories of your
David DeJong, ’Riff Song;” Del- own?

1

_

Annual College Sing

Rehennali for the annual All

in a series of articles on India and

to

Societies Prepare

villainous witch and her entic-

Workman. Miss Doris Wieskamp.
Mrs. Junior Karsten, Mrs. Warren
Westrate, Mrs. Bill La Barge,
Mrs. Dcrk Van Raalte, Mrs.
Bill Venhuizen.
Julius

Mrs.

Mrs. Egbert Boer is director;
Mrs. Gerard Cook, assistant director; Mrs. Robert Wolbrink,In
charge of invitationsand seating;
Mrs. Don Oosterbaan and Mrs. Bill
Appledorn, costumes, and Mrs.
Paul Winchester, properties.Mrs.
Maurice Schaap has designedall

Then I remember when a woman was mourning the loss of an
ancient Scottiewhich long ago had

been her dead husband’slast gift
to her. In my presence, a man
sought to console her by saying,
"He was old and he was ugly and
he used to get hairs on all your
guests. You ought to be grateful the
worthless cuss is dead!"
I was foolish enough then to say
something which cost me the man's
acquaintanceWhat would you have
said, readers?

committee chairmen are Ann
Bloodgood and Len Rowell, coQUEER CURES
chairmenon the chapel accommoda
In Great Britain,there seems to
lions committee;Sewell Hays,
be
a more advance hospital sysusher committee;Ardis Bishop,

tem for dogs, as a rule, than ours.
program design, and Lois Tomga,
(For that matter, the British seem
program committee.
to regard dogs as of more importDoc. Robert Cavanaugh,chairance than we do.) There are canman of the Hope College music deine hospitals ("nursing homes")

Karsten, Mrs. James Mooi and
partment, is faculty advisor to the
Mrs. James Den Herder. Not picin Englaond, with regular staffs of
Sing Committee.
white-coated doctors and uniformtured is Mrs. Don Miller.
the place most sacred to the
H. Maassen.
ed nurses. In some of these, there
All music for the play Is being
Muslims. The Mosque itself is an
the' scenery, which includes the
Mrs. J. Ter Horst was hostess
often are more than a hundred
directed
by
Mrs.
Fred
Coleman,
enormous octagonal building withat the Ladies' Aid meeting at the
sick or injured dogs, and they rewho also will serve as pianist for witch's house, the big oven, etc.,
in which are two concentric rows
Christian Reformed Church last
and the forest setting.
ceive as much care as would a
the production.
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
o. stone pillars which support the
Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday
human
patient!
Wednesday
evening
a
potluck
roof and the Dome. The dameter
the Girls’ Society met with
During distemper epidemics,
dinner was enjoyed at the home of
o the Dome is about 65 feet, the evening
Mrs. Beute and Jane Zichterman
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Huizenga. such nursing homes often are
height 90 feet. Directly under the
as hostesses.
The other guests were Mr. and crowded to capacity. Here is an
Dome is a rough bare rock about
Several local folks attended the
Mrs. Evertt Takken and children example of the pains taken to re50 feet long, 40 feet wide and nine
P.T.A. meeting at the Allendale
and Mr. and Mr*. James Kooman lieve suffering:
feet high. It was on this rock, so
Christian School Friday evening.
Arthur Bennett, of Winchmore
and son.
the legend goes, that Abraham
Rev. Huizenga was the guests
Hill, had a bull mastiff which
Mrs.
A.
Rynbrandt
attended
a
would have sacrificed his son
speaker.
A capacity audience filled Third
meeting of the Executive offices wrenched its left front knee joint.
Isaac. On this rock Mohammed
Howard
Jay, son of Mr. and Reformed Church Wednesday for a
of the Zeeland MissionaryUnion The joint began to wither. Rex
prayed before he mounted to
Ellis C. Nixon and wf. to Adrian
Mrs. K. Hirdes, and John Curtis,
at the home of Mrs. H. Kuit in was taken to a canine hospital.
heaven on his famous steed which
public meeting sponsoredby the
M. Bolthouseand wf. Lot 6 and Zeeland, Tuesday afternoon.
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Bruggink
There, the chief veterinaryJ.
the archangel Gabiel had given
pt. 8 Blk. 7 Bryant’s Add. Spring
were baptized during the morning Beard of Domestic Missions of the
Monday
evening
five local wo- Cautley, applied X-rays and found
him. The Mosque area covers
service at the Christian Reformed Reformed Church in America,
men attended ftie dinner and eve- the muscles were shrinking. He
Lake.
about 14 acres.
turned the case over to Frederic
Church on Sunday.
which
carried
on
a
four-day
spring
Frank L. Tuttle and wf. to Blink ning program held in Holland at
It is hopelosr to attempt in a
Mr. and Mrs. R. Vinkemulder
Durfee and Voorhees Hall and at Channing,a professional masseur
About 350 members and friends
session this week in Holland.
brief article like this a description
Bros. Pt. S‘i NW*4 35-8-13 Twp. the Chapel. This was in the in- who had been blinded in the World
of Grand Rapids called on friends
gathered in the auditorium of
of all the scenes which both the
Featuredspeaker Wednesday
Wright.
here Friday afternoon.
terests of the Domestic Mission War.
Fourth
Reformed
Church
Friday
Old and New Testaments present.
Valdy W. Westbrook and wf. to Program of the Reformed Church.
number of local residents night was Mrs. Norman Vincent evening for a farewell for the
Daily, Rex was brought to the
Here comes to life the events of
Fred A. Hawthorne and wf. Lot 35
called on Mrs. Winnie Haase- Peale of New York City, first vice Rev. and Mrs. Henry Van Dyke
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mast of Forest hospital, to undergo infra-red-ray
Holy Week. As one visits the varLittle Farms Plat. Twp. Wright.
voort last week. She is confined president of the Board of Domes- who are leaving early next week
Grove visited with Miss Josie treatment, and then to have a long
ious shrines, pauses for a moment
Lucille Vander Horn et al to HowOverze and Jake Zylstra recently. session of the most expert massagto Holland Hospital due to serious
for
Buffalo
Center,
la.,
where
of quiet among the gnarled olive
tic Missions, who spoke on "Workard Ruster and wf. Pt. Lot 30
Mr. and tors. Gerrit Kuiper and ing. The treatmentwas painless
illness.
Rev. Van Dyke has accepted a
trees of the Garden of GethsemLaug’s Plat No. 3 Twp. Polkton.
family have moved to their new- and at last Rex was well.
Women of this locality were in- ing For and With God." She re- call.
ar.e, or climbs the Mount of Olives,
Highland Park Association to home. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kuiper
vited to attend the meeting at vealed a number of personal exGeorge Minnema, read scripture
he unconsciously, but with deep
Martin Strand and wf. Lot 18 Highand son have moved to the former YOUR DOG ’8 VOICE
the Wesleyan Methodist Church at periences in which she was called and offered prayer. Following
reverencerepeats to himself the
land Park Add. Grand Haven.
home of G. Kuiper which they Did you ever realize that your
Allendale Friday in keeping with
group
singing
led
by
Mrs.
Harold
upon to witness for God and the
Robert E. Baxter and wf. to recently purchased.
words of that moving hymn: "I
the World's Day of Prayer. Miss
Schaap,
the
Intermediate
Choir
dog has a voice superior to any
Dorothy
Blamire
Pt.
Lot
19
MounWalked today where Jesus walkLaveme Ter Haar and Ronald other animal? None has as many
Esther Smeenge, missionary on church. Her message proved to be sang “I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes."
tain
Beach,
Twp.
Port
Sheldon.
ed". Such a visit comes as a tonic
Miss
Myro
De
Witt
Ter Haar, sons of Mr. and Mrs. changes,inflectionsor tones of
furlough from Africa, was the an Inspirationfor the hundredsat- A reading, "Growing Toward
Jacob Nyenhuis and wf. to Lester
to one’s faith. How the Bible comes
Mrs. Truda De Witt of 234 OtHenry Ter Haar, and Mr. and Mrs. vocal expressionas does a dog.
tending.
speaker.
God,"
was
given by Mrs. Adrian
to life in these ancient lands!
Dr. R. J. Vanden Berg, execu- De Roos, and the senior choir tawa Ave., Zeeland, announces Machiela and wf. Lot 15 Jenison Albert Ter Haar, respectively,are Nor do I believe that any animal
The Bess Creek Farm Bureau
Heights Sub. Twp Georgetown.
Bethlehem is only a short dishome from Fort Leonard Wood. desires so anxiously to talk as does
Group was organized at the home tive secretary of the board, spoke sang “River of Life.” An accor- the engagement of her daughter,
Clayton Gilbertand wf. to Donald
tance south of Jerusalem. As one
Myra,
to
Minard
Brunink,
son
of
They are enjoying several days of the dog.
of Mr. and Mrs. Tony Miedema on "Like a Mighty Army," mak- dion and electricguitar number,
Vriesengaand wf. Pt. SWK NWK furlough, having completed their
approaches the city he sees on the
ing particular mention of the mo- "O for a Closer Walk with God," Mrs. Wilmina Brunink of Borrecently.
Notice the dozen or so inflec25-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
hillside the "Field of the Shepculo.
basic training.
bile
population
in
the
United
States
Several relativesfrom this victions your own dog uses. You can
was presented by Donna Olsen,
Gerrit Veenboer and wf to Wesley
herds”. In the city is the Church
Mrs. G. D. Wyngarden of Zeeinity attendedthe reception for and the consequent need for Shirley Woldring and Jackie
Bosch Pt. SE!4 24-5-15 Twp Hol- land called on Mrs. H. A. Bowman tell by his bark or whine whether
of the Nativity, a large triple aisled
Mr. and Mrs. Oppenhuizen at the churchesand the Christian minis- Johns.
the sound in one of joy or pain, of
land.
Washington Banquet
building with its three rows of
Thursday afternoon.
Vriesland Reformed Church par- try.
pleading or fighting, of warning, of
The Men's Chorus sang "Go
John
A.
Fahling and wf. to
massive columns supporting the
The Home Ec. Club met at the
The Rev. Christian Walvoord, Down Moses" and cornet duets Given by Aid Society
lors Feb. 9.
Frederick J. Fahling and wf. NWH school house on Monday evening. fear or of play.
roof. Under the high alter is the
Rev. Maassen addressed women pastor of Third Church, presided. were played by Ralph Houston and
Often the pitch of tone and
grotto where the stable is, where
The 19th annual Washington NE14 3-9-13 Twp. Chester.
at the special prayer meeting in Miss Mildred Schuppert was at the Roger Kobes. They were "I Love
volume enable a dog to -express
First
Baptist
Church
Zeeland
to
Jesus was born. The huge arched
keeping with the World's Day of organ and accompaniedthe Holland to Tell the Story" and “O for a banquet was held Thursday night
shades of meaning rather than
Donald Kooiman and wf. Lot 2 Kiwanis Queens Elect
doorway to the Church has been
Prayer held at Beaverdam Re- High a cappella choir in three sel- Thousand Tongues" accompanied at Holland Christian High school East Park Add. City of Zeeland.
just the idea of joy, pain, fear, etc.
masoned shut leaving only a small
New Officers at Meet
formed Church Friday afternoon. ections under the directionof Wil- by Miss Beverly Minnema. The gym, sponsored by the Eunice Aid
Albert
Scljuiteman
and
wf.
to
low door winch compels every
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Mo- lard Fast.
Intermediateand Senior choirs society.
Holland-Zeeland Twp. School Dist.
adult to stoop on entering. The
Mrs. Jack Plewes opened her
Devotions were in charge of the
Miss Beth Marcus, who has been
en and A. Vander Molen of Alward
sang
“The King’s Business."
No. 1 Frl. Pt. NWfrl*4 SWfrlft home Tuesday evening for the Kiradio carries to the far corners of
Rev.
J.
DeKruyter.
Toastmaster
District visited Mrs. Hazel Van- promoted to the position of execuBrief
farewell
talks
were
given
NWfrl*4 19-5-14 City of Zeeland.
the earih the Christmas service
der Molen at Martin Thursday tive secretary of the board after by Miss Ruth Anne Breuker, rep- was C. Westenbroek. Community Erma Lynn Reichardtto James wanis Queens charter night dinconducted in this Church. Some 18
ner meeting. A beautiful arrangesinging
was
led
by
G.
Dykman,
being
associate
executive
secreevening.
resenting the young people of the
Scott and wf. Pt. Lots 17, 18 Blk ment of yellow mums and daffodils
miles further south is Hebron,
Last Tuesday evening Rev. and tary, announced the appointment church; James Dykema for the accompanied by Mrs. Bert Bos. 1 Cutler and Sheldon's Add. Grand
where there is another magnificent
decoratedthe table. The bouquet
The program included a baritone
Mrs. H. Maassen were guests of of two new missionaries.
combined choirs;Mrs. John Kobes,
Haven.
Mosque in which are the graves of
was later presented to the retiring
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Meyerink representing the women's societies, quartet, Roger Vander Zwaag, Haven.
hoor at a chicken dinner at the
Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and Hub at Zeeland. Guests included have been assigned to work
president.Mrs. James Klomparens.
Judy Haan, Fred Schuurman and
Michigan State College honored
George Minnema, the men's soBernard Dykema and wf. to
Rebecca, Jacob and Leah and
Following the dinner, a business a Zeeland man with a Centennial
Jim
Rottschaefer;
baritone
duet
among
tne
Tzeltal
Indians
in
Chiamembers of the consistoryand
ciety;
Carl
Buurma,
the
Sunday
Marinus Nyboer and wf. Lot 44 meeting was conducted by the Award Friday at the first of a
Joseph.
retiring members together with pas, Mexico, and Don De Jongh School and Dick Vander Meer, by Judy Haan and Roger Vander Slagh's Add. City of Holland.
president. She thanked officers, series of Symposium lectures.
No visit in this urea is complete
Zwaag,
accompanied
by
Marcia
has
been
assigned
to
work
at
the
their wives. The group enjoyed a
Dick Zwiep and wf. to Frank board members and members for
the consistory.
without a side trip to Jericho and
Westenbroek, vocal selection by
Dirk Jan De Free, president of
program of fellowship singing, a East Harlem Protestant parish in
Wm. Dolezal and wf. Pt. NE!4 their cooperation during her term Herman
John Atman spoke in behalf of
the Dead Sea which Lie Arabs call
Miller FurnitureCo. in
skit by Mrs. C. Moll and Mrs. La- New York City Both young men the congregation and presented the Montello Park male quartet, SEVi 31-5-15 City of Holland.
of office. Mrs. John Sprick gave Zeeland, received the award from
the Sea of Salt. This deep, blue
mer, a monologue by Mrs. C. are seniors at Western Theologi- Rev. and Mrs. VanDyke with a gift J. Nykamp, H. DeWeerd, H. JanDick Zwiep and wf. to Richard the annual treasurer's report
body of water is 1,200 feet below
Dr. Thomas H. Osgood, dean of
Meeuwsen, a solo by M. Breen and cal Seminary. Miss Marcus is in of money. The honored guests re- sen and II. Becksvoort.
Roossien and wf. Pt.
SEJ and Mrs. Garence Kammeraad,
sea level and is 46 miles long and
Highlight of the meeting was an
graduateschool and chairman of
charge
of
personnel
for
the
board
remarks by the pastor. Attending
31-5-15
City
of
Holland.
the secretay's report. Mrs. Tom Symposia committee.
10 miles wide. Into it flows the were Rev. and Mrs. H. Maassen, which now has two executive sec- sponded.They also received a address by the Rev. R. B. Kuiper,
record player from members of president of Calvin Seminary, Cornelius Stroop and wf. to Victor Hebert was welcomed as a new
Jordan and other mountain Gerrit Klynstra, Miss Minnie retaries.
The citation was inscribedto De
the combined choirs.
streams. It is hard to imagine any
Grand Rapids. He used as his Van Fleet and wf. Lots 20 . 23 . 24, member.
Free: "Industrialexecutive, civic
The offering of the day amounted
Modderman, Mr. and Mrs. R.
A social hour followed and re- subject 'The Natural and the 27 Rutgers Add. Central Park Twp.
The newly-elected officers are leader,consecrated churchman.In
more desolate country than that Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga, to 5300.78,to be used toward refreshments were served. Rev. Spiritual." Accordingto the speak- Park.
president,Mrs. Fred Bulford; recognitionof your exceptional
which surrounds the Dead Sea On
Mr. and Mrs. P. Martinie, Mr. and placing an educationalbuilding Van Dyke will preach his farewell
Earl G. Potter to John Franzburg vice president,Mrs. Gare Walker;
the other hand, this is potentially
er, the two arc closely related,
performance and integrity as an
Mrs. J. Cotts. Mr. and Mrs. C. destroyed by fire at Dulce, N. M
sermon Sunday. His topic at the because they both emanate from Pt. Lots 2. 3 Blk A City of Holland. secretary,Mrs. Kenneth Etterbeek; executive in the furniture induswhere the Reformed Church car°n
\ Moll. Mr. and Mrs. R. Lamer. Mr.
Dirk Isenga to Kenneth Northouse treasurer, Mrs. Howard Van Egmorning service at 9:30 will be God, who in His Son, showed a
try; your distinguished service to
ries on work among the Apache
w,
i
enhaS and Mrs
and Mr. and
"Goodbye,”taken from Acts 20:32, concern for the natural as well as and wf. Lots 38 , 39 Isenga's Sub. mond; assistant secretary and trea- Gideons Internationaland your
me m.llen. j Mrs. C. Meeuwsen. Mr. and Mrs. Indians.
and in the evening at 7 p.m. his the spiritual well-beingof the No. 2 Twp. Georgetown.
surer, Mrs. John Percival; board
^ ? f0f
ol mal'nals' , Papp were unable to be present
Donald R. Michmerhuizen and members, Mrs. Daniel Vander Werf spirit of venture and cooperation
subject will be “Go Ye.’
nearly all of which can be repeople. Because the two are one
in pioneering with us a new apwf. to Chester A. Smith and wf. Lot Mrs. James Klomparens and Mrs.
Lecture Series Finale
claimed by process of evaporation.
in origin, it is necessary for all
proach to human relations in in125 Country Club Estates Sub. No. Howard Kooiker.
believers to be natural in the
The figures are almost fantastic. Study Club Meets at
dustry . . ."
Fennville Five Stopped
To Feature China Topic
2 Twp. Holland.
The March meeting will be held
spiritual and to be spiritual in the
I* is estimated that the Dead Sea
De Free, long identifiedwith
William
M.
Perry
and
wf.
to at the home of Mrs. James
Home
of Mrs. Geiser
natural, he said.
contains 2,000,000,000tons (not
The final meeting of the Com- In Season's Final Game
William N. Miller et al Lot 1 Blk 2 Klomparens.Hostesses will be Mrs. the college and with the human
Laughter too, according to Rev
pounds) of Potassium Chloride; Following Lenten devotions Wed- munity Lecture Series on World
relations approach in industry,is
FENNVILLE (Special) - Law- Kuiper, is part of the image of Sunnyside Plat, Twp. Spring Lake. Avery Baker and Mrs. Etterbeek. a fq^mer president of Gideons In980,000.000 tons of Magnesium nesday mgnt, a bi-monthly meeting Affairs will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Carolyn
DeVries
to
James
H.
Mrs. Louis Stempfly and Mrs.
Bromide; 11,000,000,000tons of of Our Lady of Sorrow Study Monday in Washington School, rence stopped Fennville here Fri- God, and is becoming even to
ternational.
day night 89-61 to wind up regular ministers and elders, but when Follen and wf. Lot f DeVries Sub. Andrew Dalman assisted Mrs.
Sodium Chloride (that is common Club of St Francis de Sales 11th and Maple.
play
for both clubs. The I^awrence we separate the spiritual from the Spring Lake.
Plewes
with
the
dinner.
salt) 22.000,000,000 tons of MagneFeatured will be a panel of young
Church was held at the home of
John Arendhorst and wf. to Jacob
Former Zeeland
sium Chloride and 6,000.000,000 Mrs. Dale Geiser.
men who will discuss the topic five held the upper hand the entire natural we fall into all the errors Essenburg and wf. N^i N^4 SW14
game.
of secularism. To neglect to bring
tons of Calcium Chloride. A quart
"China
From
The
Outside.”
The
Study of “The Reformation"by
Dies at Ben^onia Home
The first period score favored the up childrenin the fear of the NW»4 8-5-15 Twp. Holland.
of water from the Dead Sea con- the Rev. John O’Brien was com- panel consistsof Donald Lee, HarArthur Reenders and wf. to
winners
22-13 while the halftime lx)rd is to separate the natural
tains eight times as much salt as pleted and new topics for study ry Tan, Staley Yin, Robert Yin and
Zeeland (Special)
Mrs. MarClyde A. Van Arkel and wf. Lots
Mr. and Mix. Homer (Beezy)
a quart of Atlantic Ocean water. were discussed.A gift was present- Paul Shih, all of whom are from score read 41-29. Lawrence main- from the spiritual.
37, pt. 36 Reenders Add. No. 2 Bale are parenti of a son, bom tin Trapp, the former vMary Van
tained a 64-43 third period advantMrs.
F.
Klunder,
president
of
The Jews are now extractingvast ed to Mrs. John Walker, who is Asia and arc currently studying
Feb. 21 at Douglas hospital He Kley of Zeelan<l died Thursday
age.
the society, introduced the speak- City of Grand Haven.
quantities of mineral salts, a lot moving to Detroit.
at Hope College.
Elsie Beekman to Henry Riemer- weighed six pounds, 13 ounces. night at her home in Benzcto4t.Af
Bert Goens was the big gun for er.
of which are made into fertilizers, Next meeting will be held March
The meeting is sponsored by the
sma and wf. Pt. Lots 11, 12 Bolt's Grandparentsare ton- Anna Bruce the age of 75.
the winners with 33 points. Don
at a huge plant on the west shore 9 at the home of Mrs. Thomas local branch of AAUW and the ofSurviving are the husband;
Add. City of Grand Haven.
Steflingwas second high with 18.
of Douglas and Mr. and Mrs. Ned
of the sea. A fine highway from Godburn, 596 Pleasant Ave.
fice of adult education of the Holfour sons, Arthur, Kenneth and
Art Oxford had 16 for the Black- Birthday Party Given
Bale.
Beershebato the Sea was recently
land Public Schools. The public is
with 16 and Jim Bruce with 15.
The Past Matrons and Patrons Howard of Benzonia and Dr. DonFor Paala Anne Sprick
Fennville Resident
opened. The archeologicalfindings
invited to attend free of charge.
The
I^aurence
reserves
defeated
club
will meet at the Masonic ald Trapp of Hillsdale;four sisat the site of ancient Jericho con- Steal Checks, Machine
Next week will mark the beginthe Fennville seconds 48-45. Doug
Dies
at
the
Age
of
64
dining
room Monday evening. ters, Mrs. Nellie Poest and Mrs.
Paula
Anne
Sprick
was
guest
of
Ottawa County deputies Friday ning of the annual conservation
firm the Biblical account of what
Allen was high for Fennville' with honor at a dinner party Thursday
Those
on
the supper committee Effle Vanden Bosch of Zeeland,
were seeking burglars who stole a series sponsored by the Holland
happened to that city.
FENNVILLE (Special)
Mrs. are Mr. and Mrs. William Van Mrs. Carey Gousing of Minnesota
13 and Jim Griffinhad 17 for the evening in celebrationof her \iinth
Let me close this series, with check writing machine and books Fish and Game Club.
hawks followed by Warren’ Stahlee birthday anniversary. The party Grace Marfia, 64, died Friday Hartesveldt Sr., Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Katie Brink of Spring
two observations.Even the casual of blank checks from Jack’s Ice
was given by her mother, Mrs. afternoon in the home of her son, James Smeed and Mr. and Mrs. Lake; a brother, Dr. John Van
visitor must be impressed with the Cream store at 380 Douglas Ave.
Kley of Zeeland, now in Florida.
Placed
on
Probation
John Sprick, at their home, 577 Bernard, in Fennville.She had Carl Waiter.
fact that the Arab world is on the sometime Thursday night or early
Albert Smoes, Retired
been
iall for two or three months.
College
Ave.
march. In Jordan, which is now that morning. Entry was gained Oliver E. Avery, 26, Spring Lake,
She is survived by the husband,
Mrs. Sprick was assisted by
who pleaded guilty Feb. 15 to a Bentheim Farmer, Diet
Injured in Accident
called the Hashemite Kingdom of by breaking a rear window.
Pleads Innocent
Paula’s sister, Patti, and her aunt, Oronosrio; four sons, Bernard and
charge of removingmortgagedproMrs. Neela Steenwyk, 44, of 320
Jordan, though moat of its 16,000
GRAND HAVEN. (Special)
Albert Smoes, 73, of Bentheim, Anne Appledorn.Games were Joseph of Fennville, Anthony of
perty from the state, was placed
West
19th St., was treated for’
square miles are arid and desoGeorge
Van
Til,
34,
of
35
South
Portage
and
Samuel
of
the
U.
S.
Pay* Larceny Charge
on probation for two years and died Friday afternoon at Holland played and prizes won by Janice
minor
injuriesFriday night when
late, there are stirrings of new
River
Ave.,
Holland,
pleaded
not
ordered to pay $3 a month over- Hospital following a short illness. Wise and Irene Welling. Each Marine Corps stationedin Virginia;
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
life. Good roads are being built,
guilty to a rape charge when ar- a car driven by her husband, Anfour
daughters,
Mrs.
Ehvood
CarolA
retired
farmer,
he
was
a
memguests
received
a
miniature
card
James Pelton. 28, route 1, Grand sight fees and $5 a week on the
drew, 49, in which she was a pasfine reforestationprojects on once
son of Sioux Falls, S.D., Mrs. Carl raigned in Ottawa Grcuit Court
Haven paid $25 and $550 cost in balance of his chattel mortgage. ber of Bentheim Reformed Church. game as a favor.
senger, struck a parked car near
barren hillsidesare well beyond municipal court Friday morning He allegedlytook a 1948 car to Ken- He formerly served in the consisInvited were Sheryl Kolean, Stuenkel of Allegan, Mrs. Richard Friday afternoon. Bond of $2,000
was
continued and ids trial will 17th St and Van Raalte Ave.
the planning stage, irrigationpro,
James
of
Glenn
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Lynda
Howard,
Gail
Harmsen,
on a simple larceny charge. Ottawa tucky and sold it there, ignoring a tory.
Owner of the parked car was
Jects are being promoted,and county sheriff's officers reported $334.43 chattel morrgage in favor
Surviving are the wife, Jennie; Janice W’ise, Irene Welling, Bever- Taylor of Houghton Lake; 21 be held during the April term of
urgent efforts are being made to the alleged offense took place at of Charles G. Paas of Spring Lake. one son, Alfred; one grandson, ly Ricketts, Nancy Nicholson, grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. John court The allegedoffenseoccurred John Parker, 279 West 17th St
October 10, 1954, in Park township Police estimated damage to the
•rovlde its 400,000inhabitantswith
the CoristructionAggregatesCorp.
Avery appear^ in Ottawa Cir- Roger; a sister, Mrs. Lena Veen Kathy Burke, Betty Van Kampen Friaiija; a brother, Anthony Frislna and involves a 13-yearold girl | two vehiclesat $350.
tr homes. The same can be in Fei ysburg Feb. 22.
of Meadeville Pa.
and Nola Jurries. • • ' .
of Overisel
cuit Court Fridw.

Capacity Crowd Hears

Address by Mrs. Peale
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Big
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Rer. George Hilton Tells
Experiences in Haiti;

T

Foreign Students Speak

LICENSE BUREAU LINEUP — Almost 50

people were standing

in line when this picture was taken at the Auto License Bureau

on West Eighth Street Monday at 9 a.m. Frank Cherven,
manager of the license bureau, said there was a big crowd on
Saturday, also, and that Monday was^ one of the busiest days.
The buerau remainedopen Monday until 8 p.m. Saturday, almost
1,200 persons called for licenses.Since Jan. 1, 11,000 licenses
have been sold, leaving 4,100 plates yet to be distributed.
(Sentinel photo)

New

Borculo

Policies

At the Sunday morning service

in

Effect

No Construction May
Without Building

Permit

in

Holland

City Manager Herb Holt has
called attention to new policies
now in effect for obtaining building permits in Holland.
These policies are part of existing laws and are required under
the present building code. They
will continue to be required under
the new buildingcode which when
adopted will describe more clearly
the functions of Holland’s building
program.

The new policies follow:
1. No work is to be started until
a building permit is issued by the
city building inspector.
2. A plot plan shoull accompany
all requests for a permit.
3. According to state law, the
stamp of a state registeredarchitect must be on plans for all public projects costing more than S2,(JtX) and for private residences
costing more than $15,000.

Building Inspector Laverne

made

hold Monday evening at 7 :45 for
Rev. and Mrs. R. Evcnhuis.
Allendale Christian School Society meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. at
the fjecond Allendale Church. The
board wnl present one or more proposals in regard to expansion.
J. Schout underwent surgery at
Holland Hospital on Wednesday
morning.
Miss Alice Luurtsema was honored at two bridal showers recently at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. L Alderink of Denver. Colo., are spending a furlough with relatives in this vicini-

Shnday visitorswith Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Bekins were John Elsma from Muskegon and Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Sprick and sons from
Zeeland. They also attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen
called

on

their

brother George

To

Wed

in Fall

low-

William M. Dykstra. 495 Harrison Ave., reroof, $250; self, contractor.

Clarence Nyhoff, 763 Maple
new house, 28 by 40. and
garage 22 by 24 feet, frame construction.house, $7,500, and
Ave..

garage, $700; self, contractor.
Five Star Lumber Co.. 74 West
24th St., new house and g&rag*,
brick and frame construction.57
by 25 feet, and 24 by 30 feet,
house. $16,000. and garage. $1,500;
self, ccntractor.

'tractor.

Spring: Lake Resident

Dies Unexpectedly

-

ness.

born in Spring Lake

township Jan 2. 1898, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Larson. He had been
employed at Bastian Blessing Co.
for a number of years until 1952.
On Oct. 5 1927, he was married
in Holland to Marian H. Po?l,
who survives him as do a daughter. Mrs. David Siegel of Ferrysburg; three sisters, Mrs. Anna
Stamp of- Coopersville,Mrs. Tillie
Holtman, Grand Rapids, and Mrs.
Delia Slager of St. Louis, Mo.; a
brother, Roy of Nunica; a half
brother, Oscar Larson of Spring
Lake, and one granddaughter.

of

cated

spiritually.

He

said, “The grea'est need
Haiti has touay is to know Jesus
Christ. We can help that by our
prayers.”
interestingfeature of the
service was the introduction by
Mrs. Henry De Free of four Hope
college students, Robert Yin of
China, Yong Chae Kang of Korea,
Padma Satya of India and Helen
Bruggeman of the Netherlands, all
of whom spoke briefly on what
Christianity means to them, and
how the World Day of Prayer is
observed in their respective coun-

An

i

LADIES NIGHT — Holland Rotary Club members

entertained

their ladies at the club’s 35th annual Ladles Night Thursday in
the Juliana Room ot Durfee Hay. All the women received corsages for the occasion.Speaker was Richard Morenus, author of
Cra/y White Man, ’ who told "How Radio Scripts and Books are
Planned and Written.”He was introduced by Robert Wolbrink.

Rotary President Bob Kouw presided and welcomed the guests.
The Very Rev. William C. Warner gave the invocation.Don Vink
was in charge of dinner arrangements; Fred Coleman,flowers,and
Jack Smith, program.More than 100 members and guests were
present.

Holds Election

%

specialofferingwill be divided between the causes of Christian Endeavor and the Reformed Church
Young People’s Benevolent Goal.
Mr. arid Mrs. Haney De Boer
from Forest Grove were Sunday
visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Bowman and I^aurie.
The Women's Mission Society
meets Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel. Mrs. I. Jelsma will be in
charge of devotions, Mrs. M.
Tubergen in charge of the Bible
study. A Film on Kentucky will be
shown. Roll call will be responded
to with the word "Love.” Mr. J.
Bohl will be hostess. '
On Thursday evening the Girl’s
League will meet in the chapel,
leaders are Carl Hop and Mrs.
Manin Huyser - Roll Call word is
"Work.” donation, wash cloth and
soap. Hostesses are Delores Heihn
and Shirley Vereeke.
''

•

Miss Jovce Elaine Talsmo

Peter Talsma. 815 Paw Paw
Dr., announcesthe engagement of
his daughter.Joyce Elaine, to
Byrn W. Douma, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Douma. Grand Rapids. A fall wedding is being plan-

On Monday evening the regular
meeting of the Aquila and Priscilla
Society was held at Second Reformed Church. It was in the form
of a potluck supper eith coffee,
rolls and ice cream furnished.An
interesting program featured a
panel discussionon the topic "How
Can We Help Our Children to Grow
into Useful. Christian Citizens of
Tomorrow7” The topic was presented from the veiwpoint of the
home, school,church and the law
and the followingtook part in the
discussion:Mrs. Robert De Bruyn,
Raymond Brummel, the Rev. John
den Ouden, Elmer Boss and Elmer Hartgerink.
The Day of Prayer for Crops and
Industry will be observed at Second

M'

“P*

PEO, Monday

night In the

of Mrs. George Stephenson

St Other

home
West

officersreflected

for another year are. Mrs. L. E.
Towo, corresponding secretary;
Mrs. James White, treasurer;Mrs.
John Hagans, chaplain. New of-

ficers named*

are

Mrs. J. D.

French, vice president;Mrs. Stephens, "repording secretary; Mr*.
Gerald Bolhuis, guard.
Officers were installedby Mrs.
George Pelgrim, former president.
State by-laws were read by Mr*.
A. G. Buys. Elected delegates to
the annual state conventionin
Flint April 21-23, were Mrs. Hildebrand and Mrs. Stephens. Alter*
nates are Mrs. French and Mrs.
Bolhuis.
In other business annual report* X.

i

were heard and plans were

dis-

cussed for a guest tea to be held
April 16 at the home of Mrs. L
J.^Lubbers. Mrs. HildebrandpreAssisting the hostess was Mrs.

Della Stelninger.

Profram Being Formed
By Local Golf

—

1,000th SCOUT
James Townsend, (left),
organizationand extensionchairman of the
Chippewa Boy Scout District, welcomed Jesse
Dillin (third from left) into the Chippewa

District Friday night.

mother, (second from

Dillin, with his
the 1,000th boy
right is Harold

DePree, Cubmaster of Pack 3056.

1,000th Scout Signed
By Chippewa District

week when he was registered as Chippewa Group Will
ship Hall of Second Reformed
Church. Mrs. Donald De Bruyn. the 1,000th active scout in the Attend Aisembly Meet
president, will be in charge and Chippewa District of the Grand
Robert De Bruyn. chairman of
the program including devotions Valley Boy Scout Council. He is
the Chippewa DistrictScout Comand special music will be presented
the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
mittee, will head a delegation of
by the Leper Team of Holland.
Society will be held in the Fellow-

Young

left), is

to sign in the district. At

Reformed Church on Wednesday,
March 7. a union meeting with
Faith Reformed Church. The meeting will be held at 9 a m. and the
Rev. Ed Tanis, pastor of Faith
Reformed Church, will bring the
message.
This evening the regular month- Eight-year-old Jesse Dillin rely meeting of the Mubesheraat ceived special recognition last

Future Teachers Club
Tours

Campus at MSC

*

Group

Plans are starting to move, for
the 1955 golfing program at tht
American legion Country club. A
kickoff dinner scheduled sometime
in April will open the acUvitie*
with ail members and local golfers urged to attend.
An organizationmeeting was held

Saturday. Feb. 26 at the dub
house with Robert Houtman in
charge. “The 1955 golfing season
will prove to be the largest And
finest that has been enjoyed by
local golfers,“Houtman said.”

Future Teachers of America of
Committee members present Inthe Holland High School chapter cluded Dell Koop, Fred Coleman,
and their sponsor,Clifford Marcus, Fran Van Ry) Ted Sasamoto,
were In East Lansing Friday to Larry Bowerman, Ben Boumaster,
Les DeRidder and Houtman.
spend the day on the Michigan
State College campus.
Purpose of the trip was to have Birthday Party Given
the girls, who are interested in
teaching as a career, observe the
teacher training institution in action.

For Susan

Jill

Eckman

Mrs. Walter Eckman, Central
Ave., entertained at a party at her

Attending the sessionswere Nao- home Saturadyafternoon in honor
Dillin of Montello Park.
districtleaders to the bi-monthly mi Atwood, Vonnie Barkel, Heide
Mrs. James Watt and Mrs. Nelson
her daughter, Susan Jill. Susan
Co-Wed Club Hears •
James Townsend, organization assembly meeting of th-' Grand Bekius, Nancy Bos. Sonja Bouw- of
Dykema will be hostesses.Memwas five years old Feb. 25.
bers will bring their "Chests for and extension chairman, was noti- Valley Council Thursday at Grace man. Marcia
Julane
Mrs. Albert Bruursema of ZeeDebate on Television
Hope” to this meeting.
Episcopal Church ir Grand Rapids. Brouwer, Joan Carlson Carol Cook land assisted the hostesses.Games
fied of the event Friday and made
A regular meeting of the WoDinner wil> be served at 6:30 p.m. Carol Ann Cook, Joyce Cook, Karen were played and prizes won by
A debate on televisionwas feaman’. Missionary SocietyofSecond tht P^nta.ion U,a| nigh. a. the
Presiding at the meeting will be Damson. Martha DeGroot, Barb- April Sivers, Linda Sivers, Janet
tured at a meeting of the Co-Wed
n _ # ______a /-« .
onmi'ilT3ln/> n
TJ „
^
c
Reformed Church will be held on annual Blue and Gold Banquet of George Kelley, council president, ara Emmick, Linda Gordon, Jane Bell and Judy Bruursema. Each
Club of First Reformed Church
Thursday at 2 :30 p.m, in charge of Cub Park 3056. sponsored by and Herman Brandmiller,scout Hohman.
Monday evening at the church.
child received a gift. The serving
executive,of Grand Rapids. Specthe president Mrs. Charles Kuyers, Montello Park PTA.
Barabara Kroeze, Karen Lam, table was centered with a pink and
The question for discussionwas
"Is TV Detrimentalto Spiritual
Announcerm’ntot the event was ie’ meetingswill be held for the Dawn Poppen, Mary Lou Pierson, white birthday cake.
Admitted to Holland Hospital Mr. Van Farowe, who spent last
Life?" Taking part were Mrs. Monday were Frank De Cook, 499 summer at East Harlem N. Y., a surprise to all attending.Only following committees: Organiza- Marilyn Smeenge, Sally Van Dyke,
Invited were Janis Levsay of
Man-in Vcreeke, Irv Lejnmen, Graafschap Rd.; Ramon Guiterrez, will tell of his experiences. All the boy’s Cubmaster. Harold De tion, Health and Safety. Camping Mary Lou Van Putten, Mary Vande Grand Haven, Judy Bruursema,
Howard Van Egmond and Mrs. 13655 New Holland St.; Mrs. Henry women of the church are invited. Pree, and his Den Mother, Mrs. and Activities.leadership Train- Poel, Marcia Welch, PhyllisWelch Janet Bell, Sue Ellen Buursema,
Members brought used clothingto Edward Nyland, were informed ot ing, Finance. Public Relations,Ad- Ruth Wendt, Barbara Wenzel and Caryle Bell, Linda, Sharon and
George Swierenga.
Baron. 57 Lawrence, Zeeland; Mrs.
Dorothy Weyenberg.
Marinus Geertman presided at Alan Frances, 280 West Nth St.; be sent to a Mission Station.
April Sivers.
the honor just a few hours before vancement,Commissioners.
the business meeting.
Services at the Second Reformed time of the banquet. Formal anMrs. Lucien Raven, 109 West Nth
Members of the social commit- St.; Joseph Gutierrez, 13655 New Church on Sunday morning were in nouncement was made by Towncharge of the Rev. Harold Colen- send and Richard Wilson, district
tee were Mr. and Mrs. Herb Hop.
Holland St ; John Veltkamp, 251
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kramer and
Beech St.; No la Jurries,743 Asto; brander, minister of Christian Ed- executive.Also present for the
Mr. and Mrs.' Howard Van Ave.; Mrs. Neal Huskey, route 3; ucation and Youth Work of Hope occasion were Otto Dressel, disEgmond.
Reformed Church. At the evening trict commissionerand Mrs.
Cornelius Maring, 187 West 18th St.
service Dr. Marion de Velder, pasDressel. Ivan DeNeff, assistant
Mr:,. Reka -Boeve, route 5.
tor of Hope Reformed Church, commissionerand Mrs. DeNeff.
DischargedMonday were Mrs.
Holland, conducted the service. Fred Hieftje, member of the
Caesar Melendez,195 East 17th
Next week Sunday Dr. George Menorganization committee, made arSt.; Mrs. Gerald Menken and baby,
nenga, of Western Seminary,Holrangements for special gifts that
17 West 10th St.; Mrs. Charles
land will conduct the service. The
included a complete Cub Scout
Schultz and baby, route 4; Diane
choir sang “Jesus, Joy of Man’s
uniform,a pair of official scout
LaBoueft, 276 West 20th St.; Mrs.
Desiring” Bach and were assisted
shoes, flashlight, harmonica, scout
Walter Grover, 472 West 20th St.;
in the presentation by Paul Wolcalendar, Cub Scout penknife and
Mrs. Ted Elzinga, 578 West 18th
terink who played the clarinet.
wall plaque. All gifts were donated
St.; Nola Jurries, 743 Astor Ave.
The K. Y. B. Auxiliary of the by local merchants.
Hospital births include a son,
Second Reformed Church will hold
The 1,000th figure culminates an
Randall Lane, bom Monday to
their monthly meeting - at the
Stilt
uphill drive by the district. MemMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pluister,
home of Mrs Marvin Smith, west
bership already has increased be319 East 14th St.; a son, Vera
of Zeeland, on Friday evening,
yond the 3,020 goal. Officials of the
Alan, bora Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
March 4 at 2;30 p.m.
Grand Valley Council saio the
Robert Bareman, route 2; a daughWitty
There will be a meeting of the
Holland area district is second
ter, Katlw Sue, bora Monday to
Oiristiam Educational Council at
only to South Kent county in per}/lr. and MM, Ed Dykema, 328
the Second Reformed Church on
cent of membership growth when
West 17th St.; a son bom today to Monday evening, March 7, at 8.
compared with 11 districts in the
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Sharda, 90
seven counties that make up the
West 26th St.
Serving Jail Term
council.The record-high membership brings total number registered
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Beechwood Club Heart
Harry P. Young, 56, who listed his in the scouting program in the
home address as Sault St. Marie, district to 1.400 members.
Talk by Hero Bratt
Registration of four new scoutis spending five days in the county
Hero Bratt, instructorat Christ- j&il. linable to pay fine and costs ing units since Jan. 1 pushed the
ian High School, addressed mem- of $20.50 on a simple larceny district toward its membership
bers of the Double Ring Club at a charge. Young was picked up by goal. New units include Pack 3008,
regular meeting Monday evening in city police Sunday, charged with SL Francis' de Sales Church; Pack
the society room of Beechwwod Re- the theft of some tubing from the 3049, Lakewood School PTA; Pack
formed Church.
B and
Engineering Co. He 3044, Maplewood School PTA and
He spoke on the subject “Predes- pleaded guilty before Municipal Post 2007, Third Reformed Church.
THIS GROUP OF JUNIOR RED CROSS workthe Single SolicitationPlan.
tination.”
Judge Jacob Ponstein Monday.
Townsend added that there’s a
ers is representativeof the many members of the
Judy Hulsman,
B«*l W0» 8i»«n in appreciationof o
Refreshments were served by Mr.
lot of interest and all signs point
youthful organization who are assistingin the
Ploeg, Ann 1
and Mrs. Robert Longstreet, Mr.
The melting point of carbon
_____ _____
ft many new Cub Packs,
Scout
annual Red Cross fund drive which officially
• ** *** outiid* Salt,
and Mrs. Julius Karsten |nd Mr. above 6,300 degrees Fahi¥nheit,Troops and Explorer posts in the
opens in Holland Tuesday. This group is distriband Mrs. Walter Kuiper,?
highest of the known
area within the near future.
uting supplies to industrialfirms affiliated with

Bouws,
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elected preaident of Chapter BW,
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-
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Mrs. A. E. Hildebrandwas re-

Secret.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Knap and children. Bob and Ellen Kay were Sunday visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Ed

the pastor that he has declined the
call to the Aberdeen Church in
Grand Rapids. I^aurence De Vries
was taken to St. Mary’s Hospital
last Tuesday.
The members of the C.E. took
part in the evening service last
Sunday. Nelson De Jonge led the
song service.Invocationwas given
by Haney Van Farowe; Scripture
lesson. Ruth Vander Meulen, Offertory Prayer, Vera Brower. Ushers

(Sentinel photo)

PEO Chapter
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*

M

Prayer was well attended with women from Drenthe, Vriesland and
Beaverdam on Friday. Rev. Maasen from North Blendon spoke and tries.
Mrs. Dick Vander Meer pregave an interestingreview on the
work among the immigrants in sented the six fields supported by
Canada. A sextet from Vriesland World Day of Prayer services.
sang "He Is Not Willing" and Mrs. These are the Indians, the low

Brower and Dan Buist. Taking the
offering were Ron Bekins, Leon
Ohlman and Vern Koeman. The

ned.

(Special)
Carl Edmond Larson, 57, route 2,
Spring Lake died unexpectedly
Monday morning after a short ill-

The Women's World Day

were Delbert Hoffman, Haney

Peter Vander Leek, 149 West
31St., new house and garage,
frame construction,40 by 24 feet
and 14 by 20 feet, house, $10,000
and garage, $500; self, contractor.
Henry De Vries. 286 East 12th
St., new house and garage, frame
and brick construction.42 by 28
feet and 20 by 22 feet, house $10,000 and garage. $800; Essec.burg
Building and Lumber Co., con-

land.

ship and Protestantism, the latter
work is in its infancy, and the
number of missionsis small because the natives must be taught
to read and write as well as edu-

Zeeland

said five applications for
building permits totaling $47,250
were filed the past week. They fol-

He was

ing service last Sunday.

ktV

Alfred Bcwman sing "It Is No inedme rural communities,migrant workers, Union Christian colleges, Christian literature and
foreign students in this country.
The offeringfor the day exceeded
$200.
Veldman.
Mrs. Edith Walvoord conducted
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Slotman and
tyfamily of Overisel spent Sunday devotions on the day’s theme.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rusthof of evening with Mr. and Mrs. Mar- “Abide in. Me,” taken from John
Grand Rapids spent Sunday after- vin Knap.
15:4. Mrs. Marvin Shoemaker was
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Special music at the Sunday organist.Two selectionswere sung
Henry Austhof and family, also at- evening service was supplied by a by a trio consistingof Mrs. Melvin
tending the church services.
trio from Forest Grove composed Kragt. Mrs. Richard Staat and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Vonk and of Mrs. M. Klooster, Mrs. John Mrs. Fred Arnoldink.
family spen* Sunday afternoonwith Meyaard and Mrs. Ed Van Dam.
Mr. and Mrs R. Hoop, also at- They sang "It Is a Miracle” and
tending the fareweU service.
"Perishing.”
The Reformed congregation was
given the announcementSunday by

Seme

GRAND HAVEN

the

by Grethel Stegenga, Doris and Tubergen in Holland Hospital Saturday afternoon.
Vivian Pctroelje.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop. Mrs.
There will be no catechismon
Bill Kok and son from Grand RapMonday evening. On Monday,
March 7. classes will meet at the ids and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Scot from Coopersvillewere dinner
the usual time. The Rev. N. Beute
guests of Art Van Dam and Daughof Noth Blendon will teach.
A congregatinalfarewell was ter Alice last Thursday in Oak-

For Building

Start

The Men’s quartet sang for

Vriesland congregaLonat the even-

evening service with them.

public confessionof faith was

Now

Beaverdam

First Reformed Church was
crowded Friday afternoon for the
annual World Day of Prayer service which featured an address by
the Rev. George B. Hilton of
Wesleyan Methodist Church who
recently returnedfrom a trip to
Haiti where he observedwork of
the Protestant missions.
Rev. Hilson said Haiti was originally an island of slaves brought
from Africa by the French. Of the
3,000,000persons on the Island, 97
percent are illiterate and poverty
stricken.Of the three religionson
the island, Romanism, devil wor-
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Sunday School Cops Crack Down
Lesson
March 6,

1955
Fellowship In Cliristlaa Love
Acts 2:42-47; Colossians 3:12-17
By Henry Geerllngs
One of the first things we notice

On Speedsters
Holland police assistedby auxiliary officersSunday night start-

ed a crackdown on speeders.
Eighth St. was the first* specific target with teams of officers
believers with one another. The
stationed along the street from
number now was above 3,000 but Central to Lincoln Aves. The offistill they continued to meet regu- cers were in touch with each
larly and to continue steadfastly other via sound power phones

U

the constant associationof the

The Home of the
borrowed from the National
in the Apostles' doctrine.
Holland City Newt
Guard.
PublishedEvery ThurtThey did not easily grow tired
Jday by the Sentinel
When a violator was spotted
fPrlnllng Co. Office 54-56 ot each other's company. They
the
description of the vehicle
West Eighth Street, Holland. Michigan
met together and they did things was phoned ahead to the next
Entered as second clasi matter at
point where an wfficer made the
the post office at Holland. Mien., together. Is it not too often true stop and if necessary issued a
under t^e Act of Congress.March 3. that many Christians barely see
ticket.
each other once a week at the
Both east and westbound trafW. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher Sunday morning sen-ice? And is
fic was checked from 8 p.m. until
it not likewise true that very often after 11 p.m. An electric speed
Telephone-NewsItems 3193
dvertlslng and Subscriptions 3191
if there is work to be done they watch was also maintained ch
prefer to hire some one to do it Eighth St., between River and
instead of tackling it themselves Pine Aves.
and working it out together?
Seventeen regular, special and
Rained by advertiser *nd returned Another thing the first church auxiliary’ officers were on duty in
r him In time for corrections with practiced was the sharing of the
the downtown area plus other
ich errors or corrections noted
blessings of God. Among the be- officerscruising the city in pata inly thereon; and In such case If
iy error so noted Is not corrected, lievers there were those who were rol cars.
ibllshcrs liabilityshall not exceed
A dozen tickets were issued
ich a proportion of the entire space wealthy, but also a large number
cupled bv the error bears to the of very limited means. Without for violations ranging from rachole space occupied by such adver- any direction of the apostles so far ing. imprudent speed, passing on
lement.
as we know and without any out- the right to running step signs.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
side pressure, those who had pos- At least a dozen more drivers
One year. 53.00; six moi.ths. 52.00;
sessionsshared what they had with were giv?n verbal warnings.
three months. 51.00; single copy. 10c
Chief Jacob Van Hoff expressSubscriptions payable In advance and those less fortunate.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
Perhaps the expectation that the ed satisfaction with the initial
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by Lord would return in their day operation. He warned that, along
reportingpromptly any .Irregularity played a part in this unselfishacti- with normal enforcement,simiIn delivery. Write or Phone 319L
vity. but there is no doubt as to lar methods would be put into
the fact that they were motivated effect in the near future ’n
COMFORTABLE PEOPLE
by Christian love. Never again has various parts of the city.
DON’T EMIGRATE
there been such a demonstration
Reports from Bonn indicate that of the power of the love of Christ
the emigration from West Germany in human hearts.
But another importantelement
to America is fifty per cent less
entered in which we should not
than a year ago. Chances are that
Admitted to Holland Hospital
overlook. Their pleasant relations
Thursday were Joe Wiersma,
this figure will be sharply reduced;
with one another were based upon
1174 South Shore Dr.; Mrs.
it is even likely that West Ger- their relation to God. The fellowFrederick Hamlin, 349 I-akewood
many will apppeal for immigrants ship of Christian love was opera- Blvd.; Robert Russell, 344 Dougto relieve labor shortage rather tive in a practicalway because all las Ave.
of them realized their obligation
DiscargedThursday were Mrs.
than sending German nationalsout
to God. They did not meet primarAlfred Heath, Jr., and baby, 178J
to seek homes in America.
ily for meals or the distribution of
East Fifth St.; Mrs. Paul Boeve
No better proof could be found goods, but for the praise and wor- and baby, 37 East 33rd St.; Mrs.
that for West Geanany happy days ship of God. It is not strange to John Zeerip and baby, 187 East
have come again. Normal!# people learn that this church enjoyed the ,35th St.
favor of God and man, and that
Admitted Friday were Mrs.
don't emigrate when they kre comsouls were being addefl to it con- Maurice Goodyke. route 3; Mrs.
fortable at home, when they have tinually.It was a church which
George Palmer. 55 North Divijobs and are well fed, well housed had not yet lost its first love.
sion; Mrs. Sidnty Stegenga, 14
The Christian graces promote East Sixth St.; Andrew Kamand well clothed. Foreign countries,
no matter how prosperous, usually Christian fellowship. The apostle meraad. 460 West 18th St.;
do not hold much appeal for such Paul begins the practical section Diane *LaBoueff,276 West 20th
people. It is only when they are of his letter to the Colossians with St.; James Van Drie. 248 West
uricomfortablethat they seek other a contrast between the old way 23rd St.; Mrs. Andrew Cochran,
o' life with its vices and the new route 1, East Saugatuck: Patrilands.
This was true, for instance of the life in Christ with its virtues jyid cia knn Garten, 269 East 14th St.
emigration from nineteenthcen- graces. The graces are considered
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
tury Holland when thousands of not only in one’s relation to God Floyd H. Angel, route 4; Mrs.
Dutch nationalsleft their homes in but also in his relation to fellow Arthur Vannette and baby, 363
the Netherlands to face the hard- Christians. Thus, the graces are Lakewood Blvd.; Lucy Van Drughipr. of a trek to a distant coun- sel forth as aids to promoting nen, 297 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Vertry, with no prospect of ever see- Christian fellowship.
non Tuls and baby, route 3; Mrs.
He declares the unity among Myron Becksvoortand baby, 569
ing their native soil again. If those
people had been reasonably com- Christians,created by the all per- West 31st St.; Mrs. Stanley
fortable at home, not one in a vading and unifying presence of Breuker and baby, route 6; Mrs.
hundred would have dreamed of Christ in the midst of the Chris- Burtin Peters and baby, route 3;
going to the socalled "promised tian community. The graces are a Dragg Bain, 9 West Ninth St.;
land.’* Given even a minimum of heart of compassion, kindness, Mrs. Albert F. Drost and baby,
comforts and freedoms, they would humbleness of mind, meekness, 144 East 19th St.; Mrs. Lydia De
n^t have settledin the forestsof longsuffering,forbearing one an- Vries, 33 East 14th St.; Mrs.
Michigan, and this community other. The practice of these vir- Paul Jonhson.route 3.
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
would today be filled with differ- tues and the giving up of their
ent population.
opposite vices would promote and Walter Grover. 473 West 20th
Jonge, 235
In West Germany today the drop maintain a vital, beautifulfellow- St,: Mrs. C. F.
Colonial. Zeeland; Burrell De
in emigration is eloquent of real ship.
prosperity;if the prosperitywasn’t
There is a crowning grace to be Young. 1470 Lakewood Blvd.
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
real, so fundamentala situation added, a crowning blessing to be
would not have been developed.
enjoyed, a crowning spirit to be Louis Williams and baby, 381
The reason for West Germany’s shown. There are a love which sup West 21st St.; Mrs. Laverne Dykprosperityis extremely simple. plies a unifying and maturingqual- stra and baby. 202 West 17th St.;
You don't have to be a profession- ity to all other graces; the peace Mrs. Jarvis Van Rhee and baby,
al economist to understand it. of God which He would have us to route 3. Zeeland; Mrs. Andrew

1879.

_

Hospital Notes

HOPE’S ALL-TIME HIGH SCORER BUSY MANBob Hendrickson, who racked up 1,351 points in 79
consecutive Hope College basketball games for two alltime Hope records, has other things than just the cage
sport to take up his time. Hendrickson, upper left, practice teaches United States history five afternoons a
week at Holland High School under critic teacher Ed
Damson. Hendricksonhopes to teach history and coach

basketball after his June graduation. Studying, center,
takes up a lot of the big fellow’s time. A member of Blue
Key. National Honor Society.Hendricksonmaintains a
3.125 or B average. He is taking a history and political
science course. Three nights a week, upper right, the
6’5” center works at a local gas station to supplement
for his family, lower left. His wife, the former Joan
Bouwman of Grand Rapids, gave birth to a son David

Classis Plant Services

Hendrickson's Records

Imprinted

in

Hope Annals

At Fort Leonard Wood
Religious services at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., will be conducted
one Sunday out of every month by
Holland Classis of the Christian
Reformed Churches upon request
of the Home Missions committee.
The local classis will have charge
of services every second Sunday at
1:30 p.m. and Young Calvinist Bible
lessonswill be held in the evening.
These services are held at Post

Bruce, Dec. 10, 1954. The Hendricksonslive in an oncampus apartment. Lower right. Bob chats with John
Visser, Hope basketballcoach, prior to the Hope-Adrian
game, Hendrickson’s final collegecage appearance. After a layoff of a couple weeks. Hendricksonwill start
work on the Hope College track team. This series of
shots was taken by Sentinel photographers.

Duo Provides Memorable
Evening of Music Here

Patrons of the Hope College
concert series enjojed a memorable evening of music Saturday
1,351 points and starting 79 consewhen Benno and Sylvia Rabinof
De
cutive basketball games are two
of internationalfame appeared in
marks that found their way into
Hope Memorial Chapel in the4
the Hope College athletic annals
fourth event of the season.
today.
The Rabinofs. who this year are Held by Police
, The actual placingof the records
celebrating their twelth wedding
accentuatessomething Hope fans
A Grand Rapids teenageddriver
inniversary, have appeared as a
have known and dreaded all seaviolin and piano duo for the past was being held by juvenile authson. It means the end of the col10 years. Their brillianttechni- orities Monday after a pickup
lege basketball career of ‘‘one of
que and warmly communicative truck he was driving hit a teleCochran,
route
1.
East
SaugaOther countries,like France and enjoy; and all is to be enjoyed
Hope's greatest basketball playplaying made their performance phone pole on Ottawa Beach Rd.
tuck; Mr*. Raymond De Boer, 617 ers."— Bob Hendrickson.
Italy for instance, that are still with spirit of thanksgiving.
here one of beauty and distinc- near 152nd Ave. when he "swerved
wallowingin the mud of economic The function of these graces in Bay Ave.; Mrs. Allen B. De
With every game this season, the
to avoid hitting a squirrel."
tion.
Vries,
route
2;
Mrs.
Carlton
Oltdespair, could do the same thing. creating and developing Christian
6' 5" senior center added another
The 35-year-old driver and bis
Using
the
richly
toned
GuarnThe cause of West Germany’s fellowshipis facilitated by the es- hoff, route 4.
niche to the records that had
criu? violin that formerly be- two companions were taken to
Admitted
Sunday
were
Mark
prosperity is simply that the peo- tablishing through study and
caught attentionlast season. Every
longed to Fritz Kreisler, Mr. the Grand Rapids juvenile home
ple of that nation are. a working thought of the whole gospel mes- Ten Brink. 316 West 16th St.; opening tipotf and every point
Rabinof
gave a superb perfor- after apprehension. Ottawa Counpeople. They rolled up their sleeves sage. This inward experiencing of Mrs. Francis Beagle, 240 West this season bv Hendrickson told
mance of the violin classicsand ty depuiies said the driver took
13th
St.;
Mrs.
Mary
VanderHope followers the big fellow was
immediatelyafter the most stun- the meaning of Christ is shared by
modems which made up the vari- the truck without his father's
Visser. also named center on the
ning military defeat of modern mutual instructionand admonition Ploeg, 172 Fairbanks Ave.: Mrs. making the record* just a bit
ed program. What made the con- permission.
Ted
Elzinga,
578
West
18th
St.;
All-MIAA
team,
and
his
star
cenharder for future Hope athletes
times. And they have kept those among Christians.In this dynamic
Charges facing the youth Incert distinctivein one respect
ter became connectedwith Hope Mrs. Hattie Johnson
sleeves rolled up ever since. They and creative Christian fellowship, Mrs. Lloyd Nivison,297 Hayes to reach.
clude
unlawfully driving away a
was
the
artistic
and
sensitive
acHope fans standing in unre- basketball the same season. Vis- Honored on Birthday
have not been afraid to get dirt music in all forms adds beauty Ave.
companiments of his charming vehicle,failure to have his vehiDischarged
Sunday
were
Mrs
ser
began
coaching
the
Dutch
in
under their fingernails,and they and meaning. Psalms are Old
hearsed unison, let out with a
wife, who played from memory cle under control. ; and driving
have been wiling to give their jobs Testamenthymns. Christianhymns Sidney Stegenga. 14 East Sixth spontaneousapplause when Hen- 1951. The Hope coach calls Bob
Mrs. Hattie Johnson of 205 throughout the evening.
without an operator's license.
St.;
Mrs.
CF.
De
Jonge,
235
"one
of
the
greatest
players
I
have
drickson was taken out of the linewhat is required for profitableen- and spiritualsongs, any song, of
West 14th St., was guest of honor
Local probate officials said such
5fr.
Rabinofs
opening
number
Colonial. Zeeland; Mrs. Stanley up in the final seconds of the Kala- ever seen. He could make any
terprise.
at a birthday dinr.er Saturday
a religious nature.This corresponds
incidents would not happen if
was
his own arrangement of the
Van
Otterloo.
235
West
25th
St.; mazoo game last week, his final team in the country, and with his
Germans have always been hard to singing hymns and gospel songs
evening given at Cumerford's
parents would wait until chilVivaldi "Suite in A major,” reMrs. Cornelius De Venter and home appearance. The on-the-spot natural leadership,he'll make Restaurant by her children.
workers. The people of East Ger- today in a Christian group. All
vealing at once his flawless tech- dren were old enough to obtain
many are as willing to buckle down such fellowship and the graces baby, 1793 South Shore Dr.; Gay appreciation surprised the unas- somebody a great coach".
Mrs. Johnson,who is 75 years
nique and mastery of his instru- a driver'slicense before teaching
Gines.
IRQ
River
Ave.;
Leon
Hendrickson
will
graduate
in
as those in West Germany, but in which promote it are enjoyed and
suming Hendrickson. He responded
old, was born during Leap Year
ment.
In the Beethoven "Sonata them to drive.
Rhineharf. 122 ‘East 16th St.; in the locker room after the game June and hopes to coach in the on Feb. 29.
the eastern section they are ground exercised with humble gratitude.
Deputies said the youthful
in A minor,” the two instruments
Verlynn Hopkins, 194 West 18th sincerely,“I never expected it.”
the Grand Rapids area. As exdown by government. No better obHer children include Mr. and
driver lost control of the truck,
Fellowship is not easily broken St.
appeared
more
as
a
duet
than
as
Cheers have beer heard for Hen- pected, basketball is his first Mrs. Henry Oonk. of Holland, Mr.
ject lesson of what freedom and when kept on the higher levels
solo and accompaniment,so smashed into a fence and knocked
Hospitalbirths include a son, drickson since the big fellow open- choice.
hard work will do has been pre- Fellowship, even in a church, may
and Mrs. Ray Johnson of Boston.
sympatheticwas the artists' down a telephone and power pole.
Benjamin
III. born Friday to Mr.
The
21-year-old
senior
picked
the
sented in modern times than West be based on a common economic
ed as a freshman starter against
Mrs. Earl Fairbanks, Mr. and approach.
The youth told them it all startand
Mrs.
Benjamin
Van
Slooten.
1952-33 Kalamazoo College team Mrs. Henry Van Dyke of HolGermany gives us today.
and social station. It may be based route 3; a son. Ronald John, born Valparaiso Nov. 24, 1951. Tha*
Although most violin concerti ed when he tried to miss a
contest began a streak that asMhe greatest he played against. land, Mr. and Mrs. Herman JohnThere is no substitutefor hard on common friendship for an at"squirrel in the road.”
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. John reached 79 against Adrian Satur- Hope defeated the Hornets in a son of Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs. lose stature when performedonly
work— not even in fortunateAmeri- tractive personality.One may enwith
piano,
the
lack
of
orchesHellenthal, 106J East Seventh day night.
playoff for the MIAA crown that Don Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Warca.
ter a given church fellowshipwith St.; a son. Joseph Ernest, born
tra was scarcely noticed in the Grand Rapids
The
ex-Grand
Rapids Ottawa Hills season. Individualstars who prov- ren Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
a view to advancing thereby his Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rabinof presentation of the popuprep star's sophomoreyear was his ed the toughest were Cedric Demp- Chester Johnson of Holland.
own social or cultural standing Boeve, Jr., route 5; a daughter,
lar Tschaikowsky concerto, so Dies of Crash Injuries
Local Couple Marks
sey,
Albion's
former
center,
and
greatest in college. He led the
and that of his family. A fellowship Kathy Jo, born Saturday to Mr.
Worn
adequate was Mrs. Rabinofs ZEELAND -(Special)
Henry Hughes presently racking,
61st Anniversary
may become the refuge of the dis- and Mrs. Charles Schultz, route Dutch to their second straighttitle them up at Adrian.
handling of the piano score. has been received here of the death
Fennville
Man
Charged
and scored 448 points in 22 games.
gruntled.The highest level, where 4.
Broad, rich tones delicate har- of Mrs. Bernice J. Strating,20. of
Bob was the only married man
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Brandt
His 21-pointtotal against Adrian
With Drunk Driving
alone Christian fellowship grows
monics. clear cut arpeggios, dis- Grand Rapids, who died Saturday
A
daughter,
Lois
Jean,
born
of 265 Lincoln Ave. celebrated
Saturday brought his season's to- on the Hope basketball team. His
and endures, is the fellowship of Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
tinguished the soloist’s rendition morning of injuries received in
wife,
the
former
Joan
Bouwman
their 61st wedding anniversary’
tal to 342 points, identicalto last
GRAND HAVEN (Special) of this violin classic.
an automobile accident near Joliet,
a
common
love
for Christ, con- Vander Ploeg, route 1; Zeeland:
Tuesday^vvitha family party in
year's tola1 made in a similar of Grand Rapids, gave birth to a Albert Koning, 48, route 1, Fenn\
stantly maturing in a loving ser- a son bom Sunday to Mr. and
Mrs Rabinof proved to be a
son
David
Bruce,
Dec.
10,
1954,
the
their home.
schedule of 20 games. Hendrickson
ville, stood mute when arraigned brilliantsoloistin her group of
Surviving are the husband. Rovice to mankind in His name.
Mrs.
Raymond
Prince,
route
2;
Joining them for the event was
made 131 field goals and 80 free eve of the Hope— Olivet game. in Municipal Court Saturdayon a
a daughter bom Sunday to Mr.
piano numbers which included land; the mother, ’Mrs. Harry Burtheir children and grandchilden,
throws this season. Hope finished They were married in March, charge of drunk driving. A plea
and
Mrs. Raymond Brower, route
the Brahms "hapsody in B gess of Corinth; fotir sisters, Mrs.
1933.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brandt. Can, Truck Damaged
in fourth this season and second
of not guilty was entered and bond Minor.” the Debussy "Poisson* Gerald Waldeck of Caledonia. Mrs,
4; a son. Wayne Allen, born SunHerdrickson smilingly reports
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandt and
day to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sier- a year ago in the MI A A. Hendrick- his teammates were "riding” him of J1.000 was furnished. No date d’Or” (The Goldfish), and the Harry Glupker of Byron Center,
sons, Kevin and Wayne; Mr. and In IntersectionCrash
sor, tallied 219 points in a 17-game
was set for trial.
sma, route 2.
modern "Capriccio in F Minor” Mrs. Clarence Van Sweden and
Mrs. Frank Piersma and children.
freshmanseason and Hope won the about the possibility of the baby
He
was
arrested by city police by Dohnanyi. She played a Punch Mrs. Ivan Bisbee of Grind Rapids;
Three
vehicles received damage
Steven, Patty and Vicky, and
MI A A crown. Drawing the brunt being a girl. Around about 1972 at 2:48 Saturday morning following
eight brothers, Myron k.. Lawestimated at $425 following • a
and Judy phantasy as encore.
Mrs. Jean Kuhlman. Unable to
Hamilton Woman Dies
of the rebounding, he grabbed 365 with "old graybeards”Willie a rear ehd accident at the corner
rence L., Kenneth M. and •Fredcrash between a panel truck and
Choosing
the
colorful
and
Inattend will be a granddaughter
balls off the boards this season. Rink, Harold Molenaar. Whitey of Seventh and Fulton St.
teresting “Rumanian Folk erick J., all of Corinth, Howard
Riemersma
and
John
Adams
his
and her family, Mr. and Mrs. a car at 136th Ave. and Van Following Heart Attack
He was named Hope's most valHarry P. Young, 56. who gives Dances” by Bartok to open the and Carrollof Grand Rapids, RayOkey Johnson and sons. Okey, Buren St. Saturday.
Mrs. Eva Datema, 66. of Hamil- uable player following the Adrian first string teammates looking on
Sault
Ste. Marie as his home final group, Mr. Rabinof also in- mond of Caldoniaand Ernest L,
Deputies
said a panel truck
Rickey and Brandt of Nashville,
ton, died early Monday at her game and will represent Hope in Hendrickson's"girl” probably
driven by Eugene Van Liere, 30,
address, was picked up by city cluded the impressioniitic "Dry- of Byron Center.
will
be
starting
for
the
Dutch
Tenn.
home. She had a heart attack the voting for the top MIAA eager
of 26 Gordon St., and
car
police Sunday for larceny He ades and Pan” by Szmanowiki.
Sunday.
Mf. and Mrs. Brandt are both
and recipient of the Randall C. basketballteam, eyeing "pop's” allegedly took some tubing from a Polish composer; "Alt Wein”
operated
by
Kenneth
Sluiter.25,
82 years old and are in good
records
made
back
in
1955.
"Big
Harold Ortman Feted
Survivingare three daughters, Bosch of Holland trophy.
route 2, collided in the intersechealth. Mr. Brandt is active as
Henry”
should get the last the B and B EngineeringCo. on (Old Vienna in a modem setting)
Mn.
Irvin
(Thelma)
Diepenhorst
Hendrickson,
who
averaged
17
tion.
Sunday.
by Castelnuovo-Tedescoand his At Birthday Party
janitor of Sixth Reformed Church,
of Grand Haven. Miss Margaret points a game in the four years, laugh.
own arrangement of the Paganini
a post he has filled for 19 years. The impact knocked thl Sluiter Datema, a missionary in South has been on the All-MIAA first
A birthday party honoring Harold
car into ft parked car owned by
'Caprice No. 24.M
He retired six years ago as a fireAmerica, and Mrs. Merle (Grace) team twice and the second team as
Gan Gab Auxiliary
Generous with encores,the Ortman was held Thursday evenTwo Drivers Ticketed
man after 45 years on the force. Beatrix Hoezee, 29, route 2. Dam- Veneklasenof Zeeland;four sons, a freshman.
Rabinofs gave their enthusiatic ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
He held the rank of assistant age to the ‘53 model truck was Mar/in Zalsman of Hamilton, The versatile senior lays claim
Two motorists were issued Meets at Wenzel Home
estimated
at
$125,
to
Sluiteris
audience full measure, playing a Harvin Zoerhoff.
chief at the time of his retireLouis Datema of Zeeland, Arnold to “one of the busiestfellows" at tickets Saturday afternoon as the
’51 model car at $200 and to Mrs.
Games were played and a twoMembers ot the Tulip City Rod Dvorak "Slavonic Dance” arrangment.
Hoezee’s*50 model car at $100, Datema of Hamiltonand Gary Dat- Hope College. Besides daily bas- result of an accident on Gordon and Gun Club Auxiliary met ed by Kreisler a "practice” spin- course lunch was, served. A gift
ema of Holland; 19 grandchildren; ketballpractices,home games and St. near 320th Ave. Edwin Zuid- Thursday evening at the home of ning song given him by his for-| was presented to the honored guest,
deputies said.
ConstructionIn Washington of
two brothers,Walter Hayden of road trips, Hendricksoncarries a ema, 16, of 609 Gordon St., w’ts
Mrs. Bill Wenzel.
mer teacher, the famous Leopold Attendingwere Mrs. John Ortthe National Shrine of the ImAlpena and Ralph Hayden of In- full-academic load, including prac- given a ticket for making an imDuring the business meeting, Auer; the Chopin "Nocturne in man, Mrs. Harold Ortman, Mrs,
maculateConception,which will Marriage Licenses
diana; two sisters. Mrs. John Van tice teaching at Holland High
proper left turn. John Wlodar- the women were given instruc- E flat,” and "Introductionand Hehry Kalmink, Mr. and Mrs. Harbe the second largest church In
Ottawa County
Zoeren and Mrs. Harry Orr of Hol- School each afternoon. He works
czyk, 38, Grand Rapids, was given tions for wrapping ooxes for a Tarantella,” by Sarasate.
vin Zoerhof, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
the United States, will require
Duane Bowditch, 21, and Sandra land.
in the Blue Key book store "free a summons fo^ failure to keep an box social to be given by the men
Kalmink, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kal250,000 cubic feet of stone, 170,- Hagstrom,19, both ot Grand Haven
hours.” Married and a parent, he assured clear distance ahead. March 30.
The world’s oceans, which cov- mink, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Zoer
000 bags of cement and 25,000,- George K. Peck, 30, Michigan City,
Retirement for enlistedmembers is a familiar sight three nights a Damage to the two vehicles was
Refreshments were served- by er 71 per cent of the earth’s sur- hoff, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Vandei
*
the National Geogra- Ind., and Muriel Y. Parrish, 24, of the U.S. Army was authorized
week working at a local gas estimated at $325, Ottawa County Mrs. Harvey Bluekamp and Mrs. face, have greater depths than Ploeg, Miss Jacqueline Ortman and
says.
route HudsonviUe.
In
station. Hendrickson is Hope's deputies said.
Harold Van Slooten.
the highest elevationsof land.
Sherwin Oilman.
7

An

all-time scoring record of

MIAA

student representive and
presides at the league meetings.
It's a layoff of a couple weeks
and then it will be back to practicing for Hendrickson.He will
compete in track again this year.
I>ast season Hendricksonwas the
high point man on the Dutch track Chapel No. 1.
squad, competing in the sprints,
The Rev. Vincent Licatesi.passhot put and discus.
tor of Park Christian Reformed
Hendricksonestablished an en- Church of Holland, who will occupy
viable prep record in football, bas- the pulpit at the camp on March
ketball and track. He planned to 13, requests parents of local boys
participatein football at Hope but who are serving there, to supply
a ruptured hip muscle, ironically him with their sons' addresses at
received in his final high school the camp and also write their sons
football game, cut out his grid regarding the service sponsored by
work. The injury has caused Hen- local pastors,In this manner, pasdrickson to wear a hip sleeve tors will be able to contact the
whenever competingin athletics. boys.
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Tide Conscious

Newlyweds Honeymoon

Qty

Attorney

James E. Town-

send, who played a "bit part” in

Ralph Edwards’ "This Is Your
Life” prgram Feb. 16 on the west
coast, has returned home full of
stories about television and re-

Win

3, 1155

the other day and everything’s

in Florida

Adrian Scores
Easy 98-78

NEWS, THURSDAY, MARCH

been ironed out.
Seems the "Write Your Congressmen" column that appears daily
on the editorialpage listed Sen.
Patrick V. McNamara first— ahead
of senior Sen. Charles E. Potter.
And Rep. Gerald R. Ford should
have a junior on his name.
Everything's fixed now. Thanks,
Junius.

unions with buddies he hasn't seen
in 10 years.
The program honored Capt. Sam
Magill who headed a platoon of 24
men (includingTownsend) which
College Bulldogslet go with a
brought in 20.000 German prisoners
basket barrage here Saturday
In one swoop during World War
night and buried Hope College,
n. Capt. Sam was brought to Calif98-78, in the season’s finale. The
ornia from Stuttgart. Germany, on
victory gave the Bulldogs a 12-2
the pretext that a studio was going
conference mark, tied with Calvin,
to buy his life story.
Joseph E. Kardux and wife to
and created the playoff.
Nineteen of the 24 men In the TheodoreSidney Vander Ploeg Pt.
According to MIAA rules, the
original platoon were on hand to
two teams are MIAA co-champLot 54 Heneveld s Plat No. 2 Twp.
share the spotlight, and the fun beions and both teams will receive
Park.
gan
on
Monday
night
when
most
of
a trophy.The winner of the single
Joseph E. Kardux and wife to
the men assembled in a hotel. First
game ployoff, played on some
Beth Ann Staal et al Pt. Lot 54
workouts
with
Emcee
Edwards
neutral floor the latter part of
were held Tuesday afternoon, for Heneveld's Plat No. 2 Twp. Park.
this week, will get first place
Paul H. Moore and wife to Tomthose with shaking parts. Rehearpoints in the race for the Allmy Chambers and wife Pt. NE!4
sals
began
in
earnest
at
1:30
p.m.
Sporti trophy and an additional
Wednesday in the El Capitan thea- NEU 17-8-15 Tup. Crockery.
trophy. The loser will receive
Eugene S. Batema and wife to
ter. The first was « walk-through
second place points in the aliJohn Franzburg Pt. Lot 2 Blk 57
type
of
thing
without
regard
for
sports race. Adrian and Calvin
timing and mostly for camera City of Holland.
split during the regular season.
Maynard J. Wieghmink and wife
angles.
Te second rehearsal was
Hope wound up MIAA play in
to Ralph E. Richman and wife Pt.
more
of
the
same
except
for
confourth spot with an 8-6 mark. OverSWK SE‘i 31-5-15 City of Holland.
tinuity from beginning to end. The
all, Hope ended the season with a
John Franzburg to James Spruit
third was the real dress rehearsal
10-10 record.
and
wife Pt. Lot 2 Blk 57 City of
for the program at 7 p.m. (Pacific
Adrian, determined and hot,
Holland.
time
started right from the opening
Carrie Neuman Griffels to Emjump. The Bulldogs pounded
ma Newman Schmitt et al Pt. Lots
Townsend said the behind-the- 42, 67 Spring Lake Beach. Twp.
through 11 points before Hope
scenes work was most interesting Spring Lake.
countered. Leon Harper and Henry
and it was nothing short of amaz* Hughes, Adrian's Negros tars, conLewis Glashower and wife to
ing how the staff anticipated re- Celia DeVries et al Pt. lot 7 Vantrolledthe board play and manactions of the honored guest. A
aged to grab a share of tip-ins.
den Bosch Sub. City of Holland.
staff man took Magill's part durThe winners quickly worked the
Fred Visscher and wife to Ottawa
ing rehearsal, and when the promargin to 15 points and kept this
Savings and I»an Assn. lot 13
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dale Huizenga
gram rolled off at night, the cap- HighlandSub. City of Holland.
lead most of the first half. Hope
(Prince photo)
threw a zone at the Bulldogs. Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dale Huizenga The gown featured a fitted bodice tain said almost the same things.
Floyd E. Profit and wife to ElOf course, there is a definite
"Although Adrian didn't crack the
are honeymooning in Florida fol- with Peter Pan collar and long technique for such reaction, and mo Christian and wife Pt. NW>4
actual zone everything they threw
23-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
sleeves. A seed pearl headband
up was going through.” Coach lowing their marriage Wednesday, held her fingertip veil and she car- Jim said the questions Edwards Richard Van Klomperberg and
Jo! Visser said after the game. Feb. 16. in Borculo Christian Re- ried a white Bible with a white asked called for very definitean- wife to Bert Van Klompenberg and
swers. On only two occasions were
wife Pt.
4 SWfc 9-5-13 Twp.
In the final five minutes of the formed Church. Mrs. Huizenga is orchid. Her pearl necklace was a
the questionssuch that the captain
Jamestown.
firit half, Hope went into a man- the former Geneva Mae Meppel- gift from the groom.
The matron of honor wore a gown could digress, and then Edwards
Carl T. Bowen and wife to Carl
to-man defense and sliced the lead ink, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
adroitly steered the conversation.
Gerrit
H.
Meppelink,
route
1.
ZeeW. Reinking and wife Pt. lot 48
of light green taffeta and the
slightlyto 11 points at halftime.
Plat of Longview,Twp. Spring
The Bulldogs led 49-38 at half, the land. The groom is the son of Mr. bridesmaids, yellow and orchid tafJim said Edwards is a master of Lake.
closest Hope came in the late por- and Mrs. Gerrit E. Huizenga of feta. respectively. They carried
the technique of putting people at
320 West McKinley,Zeeland.
colonial bouquests.
Lawrence Dams and wife to
tion of the contest.
ease,
but added that he follows a Zeeland Chamber of Commerce
Palms
and
candelabra
provided
About
120
guests
attended
the
reAdrian contiiiued to hit from the
., floor in the second half. Early in a setting for the double ring rites, ception in the church parlors.As- carefully preparedscript. Though Pt. NE'i SWfrlU 18-5-14 Twp
the half the Bulldogs had built the performed at 7:45 p.m. by the Rev. sisting about the room were Harriet it appears he is speaking naturally Zeeland.
he more than likely is reading from
Olert Garvelink and wife to John
lead to 20 points,a margin main- Robert Evenhuis. Mrs. Harvey Bussis,Gladys Bussis.Harlene and
one of four or five teleprompters Franzburg lot 16 Moeke's Add.
tained the rest of the game. Adrian Huizenga was prganist and accom- Glenda Gruppen.Barbara De Roo,
panied her husband who sang "O Gladys Gruppen. Donna and Eunice at convenient spots.
Twp. Holland.
hit 46 percent of its shots.
Jim said a great deal of the Eric W. Peterson and wife to
Winners added foul tosses to the Promise Me," "Through the Huizenga.
Years” and "The Lord's Prayer."
For going away, the bride wore credit should go to the producer, George C. Smith and wife lot 2
total as the Hope men tried to get
In the wedding party were Mrs. a light blue dress, dark blue coat, Alex Grinbsrg, who edits and sets Plat of Ixmgview, Twp. Spring
the ball. Visser was forced to "sit
Peter Rietman as matron of honor; black and gray accessories and up the script. The biggest job. of Lai e.
out” his first string about half of
Mrs. John Gruppen and Miss Har- white orchid corsage. They will be course, is eliminating the non-es- John Franzburg to Gillis Van
tha contest because of personals.
sentials and organizing the story
Der Kamp and wife Lot 16 Moeke s
Harold Molenaar and Willie Rink riet Meppelink as bridesmaids; at home after Feb. 26 at route 2,
into a smooth 30-minute program,
Glenn
Huizenga
as
best man and Zeeland.
Add. Twp. Holland.
collectedfouls right off and both
Harvey Meppelink and Howard
Mrs. Huizenga is employed at properly paced and cohesive. Don
Matthew J. I^ookerse to Zeeland
picked up five in the game. John
H. L. Friedlen and -Co., and Mr. Malmberg. the research editor, as Chamber of Commerce Pt. NE'.i
Adams and Whitey Riemersma Gruppen as ushers.
A gown of lace and nylon tulle Huizenga.at Keeler Brass Co., sembles all the material.
SW'i 18-5-14 City of Zeeland.
each were charged with four fouls
Considerationis given the smallHarris Dyke and wife to Gorand missed some of the game. over satin was chosen by the bride Grand Rapids.
est detail. For instance, in the final
don Roger Hale and wife Pt. NW*4
Hope reserves played about half
Script.Grinberg deleted the word
NW*4 25-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
the game.
Resthaven Guild Meeting "dilapidated”in describing the un- Melvin E. Gruenbauer and wife
Harper and Hughes led the
pretentious farm house in which
to H. K. McQuarrie Lots 11.12,13
Adrian scoring. Harper, an imAttracts Large Crowd
the captain grew up. The staff has
proved forward, made 27 points
The Future Nurses Club of Benjamin Lemmen, president of had lots of experience— witness the Blk 4 Sunnyside Plat, Twp. Spring
Lake.
while Hughes, turning in his consisZeeland High School were shown ResthavenPatrons. Inc., explained fact the program marked its fifth
Melvin A. Scott and wife to Dale
tent game, collected22.
anniversary
the
night
Capt.
Magill
Bob Hendrickson,playing his two movies dealing with Red the progress of the new Rest- was honored.
William Moore and wife lot 2 Mel
Scott Plat. Twp. Allendale.
final college game, paced Hope Cross work. The meeting was haven building before a large
Ethel A. Knutson to Russell G.
with 21 points. Adams finished held at the high school and lunch group of members and friends at
Jim
said
Magill
was
definitely
the regular” Resthaven Guild
Homkes
and wife Lots 1.3 Ottawa
second with 15 tallies.Hendrickson was enjoyed.
surprised. .and it was evident the
meeting Friday evening.
Heights Sub. Twp. Holland.
and Rink are the two seniors on
biggest
surprise
was
the
appearSeveral members of the Hi-Y
Host church was Bethany
the Hope team.
acne of his wife and two children Adn. Est. Iva Gara Stanton.
Adrian, boasting an almost com- club of Zeeland High enjoyed a Christian Reformed.
Dec. to Kenneth
Kooiker and
who
were flown from Stuttgart.
Lemmen said it is expected 24
wife Pt. lot 2 Blk 59 City of Holplete all-sophomoreteam, will trip to Grand Rapids YMCA
With
a
fine
line
for
detail.
Magill
compete against Detroit Tech in where they went swimming. Carl- rooms in the new building will be was ushered to his seat after the land
Esther Boeve et al to Dale Van
tne NAIA playoff Tuesday at ton Bodine accompanied the completed sometime in May. He houselightshad dimmed. Even so.
answered questions of members
Adrian. The winner will represent group.
Langevelde
and wife lot 52 Vredthe 19 men of his platoon scatterThe Zeeland Garden club held relative to the buildingand its fueveldt Sub. Twp Park.
Michigan in the NAIA tournament.
ed
throughout
the
audience
were
Elizabeth Smith to Nicholas StielVisser, Hope coach, as district a meeting at the home of Mrs. ture occupants. He also conducted instructedto turn their heads away
devotions.
chairman, will be in charge of the Della Plewes, West Main Ave., on
stra
and wife Lot 32 Stielstra's Sub.
Mrs. G. J. Van Wyke gave a re- from him, just in case he should Twp. Park.
Friday. Feb. 18. The program
Adrian-DetroitTech playoff.
recognize
any
of
them
in
the
half
was on the care of Africian violets view of the book, "Seven SteepPhillip H. Buss and wife to Merle
Box score:*
light.
and house plants. The following les” by Margaret Hendriksonand
Hope (78)
The
party afterwards was some- G. Pointer lot 4 Blk 6 South west
FG FT PF TP were elected: Mrs. Tom Kraai, the Gloria Trio consistingof Mrs. thing to remember. Not even the Add. City of Holland.
Fred Kolenbrander,Mrs. Benja5
7
Adams, f
4 15 president. Mrs. Myrtle Carlton,
min
Aliena and Mrs. Harold presence of colonels and generals
vice
president;
Miss
Ann
HuizRiemersma. f
3
2
4
8
failed to cramp the style of the
Arens, accompanied by Mrs. John
enga.
secretary;
Mrs.
Agnes
De
Hendrickson, c
8
5
3 21
men. "They’re retired now. and
Keuning.
sang
"In
the
GarKoster, treasurer.
Molenaar, g
5
0
5 10
maybe that helped,” Jim said. And
Zeeland High School gymnasium den” and "The I>ost Chord.” Mrs.
Rink, g
1
5
3
1
the platoon, then as now. thought
William C. De Roo, president,was
will
he
the
scene
of
concert
on
Jeltes, f
2
2
3
6
a whale of a lot of their Capt.
Tuesday. March 8 at 8 p.m. when in charge of the business. Plans
Sisson, f
1
2
4
1
Magill, at that time a lieutenant.
the
bands
of Hudsonville and Zee- were made for ri rummage sale to
0
Schreur, c
0
0
0
The annual mother and daughland High School will present an be held in March in Holland and
Vander Lind, g
3
2
3
8
ter banquet of First Methodist
Jim
was
accompanied
by
his
entertaining program. Each band Grand Rapids.
Hilmert, g
1
1
2
3
wife. Corinne, to Californiaand the Church was held Thursday even
will play several numbers and the
Totals
28 22 31 78
couple spent a few days' vacation ing. witn 140 attending.
bands will combine to play four
Adrian (98)
North Shore Community
Decorations and the program
there, returning to Holland Sunday
numbers "March on America" by
Davis, f
4
4
4 12
after an absence of almost a week. were based on the theme. "Happy
Harold Walters, "Melodic Over- Club Stages Potlack
Harper, f
11
5
27
1
Townsend,who was a private at the home where prayer is heard
ture." Fred Mesang, "Pams AngeHughes, c
7
8
4 22
Members and families of the the time of the incident, said it and praise is wont to rise.”
licas” Caesar Franck and "The
Swoish, g
3
7
Guest speaker for the evening
2 13
Swedish Rhapsody,"Eric Leid- North Shore Community Club held is likely that the group may atMurphy, g
5
2
3
12
tempt to get together again in a was Mrs. Daniel Lipke of Grand
sen. A woodwind quintet of Hope a potiuck supper Friday evening
Newton, f
0
1
0
1
few years. He said the program Rapids, who reviewed the book
College will also present a num- at the hall. About 120 were present.
Graffa. f
0
1
3
2
afforded
an excellent opportunity "The Five Marys" by Isabel Warber.
In charge was Mrs. M. Venerington Heaps.
Brown, c
2
2
6
1
"The InvisibleReceptionist,” a klasen and her committee. C. Win- to catch up on what happened to
Coe. c
0
Mrs. Dock Rowe acted as toasl0
some
of them. The last he saw of
1
0
movie, was enjoyed by the Junior demuller gave the invocation.CofBirchfield. g
0
0
0
1
Commercialstudents at Zeeland fee, rolls, milk and ice cream were some of them was being hauled mistress. Mrs. Neal Houtman gave
Kellar, g
away wounded on stretchers,and the invocationand Mrs. Olin Walk1
1
3
High School. The movie was ob- furnished by the club.
1
it was particularly gratifying to er led group singing with Arthur
Following the supper John Swiertained through the courtesy of the
Totals
34 30 21 98
Michigan Bell TelephoneCo. The ing demonstratedand plawed learn all the men present had made Martin at the piano. Mrs. Neal Van
Leeuwen presented a toast to the
committee in charge was Thelma severalselections on a chord organ. a fine recover}'.
Jin said at the time the incident daughters and Judy Van Leeuwen
I^ankheet,
Isla
Roelofs.
Milly
Skating
and
shuffle
board
occupied
Final
Standings
occurred, the men had no idea that repliedwith a toast to the mothers.
the remainder of the evening.
L Hecocks and Eileen Klaasen.
any drama was involved,and afterSpecial music was provided by a
Calvin
12
2
wards were inclinedto regard the group 6f Junior Choir girls, Kerry
Adrian
12
2 Sears Wins Consolation
Albert W. Stankey
situationas a pleasant interlude. Shaffer, Pamela Fox. Ferna WalkAlbion
9
5
He raid there were some very er, Ona Mae Pardue. Linda Green
Diet
at
Age
of
59
Trophy
at
South
Haven
Hope
8
6
toucly moments in getting the and Susan Riker, accompanied by
Kalamazoo
6
8
armed
Germans to the final dest- Mrs. Arthur Keane. Miss Martha
SOUTH HAVEN (Special)
HAMILTON (Special) - Albert
Alma
5
9
ination for fear some Frenchman Bird presented devotions.
Sears
and
Roebuck
of
Holland
won
W.
Stankey,
route
1,
Hamilton,
Olivet
2
12
might start another small war. But
While the book review was givHillsdale
2
12 the cohsolationtrophy here Satur- died Sunday morning at Allegan it all went okay, and the incident
en, Olin Walker and Arthur Marday night defeating Angelo's of Health Center at the age of 59.
Benton Harbor, 86-59. Niles stop- Born Dec. 20, 1895 in Douglas, he faded into a pleasant memory. tin entertained the younger chilped Whirlpool Automatics of St. was an elevator operator for Heinz The platoon certainlyrecalls other dren with films.
situations much more difficult
A group of 11 MethodistMen
Joseph for the championship.
Co. in Holland until he became ill
served as wa tiers for the affair.
A1 Nelson, named to the all-tour- several months ago.
Jim is now awaiting the arrival Mrs. Lavern Rudolph and Mrs.
nament team, led Sears with 25
Surving are the wife, Lula; two
of the special medallion which will Olin Walker were Banquet co-chairpoints. Bob Reitsema was second daughters, Mrs Marl Ix>u Grooms
be given to all members of the men and Mrs. Ernest Wingard
high with 21.
of Holland and Mrs. Ada Hinkle
Tim Beerthuis.the tourney’s top of Allegan; three sons, Andrew platoon on the program, and the and Mrs. Earl Ragains were dinner
record of the program.
co-chairmen, assisted by their
scorer with 96 points, finished and Ernest at home, and Allen
He said the entire experience in committee. Decorations were done
third with 17 markers. Gord Grev- Willey of Denver, Colo.; the
engoed carded 15 and Dale Hoist mother, Mrs. Mary Bennink of Lo* Angeles was thoroughlyen- by Mrs. Robert Caauwe and her
joyable."Ml go again if they want committee. Mrs. Leonard Dick,
eight to round out the Sears scor- Hamilton; seven grandchildren,
me,” he said.
Mrs. James Scott and Mrs. Bering in the final game. John Bran- two sisters, Mrs. Hattie Plum and
nard Shashaguay, Mrs. Rowe gave
oock, former Hope College eager, Mrs. Lucy Dannenberg both of
In one of her syndicated columns the benediction.
paced the losers with 22 tallies. HoUand.
this week, Hedda Hopper said
three studios are bidding on Capt.
Magill’s story which is in book Stamp Club Celebrates
form under the title “Tiger by the
IN
First Anniversary
Tail,” written by Robert Hardy

ADRIAN

(Special)—Sensing the
MIAA cochampionship and the
chance at a conference playoff
hanging in the balance, the Adrian

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

#

i

.
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^
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Mother-Daughter
Banquet Staged

Red Cross Works

For Scout Fair

Huge Expansion

With

Complete"sellout”was announced by Otto Dressel, chairman of
the participation committee for
In
the 1955 Scout Fair, at an executive committee meeting at First
Herman E. Pleasant, president.
Grand Rapids Brass division of NationalBank Friday night. ArCrampton Manufacturing C o m- rangements have been made for
pany, announced today that the 55 booth spaces for the show, which
company will start at once to will no staged in the Civic Cencomplete new plant facilities in ter March 26.

Civil

Defense

In order to obtain maximum

Grand Rapids

efficiencyin organization of Civil

Defense Emergency Welfare Services in Ottawa County, Mrs.
Mayo Hadden, director of this division of Civil Defense, announc-

ed today that Mrs. Katherine Van
Duren, executive secretary of the
County Red Cross, has consented

Dressel pointed out that because
Grand Rapids at a cost of S2.000there were approximately60 re000.
The first unit of the new plant quests now on hand, plans will be
costing $500,000 is already fin- made to expand the layout to inished and preliminary construction clude additionalbooths.
General Chairman Henry Maentz
for the balance of the new plant
announced appointmentof George
is already underway.Steel erection
will start in 60 days. When in Mil Lumsden as director of two stage
operation, the new facilities will shows, which will be presented as
require additionof several hundred part of the fair. An afternoon Fun
employes, Pleasantsaid. Present Fest will include a variety of acts
employment is over 800 workers in and performancesby Cub Scouts
throughout the district. As part of
Grand Rapids and Holland.
The plant relocation here will the evening stage show, Ben Mulmean no change in operations of der will direct a colorful program
the Holland plant, according to of Indian dances and pageantry.

to act ns co-director.
, It will help coordinate Civil De-

fense and already existingre-

sources in the county set up by the
Red Cross. The primary difference
between the two organizations is
in the fact that in national disasters. which occur, generally, In a
limited area, the Red Cross is responsible,while in enemy caused
disasters, which are not* limited to
only one geographical area, the
responsibility
belongs to Civil Defense. Duplication will be avoided
Complete program plans were by the close cooperation and inPleasant. The Holland plant, with
outlined
by Chairman Lawrence tegrationof emergency welfare
an estimated 350 employes, will be
Wade
and
Co-Chairman LaVern services of Civil Defense and Red
expanded to augment production
Cross.
at the new Grand Rapids facilities, Rudolph. Special decorative effects
If disaster strikes,everyone Is
have
been
planned
to
transform
the
Pleasant said.
willing
and anxious to help, but
The new plant will include an Civic Center auditorium into a gala
then it is too late to organize. It
office buildingto house administra- fair ground, includinga "Midway”
is expected that Ottawa County
ivtive sales, accounting and engin- section of homemade games and
will be a receiving county if it is
eering functions.The new offices stunts, most of which have been
an enemy disaster.
arranged
bv
Cub
Packs
under
the
will be air conditioned and will
The goal is to be prepared with
embody newest ideas in design and leadership of Ivan DcNeff.
Attendance committee, headed a well informed, strong organizalighting.
tion set up using agencies existing,
The new facilitieswill double the by Bruce Van Lou wen, announced
not as representativesof the agencapacity of the present plant, Plea- that plans for ticket sales have
cies, but as part of the whole
been completedwith sales beginsant reported.
Civil Defense.
ning
last
Saturday.
The present plant will continue

in operationduring the moving
to supplementInitial production at
Entertains for Son
the new plant. Grand Rapids Brass
is now a leading supplier of auto- On First Birthday
motive, applianceand plumbing
hardware.The company has turnMrs. Don Sundin of 238 West 29th
ed out such militaryequipmentand St. entertained on Washington's
supplies as parts for aircraft, tank Birthday in honor of her son,
parts and 4.5 inch rockets.
David John, who was born a year
ago on Feb. 22.
Present at the party were the
four mothers who occupied the
same hospital room following the
birth of their babies a year ago.
March -Winter Grass InstiBesides Mrs. Sundin and David,
tute, Adrian, Lenawee county.
there were Mrs. Donald Sturgis
March 2— Winter Grass Insti- and son. Jon Douglas who was
tute. Macomb county.
born Feb. 21; Mrs. Ed Plasman
March 2-4 — Michigan Departand son. Danny born Feb. 18, and
ment of Agriculture Field WorkMrs. Robert Bosma and daughter,
ers' Conference Kellogg Center.
Joanne, born Feb. 19. Other chilMSC.
dren present were Douglas PlasMarch S-Irrigation conference, man. Jimmy Bosma, Susan SturKellogg Center, MSC.
gis and DarlindaSundin.
March T— Winter Grass Institute. Ottawa county.
March 4— Michigan State Horti- Fennville Youth Dies

ROAD
SERVICE
COMPLETE SERVICE
All

Maxes

Authorised

Farm Calendar

Ckryiler-PIrtnouth Dealer

Haan Motor Saloo

1

2S W. Mi Street Phone 7242

ROOFING

cultural Society district spring
After Long Illness
meeting. South Haven.
March 4— Winter Grass Insti(Special)
tute. Osceola county.
Nelson Thomas Jones. 17, died

—

FENNVILLE

March 5-13-National4-H Club Sunday evening at his home,
Week.
route 3. He had been ill most of
March R-Beef Herdsmen Con- his life.
ference, Kellogg Center, MSC.
Surviving are the parents, Mr.
March 8-9-Dairy Engineering and Mrs. Thomas Jones; two
Conference. Kellogg Center. MSC. brothers. Elton, of route 3, and
March 10— Michigan State Hor- Nonna n. at home; three sisters,
ticulturalSociety district spring Mrs. Glenn Jeffry, of Ganges.
meeting. Hart.
Uotiiseand Linda, at home; and
March 10-11— Turf Conference, the grandparents,Mr. and Mrs.
Kellogg Center. MSC.
V V. Brown, of Fennville. and
March 1.5- Winter Grass Insti- Mrs. Rose Jones, of Diamond
tute. Grand Traversecount} 4-H Springs.
Club camp.
March 15-17 Pest Control OpBy the time the Roman empire
erators' Conference. Kellogg (’en- reached its zenith,battering rams
ter. MSC.
were enoimous weapons. One of
March 16— Winter Grass Insti- these required 1.500 men to swing

Dependable
Roofers
FREE ESTIMATES

Geo. Mooi

j

ROOFING CO.

!

tute, Presque Isle county.

29

E 6th

St.

Phone 3826

it against assaulted walls.

March 16— Michigan State HorticulturalSociety district spring
meeting, Traverse City.
March 17-18— Annual Soil Conservation District directors’ workshop, Higgins Lake training
school, Roscommon.
March 24 -25 — Entomologists
Conference. Kellogg Center. MSC.

Scrappy says:

J

Scrap

—

A 2

billion dollar industry

out of something that "just happens."

March 25-Egg Marketing Day,
Kellogg Center, MSC.
March 28-April 1— Inseminator
Managers' training course, Kellogg Center, MSC.

Each

kernel of corn

five per cent sugar

is about

when

always buying

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron
120

materials

& Metal

Rivtr Ave.

Co.

Holland, Mich.

ripe.

TWO GOOD PLACES
TO EAT

R delicious sfumon of

AT HOME AND AT

THE

HUB
^||ggjgjg

MIAA

W

Set

55 Booths

Crampton Plans

YOU*

HOSTS:

PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTi

Serve our quality delicacies for dessert, and you'll win your
family's approval. No trouble at all and less expense than
baking! Take some home today!

ACROSS PROM POSTOFFICK

DU MONO BAKE SHOP

ZEELAND

-

CLOSED SUNDAYS

384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2677

Wedding

ts*10*
STATE FARM

Announcements
Seag ihtcti FREE with

atcli

ardor of Waddiag Stationery.

Special

PRINTING

TRIPLE

Printing

'

PROTECTION

WE

SPECIALIZE

ALL MAKES

Andrews.

LI

Hydramatic Service

PR

FIM

and Repair
State

Farm Mutual
lea Yea Leete, Agent

177

Ceflege

Ave.

Pfene 713J

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST I6TH

Commercial
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The Pioneer Stamp Gub of
Capt. Sam lived at the Andrews Centril Park had its first annihouse five days before the TV show veraaty party Friday evening at
and the columnist said Andrews’ the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
two children,10 and 8, should get De Pree.
medals. They were in on the secret
Games were played and stamps
and kept Magill busy with their were given us prizes. Refreshhomework and playing with their ments were served.
dog.
Menjbers present were Bob
Junius Wood, our winter Washington correspondent, caught up
with a Sentinel protocol boo-boo

Brent, Carl Woltman, Dick Vukin, Steven Egger, Bruce De Free,

Harry Gladden and
Griffith.
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ZEELAND YOUTH KILLED — Glenn
Woodwyk, 17, of 247 Alpine

Allen

Ave., Zeeland,
was driving the convertible,(left) when it rammed the truck (background)driven by Andrew
Kammeraad, 46, of 460 West 18th St. Woodwyk was killed instantly. The vehicles collided
at the intersection of Roosevelt and Franklin,
just north of the Zeeland City limits. The

vehicles, both demolished,ended

up 67

feet

from the intersection,according to measurements taken by Zeeland officerLarry Veldheer
(right) and other Ottawa County deputies.
Kammeraad was in "fair" condition Friday at
Holland Hospital. He received a broken right
shoulder and head injuries.

Lebanon Has Distinguished Culture; Last Period Push

(Sentinel photo)

MRS.

NORMAN VINCENT PEALE (left) greets local women

in

55 Percent of Population Christian

connection with meetings of the Board of Domestic Missions of

Gives Dutch Win

The

ruins of Baalbeck covers
the Reformed Church in America which held its four-day sesarticles on India and Lebanon writ- nearly three acres. I sfcw and
Rites
(or
sion in Holland last week. Mrs. Peale of New York City, first
measured foundation stones 21
ten by Dr. Milton J. Hoffman.
(From Friday's Sentinel)
feet long, 5 feet high and 4 feet
vice president of the board, addressed a public meeting WedEditor)
Mayor and Mrs. A. H. Hogue,
deep. The estimated weight is 650
nesday night in Third Reformed Church. Here she is greeting
The People of Lebanon
A 20-nomt fourth quarter, after
Accident
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Duell, Mr.
Mrs. Albert E. Lampen (light dress in foreground). Others in the
in Florida
A look at a map will show the tons. These were quarried from
and Mrs. John Kollar, Mr. and
nearby mountains,but how were I three close periods, gave Holland
strategic oosition of that ancient
ZEELAND (Special)— Funeral Mrs. A. B. Climie, Mr. and Mrs.
picture are Mrs. Marius Mulder and Mrs. Garrett Vender Borgh
land. Along the coast or through the they^ brought to the temple^site? | High a successfulhome finale Friserviceswere held Monday af- Lawrence Hutchins and Mr. and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
(Penna-Sas photo)
What :s more, these huge blocks day night. The Dutch stopped
central
valley have moved for
ternoon for 17-year-old Glenn AlMrs. Roy Steanburg attended the An extensiveinvestigation carstone were so carefully carved
- . co
ages both armies and tradesmen of
len Woodwyk. who was fatallyinthat no mortar was neded to fill Muskegon Catholic Central, d3-43
annual award dinner of the Con- ried on by Trooper David L. Verfrom west Asia Minor to Egypt,
jured in an automobile accident sumers Power Co. The banquet at- Burg of the MichiganState Police
the spaces between one block and at the Civic Center,
and again from Egypt northward.
Thursday afternoonjust north of
tended by 410 guests, was held last paid off Thursday when the deZeeland city limits.
Trade always brings a measure of another. Six of the 39 pillars of the | The win was the second straight
Thursday evening at the Presby- partment was notified that three
prosperity,contacts with other Temple erected to the honor of for jj0|]anrj and brought the seaRites were held at 2 p.m. at
By Arnold Muldtr
terian church in Kalamazoo. Mr. youths VerBurg suspected of
Jupiter remain. Each pillar is
lands enrich ones owm. Slowly the
Third Christian Reformed Church,
son s mark to 3-11. Muskegon
breaking into Riley West’s serHogue was toastmaster.
about 65 feet high and 8 feet in
Dr. J. H. Bruinooge officiating.
early Canaanitishtribes become
A good biography can seldom
vice station in West Olive twice,
Catholic received its 14th straight
diameter.
The
elaborate
carving
at
Only 12 voters attended the
Relatives will meet in the church
the Phoeniciansabout whom we
were being held at Fort Myers, he expected from a close relathe top and base reveals incompar- setback. The two teams will meet
Peoples’
caucus
held
at
the
village
basement at 1:45. Burial will be at
read in our Bible. These were the
Fla.
tive of the subject. Normally a
able craftmanship.
again March 9 in a Class A regional
Zeeland Cemetery. The body re- hall Monday evening. Those who
most enlightened and enterprising
Held in Florida are John Sands
Truly
Lebanon
is
a
"small"
in Grand Rapids Burton Junior
were
re-nomihated
for
office
are:
wile
should
not
write
the
life
of
poses at the Woodwyk residence,
people of the Middle East. Phoeni17. James Burghom, 19, and John
country but too great "for even a High School.
247 Alpine Ave., Zeeland, where Mayor A. H. Hogue; clerk, Harry Stille, Jr.. 18, all of Grand Haven. her husoand, a son the life of hi*
cian merchantsestablishedtrading
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
very big book".
Holland, rated to win the game
Cady (tor full term after supply- They had been apprehended by
friends apd relatives may call.
father. Even a dose friend, alMr. and Mrs. Raymond Stilton centers in every port on the Medieasily, found the going rough from
ing
since
the
death
of
E.
J.
Knoll);
The youth is survived by his parFlorida authoritiesfor a break-in though not a relative,is usually of Williamston were in Saugatuck terranean,as also on the west
the opening tipoff. The Catholic
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Wood- treasurer,William Billings; asses- job there.
coasts of Europe and Africa. Purnot the right person for such a one day this week
five, small and spindly but game,
wyk; two sisters, Mrs. Gordon sor. Walter Robbins; trustees, Arple dyes, from which the word
The station in West Olive was job. This principle is well undergot the majority of rebounds in the
Rietman of Zeeland and Betty at thur Sanford and Ray Fleming. broaen into Jan. 20 and Feb. 15 stood. and it is based on obvious Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Stewart Phoenicia is derived, were known
have as their guest at Kemah Mrs.
first two quarters, while the Dutch
home, and the grandparents, Mr. Chester Keag was nominated in or 16. After the second job, Troop- consideratians.
and sougnt after everywhere.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
I William F.D. Drohan of Chicago.
manged to grab their share in the
and Mrs. Gerrit Boetsma of Bor- place of Bernard Fosdick who de- er Ver Burg followed tire tracks
When
Jan Christian Smuts Mrs. Bruce Masselink of Burling- Moslem Arabs conquered the Born to Mr. and Mrs. Homer final two periods.
clined renomination. As there is in the snow for eight or nine
culo. *
land
in
the
seventh
century
of
our
published a full-lengthlife of Jan
The 1 <scrs opened the scoring on
Woodwyk was employed at Her but one ticket in the field this is miles over country roads, manag- Christian Smuts, his illustrious ton, Iowa, was in town this week era. In the 16th century Turkey Bale Monday, Feb. 21, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gifford and two foul shots and took a 6-2 lead
man Miller FurnitureCo. He had virtuallyan election.
ing to stay mst ahead of the coun- father, he had to meet the chal- to visit her fajher. Charles Parrish, took possession.In the late nineattendedZeelandChristian Schools
Fred Dressel. 89, a frequent ty snow plows on a stormy day. lenge of that well known rule. In who is a patientin Douglas Hospi- teenth and early twentieth century sister, Mrs. Ernest Beler spent the midway in the quarter. Bob Saunweekend in Chicago.
ders. Dutch guard, tied the score
and attended Holland Christian visitor here, died last Thursday at The rear wheels of the car had a preface he grapples with it by tal.
thousands of Armenian Christians John Norton is a patient in
at 6-all with 54 seconds remaining
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Sorenson
High School for a year.
his home in South Haven. He was snow' tires with an unusual tread.
fled
from
Turkey
and
found
a
hosdisclaiming any intention of havDouglas Hospital. His niece. Miss and after the Crusadersand sunk
of Kalamazoo spent ihe weekend pitable home in Labanon.
stepfather of Mrs. Robert West- The Florida identification was
ing been objective in his treatwith their sister, Mrs. Leonard Toward the end of World War I Myrtle Church of Grand Rapids two more free throws again tied
veld and a brother of Miss Frieda largely through these tires still
ment. That position was at least
spent the weekend in the Norton the score at the first quarter buzzer
Dressel.and Mrs. Bertha Howland on the car. The car is owned by honest and it deserves respect on Lamb.
the allies drove the Turks out of home.
Mrs.
Estelle
Graham
has
returnmaking the period score 8-all.
now of Lockport, 111.
the Sands family.
the country and then at Verthe part of the reader.
(From Friday'sSentinel)
ed from her vacation in Florida. sailles, Lebanon became a Repub- Mr. and Mrs Ralph Vernon have
Both teams made five baskets in
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson
Trooper VerBurg also located
Without
such
a
statement
the
Two films from the Michigan entertainedtheir 500 club last Sat- traces of blood in the snow, leadMrs. Ethel Beiler of Chicago lic under French Mandate. The returned from a vacation in Flori- the second quarter and both took
book would be of very doubtful
da.
Conservation Department were urday evening, four tables were
13 shots. The Crusaders held the
ing him to believe one or more of value. The reader would be remem- spent the weekend at her home on freedom loving Lebanese won
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weed left lend for the first minutes at Holshown at the PTA meeting Friday in play and prizes were awarded
the culprits was injured by broken bering all the time that the state- Main and Griffith Sts.
complete independence10 years
evening at the school, one fea- to Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Meles and
Danny Ferry of Holland visited years ago when French armed last week for a trip to the Gulf land tied the score at 12-all at 4:50.
glass in the front door of the ments were made by an admiring
coast. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wo Iters
turing beavers and one on waterhis
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Muskegon again took the lead and
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed.
station.
son. that the author would not be
forces withdrew.
returned Friday from Bradenton.
fowl of Michigan. Mr. Jerry Deckheld a 18-24 margin at 2:48. The
A/lc and Mrs. Richard Keag
On
the first job. beer, wine likely to be fair to he opponents George Ferry over the weekend.
Lebanon is an Arab country and
er of Fennville High school was in
The Walter Corrows are in Fort is a member of an Aiab League. Fla.
Dutch talked five points in the
of Selfridge Field were week-end cigarettes, pennies and other loose of his father, that the facts had
charge of projector.
guests of his parents. Mr. and change were taken from the sta- been distorted to make a case fot Lauderdale.Fla., for the winter. The language used is largelyAraA number from this vicinity atThe Past Matrons Club met bic. Yet in spirit,outlook and tem; ket with eight seconds lelt gave
Robert Keag. Mrs. Claude tion. In the second break-in.
his subject.
tened the funeral of Fred Mrs.
Tuesday evening at the home of perment Lebanon differs vastly Demerest, Mrs. Patterson and Mrs. 1
; Holland a 19-18 haltime margin.
Hutchinson spent the week-end )>ox of assorted tools also v
The
younger
Smuts
frankly
adElizabeth Martin.
Dressel in South Haven Sunday
The game failed to pick up in
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. taken.
mits this danger. "I see the story Mrs. Ruth Edgecomb.
from neighboring Arab lands. On
Mr. Dressel was a former resiSaugatuck Chapter. OES. is in- the streetsof Beirut, for example,
the third period. Holland took a
State police are awaiting word from a son’s point of view." he
Bert Van Dis, Sr., of East Saudent of Ganges and well known
26-21 lead at the four minute mark
gatuck. Monday she accompanied from Florida officials whether the ^cems to suggest. "This is not to vited to attend Niles Chapter Feb. one rarely sees a person clad in
here. He was 89 years of age and
but the Crusaderscame back and
Mrs. Herman Van Oss of Holland trio will be extradited or whether he regarded as an obpecti\ely 2g.
Arab
custume.
Acually
Beirut
is
died Thursday at South Haven
Mrs. Sarah Sheridan has return, tied the score tuice in the next
on
a
several weeks' visit to Cali- they will be prosecutedon the scientilicbiography. Rather read
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
western
city.
In
the
preceeding
arhospital. Besides the Immediate
ed from a two months visit with
fornia. She will visit her niece. Florida charge.
t as raw material that some other
ticle mention was made of universiMr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing minute. The lead changed hands
family he is survived by two sisher son James and his family in
twice in the time remainingwith
Mrs.
Roland
Kirbyson
of
Riverbiographer
will
later
on
use
to
ties,
coleges,
libraries,
museums,
ters. Miss Freda Dressel of Fennspent last Thursday with their for- Japinga nitting a basket in the
Ironwood. Her son. Joseph, accomside. also Mr. and Mrs. Loon
write
the
life of my father that
and churches To this might bei
ville and Mrs. Bertha Howland of
panied her from Chicago:
Jackson and family of Redlands,
should be written."
added a reference to a very fine i mer ne'8hbors,Mr. and Mrs. Tom closing seconds of the quarter to
Lockport,111.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Powell
are
give Holland a 33-32 third period
also formerly of Fennville.
As
such,
the
book
is highly inConservatory of Music. Lebanon at- Beukema of Grand Rapids. They
Mrs. Donald Keiman underwent
terestingand valuable. In it there vacationing in Florida.
tracts writers, poets and artists. also called on their cousins. Mr. lead.
major surgery Saturday at Hol- Fennville.
Sgt and Mrs. Paul Newnham and
Holland never again relinquishMrs. Grace Marfia has been
are hundreds of facts, some of
She developed her own stage and Mrs. Tom Beukema of Grand Rapland Hospital and is recovering.
children from SelfridgeField spent
ed the lead, as the Crusaders,who
moved
from
the
home
of
her
son.
tnem
of
a
family
nature,
thfet
no
radio stars. Beirut alone has 114 ids. They also called on their
Mrs. Bertha Plummer, who has
the weekend in Fennville and
were getting usually just one
Mr. and Mrs. James Nienhuis of scientificbiographer could have
printing presses. M 10 newspapers, cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Earl D.
been spending the winter in Chi- Joseph and family to the home of
Saugatuck.
They
called
on
their
chance at the basket, tried and
uncovered,
no
matter
how
painanother
son,
Bernard
and
family.
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Fairbanks
Ave..
who
observand
periodicals.
There
are
39
daily
cago was here at her farm home
Jones, also of Grand Rapids. “
A daughter.Mrs. Ivan Taylor ed their 25th wedding anniver- staking his research might be. aunt. Mrs. Fred Scales to wish her newspapers, published in Arab Little Alice Jean Emerson of failed to ge* rebounds for a second
for the week-end.
happy
birthday
while
here.
Armenian. French and English. Marne spent last week with her try. Chuck Goulooze. center, made
Mrs. Waldo Phelps returned spent the fore part of the week sary Feb. 27. celebrated the occa- When the time comes for a real
Mr. and Mrs. DeGeatano and
biography
of
Vie
great
South
here
assisting
in
her
care.
sion Thursday evening when they
What may come as a surprise uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. D. two quick baskets and two foul
Sunday from Mayo Clinic in
Mr. John Klicman, band and gave a dinner party at Cumerford s African statesman,the material daughterHelen of Chicago visited is the fact that some 55 percent of Smead, while her mother was a shots to push the Dutch to a 47Rochester. Minn., where she went
40 lead witn two minutes to go
will be at hand for a complete their mother. Mrs. Helen Everett the populationof Lebanon is Chrismusic director accompaniedhis dining room
for a checkup.
patient in a Grand Rapids hospifor a few days this week.
Ron Van Dyke accounted for the
The Farm Bureau Discussion parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Dinner was served at tables de- story, both of the private and of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Betties of tian. The great majorityare of tal.
last six Holland points,sinking a
Greek
or
Roman
Catholic faith,
Group will meet this evening in Klicman Sr. to New Buffalo Mon- corated with flowery and candles. the public life of Smuts.
Orley Bennett and fiancee.Miss
UPorte. Ind . and Miss Mary K.
If the book is read with its funMr. and Mrs. Bob Brinks acted
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis day to attend funeral services of
though there are thousands of Carol Melmer, both of Michigan basket and (our foul shots to run
Betties and Mrs. Jean Palmer of
damental
nature
in
mind,
it
is
their uncle and brother Joseph as master and mistress of cereEvangical Parotestants. Some 40 State College,spent Saturday with the margin to 10 points, the largest
Symons.
separation of the teams in the convery
valuable
The
greatest
of Saugatuck were Sunday dinner percent are Moslems. Could it be
Klicman.
66.
The
Joseph
KlicMr. and Mrs. Emor Hice of
monies for the affair. Miss Janet
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
guests in the Don Switzer home.
test.
Plainwell were here Saturday to mans and their son. Dick, were Fik was in charge of games. Gifts Field Marshal Jan Christian Smuts
that the high standardof life in Bennett and Marcia.
Mrs. Frances Seymour and Mrs.
attend the funeral of Mrs. Alva en route here last Thursday to were oresented to the honored does not rest on the portrait of
Lebanon
is due to the fact that the
James Konyndyk and Rev. Muskegon's set offense of conMaryanne Plum visited their parhim
in
this
book
by
his
son
who
visit
relatives
wjien
Mr.
Klicman
Keiman. They also called on formajority of her people are Chris- Schempers called on the former’s trolling 'he hall caused the Dutch
couple.
this week.
some anxious moments. Several
mer Ganges friends. Mr. Hice was taken criticallyill. He was Attending were Mr. and Mrs. boars his name. On the basis of ents
son. Clarence Kronyndyke,at Fort
Three bald eagles were seen tians?
times Holland defenders tried to
being a former pastor at Ganges returned to New Buffalo by am- Harm Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs. Bert public data. Smuts is 'one of the
In agricultural
methods, too, Leb- Leonard Wood, Mo.
circling above Mt. Baldhead and
break control game open and lost
MethodistChurch.
bulance where he died soon after. Kraai, Mr. and Mrs. Abe Van half dozen greatest men of the
anon is very rapidly adjustingherWeekend
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the dunes one day this week.
Mrs. Ruldoph Schmidgall of ChiMr. and Mrs. T. J. Peters and Timmeren. Mr. and Mrs. Bob twentieth century-not in his owm
self to modern ways. It is hearten- Arnold Kerr were his brother and out.
Mrs. Mayme Force entertained
The Crusaderstallied 16 out of
cago spent the w:ekend at her two sons of Riverdale, 111. spent Brinks, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nien- country but in the world.
members of the MethodistW.SCS ing to know that the Ford Foun- family and his mother, all of 44 shots in Ihe contest for 36 perHis
son
brackets
him
with
Winfarm home here. She was accom- the weekend with her parents,Mr. huis, Mrs. Jack Beverwyk,Mr. and
dation
is
cooperating
with
the Indianapolis.
ston Churchill in the Who’s Who at a Washington’s birthday lunchcent while Holland had 18 out of
panied by a friend from Germany and Mrs. John Weston.
American University in Beirut in
Mrs. John Lappinga, Mr. and Mrs.
of
the British Commonwealth of eon at her home Tuesday afternoon establishinga fine agriculturalexMr! 56 TOc vvinners had T out of 27
Otto Heinze went to Elmhurst, John Fik, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Mrs. Harry Underhill and Mrs.
Nations.He believes that those
111. Wednesday to attend funeral Vander Wall. Peter Vander Wall,
perimentstation in Lebanon’scen- and Mrs. Ed Stilleof Grand Haven. in the first half and the parochiCoopertville Man Fined
two
were
the
greatest men that Beatrice Finch went to Grand Rapservices for his sister. Mrs. Ber- Mr. and Mrs Peter Do Vries, Mr.
tral valley: It did me good to talk
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dekker of Hol- cal five had six out of 20 in the
the Empire produced since the ids to shop Tuesday afternoon.
tha Haas, 86, who died from com- and Mrs. Jerry Lokers, Misses
with typical American experts who land spent Sunday afternoon with opening two quarters.
On Graded Apples Count
opening of the century. That may
Van Dyke led Holland with 11
plications of a broken hip. Mr. Janet and Bertha Fik, Mr. and Mrs
are translating dreams into reali- her mother, Mrs. Flora Tuttle.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
be subject to question, a question
ty; class rooms, laboratories, bams
Heinze was accompanied by Mon- James Stoel and Brenda. Roger
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood McMillan points while Goulooze and Japinga
Grand
Haven
Man
Dies
George Schwallier, 30. route 1, roe Eaton of Ganges. >
that a truly objective biographer
barns and dormitories were about of Spring Lake spent Saturday had 10 each Quick Dwyer had 15
Kragt and the James Nienhuis
Coopersville,pleaded guilty in the
would
have to face, but there At Municipal Hospital
Mrs. Kenneth Hutchinsonspent family.
75 percent complete.
afternoon and evening with his par- for Muskegon Catholic whilex Joe
justice court of Frederick J. Workseems to be general agreement
the weekend in Lansing visiting
The mountains of Lebanon are ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mc- Dempsey had 14.
man Friday on a charge of selling her sister, Mrs. Cletus Moore, and
that Smuts at least belongs in a
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A crowd of 1,000 watched the
dotted with summer resorts. I Millan.
apples not graded to meet the reMrs.
William
Pathuis
rlass with men like Churchill and Herman Kolberg, 73. of 208 Elliott
drove though Aley almost on the
husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Smit and chil- final home game. Holland High
quired grade declared, and paid
Woodrow Wilson.
St., died Saturday in Municipal
The Immanuel church and Dies at Age 72
ridge of the Lebanon range, and dren spent Sunday with relatives winds up the regular season next
$25 fine and $4.30 costs.
As a young man. in the opening Hospital.He had been in ill health
Friday at Grand Rapids Ottawa
Methodist Church united for
there saw hundreds of summer at Lowell and St. Johns.
The allegedoffense occurred Feb.
days of the century,he almost for two years. He was born In
Hills.
World Day of Prayer service tohomes, most of them boarded up,
Mrs.
Abbie
Pathuis.
wife
of
23 when the fruit was sold to the
fought Great Britain to a stand- Grand Haven township Oct. 14,
Box score:
day at the Methodist Church. William Pathuis,122 ‘j East Eighth
but a little imagination can picture
Evergreen Farm Sales in Coopstill, doing so with inadequate 1881. He married Mrs. Augusta
Mary Holt Wins Award
Holland (S3) Ni
Services for childrenwere at 10:45 St., died Saturday at 6:10 at
the delights of summers spent on
ersville.
means, and with soldiers who were Griswould April 19, 1952. He was
FO FT PP'TP
a.m. and for adult* at 2 p.m.
the cool mountainside only 45 min- In Homemaker Contest
Holland
Hospital where she had
Complaint was made by the Michragged and hungry. When that a member of St. Paul’s EvangeliVan Dyke, f
Annette Dorrance and Clark been a patient for the past 12
utes away from the finest bathing
igan Department of Agriculture.
cause was finally lost, he became, cal and Reformed Church.
Hutchinson have been listed on days. She was 72 years old. Born
beaches in the world. Aley is only
Mary Holt, senior at Holland Overbcek, f
in the course of the years, one of
He worked for the Grand Trunk
the dean’s honor roll at Michigan Dec. 21, 1882, in the Netherlands
one of hundreds of resort areas. High School, was presented the Goulooze, c
Britain’sstrongest pillarsof sup- railroad company 46 years, retirYouths Confess Breaking State College.
Thousandsof visitors come annual- Betty Crocker "Homemaker of To- Japinga, g
she came to this country at the port. It is not too extravagantto
ing on his 66th birthday. He was
ly to spend at least part of the morrow” award Friday morning. Saunders, g
age of 9. She was the daughter of believe that Africa would have
last employed by the Thieleman
Into Robinson Station
hot summer months in Lebanon’s Miss Holt is the daughter of Mr. Simpson, c
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Woldbeen lost to the Allies in the twe Auto company and retired due to
Goes
to
Start
Case
;
cool, healthful resorts.
and Mrs. John Holt, 12ja West 8th Shaffer,f
ring.
Sr.,
and
was
a
member
of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
World wars if it had not been for ill health last November.
Kleinheksel,t
To one interestedin history, par- St.
Ninth Street Christian Reformed Smuts. And if Africa had been
A break • in at Spinner gas station Ends Up Paying Fine
Besides the wife, he is survived
Visschcr, g
ticularly in what remains of the
The
award
was
made
on
the’
Church.
in Robinson township Wednesday
lost, the cause of the Allies would by two brothers. Henry and
Boersma, g
basis
of
a
standardized
test
given
monuments
of
tlje
ancient
past,
Surviving are the husband and almost certainly have been lost.
night was solved by state police
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Ernest, both of Grand Haven.
to thousands of senior girls in the Boeve, c'
Lebanon
offers
what
would
take
Thursday when two 15 - year - old Ruth Dragoo, route 1, Nunica, had four daughters, Mrs. Roscoe De
Smuts is beyond doubt the
years to adequately explore. The entire country.One local winner in
youths coniessed.The will be turn- a rude awakening when she ap- Jonge of Zeeland, Mrs. Evelyn greatest Hollander of this century18 17 13 53
most commanding ruins are in each high school will automatically
ed over to probate court.
peared in MunicipalCourt Thurs- Meyer of Holland, Mrs. Art Styf of Hollander by birth, British citizen Divorce Granted
The station, owned by George day afternoon to start proceedings Grand Rapids and Mrs. Vernon politicallyspeaking.As his son -GRAND HAVEN (Special) -A Baalbeck and Byblus. I spent an be sent to the state finals for Muskegon Catholic Central (43)
German, t
0
Spinner,/oute 2, Grand Haven, was on a rent collectioncase.
Routing of Holland; three sons, hints in his preliminary biography, divorce decree was granted in entire morning in Baalbeck. There judging.
Miss Holt's award is a pin, a Martin, f
7
entered by forcing the hasp off a
Instead, she w as issued a sum- John. Henry and Fred, all of there is a chance for someone to Ottawa CircuitCourt Friday after- are no words that describe adeDwyer, c
15
rear door. Articlesvalued at about mons charging her- with assault Holland; one sister,Mrs. Rense treat the subject in the grand noon to Myra V. Silvernail of quately such colossal ruins. Here cook book and the privilegeof en14
$25 were taken, and nearly all and battery. The complaint was. Sybesma; two- brothers. John manner that is appropriateonly Grand Haven from Carl C. Silver* Greeks 300 years before Christ tering the state competition. State Dempsey, g
Regaczi, g
6
were recovered.
nail of Detroit.Custody of the two built on ruins of huge Babylonian winners will get trips to Williamssigned by Mrs. Nathalie Schmidt. Woldring and Ralph (Babe) Wold- for the world’s greatest men.
2
minor childrenwas awarded to the Temples. The Romans later erect- burg, Va., and scholarships to the Gimborys, f
The alleged offense occurred Feb. ring of Holland and 12 grandchil0
ed their temples to Jupiter and Bac- schools of their choice. National Eddy, f
Farm scientists claim that hogs 20 in a tavern in Crockery town- dren.
As late as eighty yeafs ago, mother.
0
chus. After that came Christians winners will be awarded $5,000 Dugas, g
can be fattened more rapidly If ship.
soup was considered such an efAll inner storms are homebrew- wha^ added their church, and later scholarships and a comprehensive
they spend moat of their time in
Nunica woman paid $25 fine
feminate dish that any man who
Ankara is
the ’Moslems, with their Moaque. six-week tour of the United States.
the dark.
key.
and f <5.50 costs.
ate it was looked upon as sissy. ed.-Clara Yoder.
(This is the
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Blendon Couple

3, 1953

Wed 45 Years

West Ottawa Area
Soil Conservation

Showed Big

Gam

Progress Report Lists

3,917 Farms Joined

Movement Last Year
Three thousand nine

hundred

seventeen farms joined the battle
against erosion and soil depletion
during 1954 by joining a soil conservation district and initiating
some needed conservation practices, it is revealed in the annual
progressreport of the Soil Conservation Service by EC. Sackrider. state conservationist.

Mr .and Mrs. Gorritt Dalmon
Mr. and Mrs. Garritt Dalman great grandchildren.
who have been Residents of North
Mr. Dalman is a son of the late
Blendon all their married life, will Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dalman and
quietly celebrate their 45th wed- Mrs. Dalman, daughter of the late
ding anniversary on Thursday, Mr. and Mrs. Klaas Elzinga. at
March 3.
whose home they were maVried.
In celebration of the occasion, Ofticiating minister was Rev
they will entertain their children C.ruys,pastor of the North Blenat their home. They have four chil- don Reformed Church, of which
dren, Mrs. Bartel Mulder of Hol- the Dalmans are still members.
land, Corie of Drenthe, Claire and
Mr. Dalman is a retiredfarmer,
Russell of North Blendon. They but still engaged in raisingchickhave 12 grandchildren and three ens.

m

* rnS

RED CROSS FUND CAMPAIGN

CHAIRMAN

George Heeringa is surrounded here by his
steering committee which is taking an active
part in the 1955 fund campaign which opened
officially Tuesday. This committee is largely
responsible for canvassing industrialand commercial firms and other places not affiliated

1r

+

+

with the Single SolicitationPlan. Seated with

Sam Houston of the
Newcomers Club. Standing, left to right, are
Arthur Pierre, Fred Veltman, Don Thomas
and Hans Suzenaar.Not shown on photo are
John H. Van Dyke, George Good and Bruce
Heeringa is Mrs.

van Leuwen.

Red Cross Fund Drive

Opens

Officially

Tuesday

The annual Red Cross fund drive
got under way throughout the
nation as well as in Ottawa County Tuesday, with the goal for the
south half of the county set a $19,833. The campaign will last through
out the month. The goal for the
entire county is 533.055.
A corps of more than 350 volunteers has been recruitedto canvass
every home, farm, business es-

(Penna-Sasphoto)

Mrs. Alvin D. Bos was named parades. However,his young musipresident of the Woman's Literary cians proved that with able direcClub at the annual electionof offi- tion and many hours of outside
cers Tuesday afternoon. Officers practicein the ensemble work, they
who will serve with her are Mrs. can capably perform in concert
ClarenceBecker, first vice presi- work.
dent; Mrs. Carl Harrington, second
vice president; Mrs. Bert Selles,
Resthaven Patrons, Inc.,
recording secretary; Mrs. Andrew
"Working Together for World Sail, corresponding secretary, and Hear Several Reports
Understanding" is this year's Mrs. Joseph Borgman, Jr., treasThe board of trustees of Restmotto for more than 2.000,000 4-H urer.
haven
Patrons, Inc., met Tuesday
club members who will celebrate Three new board members were
National 4-H Club Week March 5 also elected including Mrs. Bruce evening at the home of Mr. and
Van Leuwen. Mrs. R.L. Schlecht Mrs. Isaac Kouw.
*.o 13.

National 4-H

operating under the Single Solicitation Plan.
Fund raising chairman George
Heeringa, in a last - minute message to the volunteer solicitors,reminded them that the Red Cross

Begins Saturday

Mayor Urges Support
I,

Harry Harrington, Mayor of

Holland, urge that you support the
Red Cross drive for memberships
and funds during this month of
March. I believe everyone knows
about the good works and deeds

performed by the American Red
Cross.

The Red

Cross, operating
under congressionalcharter, is
i-crving the armed forces as well
as people in townships, cities,
counties,the nation and the world
in times of need and disaster.
"fund appeal time is important not
only to the thousands of people
throughout the country who depend
upon the contributionsto Red Cross
to help them in times of disaster,
but to the local people as well."
A total of 61.1 percent of the
amount raised in the county is retained by the local chapter for their
service program and the balance or
38.9 percent will be allocated to

O R P. RONALD BEKITS,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bon
C

Bckius, 215 Calvin Ave., Holland, is now serving in Germany. He left for overseas
duty Aug. 28, 1954. He also is
playing basketballwith the
510th battalion. Corp. Bekius
entered the Army Jan. 5. 1954,
and received his basic training
at Fort Knox, Ky., where he
was graduated as a tank commander. His address is Corp.
Ronald Bekius, US 55442601,
Co. A 510th Hy. Tk. Bn.. APO
28 c/o P.M. New York, N Y.

Zutphen

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snip of
national headquarters for its
national and world-wide activities, Jer.ison announce the birth of a
including aid and assistance to daughter, Karen Sue, Mrs. Snip is
servicemen and their families over- the former Edna Kramer.
Mrs. Bert Cook, who recently
seas.
Although the campaign can run underwent surgery, has recuperthroughout the month of March ated and was able 'to attend
Chairman Heeringa is urging all of church sendees Sunday.
Mrs. Henry Locks and Mrs. Wilthe workers to make their calls
just as soon as possible hoping that liam Van Haitsma and Mrs. Maythe job can be finishedwithin two nard Van Noord are confined to
weeks. The canvass of business their homes wil illness.
Mr. and Mrs. James Scholten
places is scheduled March 3 and 4
and the home canvass is set
March 8, 9 and 10.

for

Mrs. De Jong Speaks

To Mission Auxiliary
to

Mrs. Garret De Jong, missionary
Arabia, was guest speaker at the

March meeting of the Women's
Missionary Auxiliary Tuesday evening in the parish house lounge at
TrinityReformed Church. Wearing
the native Arabic costume, she
dramatized different characters.

About 90 members and

their

guests attended the meeting. Devotions were conducted by Mrs. John
Griep. Miss Betty Schepers played
2 piano preludes and Mrs. George
Lumsden accompanied by Mrs.
Williapi Zonnebelt sang "Thipu Wilt
Keep Him in Perfect Peace."
Following the business meeting,
refreshments were served by the
misses Gertrude Lievense, Frances

Lundie and Ruby Weighmink.

moved into their newly-built
home in Zutphen.
have

Friends here have received word
of the death of Dick Rcyerse, 83,
of Grand Rapids. He is survived by
one son, Jake, of Lansing.
Mrs. Susie Brink, who is making
her home in Holland with her
children, was honored on her
80th birthday with a card shower
by the Ladies Aid Society. At the
Sunday afternoon service, a Dutch
psalm was sung in her honor.

(HoApiial yioioA
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Tuesday were Mrs. Gerrit Slenk,
818 West 26th St.; Adolph Johnson,
route 3, Fennville;Mrs. John Lappenga, 111 West 20th St.; Mary Ann

Van

R a a 1 e, 280 College Ave.;
Steven J. Van Huis, 250 West 16th
St.; Greg Diekema, route 2, Holland; Tony Steinfort, 206 East 15th
St.; Mrs. Raymond De Boer, 647
Bay Ave.
1

DischargedTuesday were Mrs.

Weight Limits Imposed
On

All

Roads

in

Area

As of Tuesday afternoon weight
have been imposed on
all roads from the south state line
north to and including M-20. The
same regulationsapply to all counrestrictions

ty roads.

Restrictions mean trucks must
reduce their loads 25 per cent on
concrete roads — from 18,000 per
axle to 13.500 — and 35 percent on
blacktop and gravel roads — from
18,000 per axle to 11,700.
Ottawa County Road Commission
officials said they are checking and
have a weighmaster "out in the
field.”

Week

Michigan boasts 60.000 boys and
girls between the ages of 10 and
21 in 4-H work. Their record of
finishing94,650 projects last year
places the state close to the top
in the nation on number of projects completed.
Assistingthese 4-H members are
more than 9.000 leaders and about
2,000 junior leaders, according to
A. G. Kettunen,state 4-H Club

tablishmentand factory in the
area, except those factories co-

William Mokma, 246 West 19th St.;
Mrs. Jason Mast and baby, 2929
North State. Zeeland; Mrs.' Henry
Siersma and baby, route 2; Mre.
Henry Boeve and baby, route 5;
Joseph Gutierrez, 13655 New Holland St.; Mary Ann Van Raalte,
280 College Ave. *
Hospital births include a daughter bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
George Wolters, 247 East 12th St.;
a daughterbom Tuesday to Mrs.
and Mrs. George Brummitt, of 3191
Shaw St. Flint; a daughter, Elaine
Rath, bom today to Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Haverink, route 5.

Marriage Licenses
Ottawa County

Louis H. Behm, 28, and Wanda
The earth weighs about six sex- "“Pringle,26, both of route 1, Grand
tilliontons.
Haven.

Woman ’s Literary Club
Holds Annual Election

and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar. Three
other board members, whose terms
expire in 1956 are Mrs. J. D.
French. Mrs. ILK. Alexanderand
Mrs. TheodoreDuMez.
Featured as the afternoon's entertainment was a concert by students of the Holland High School
music department.Under the deft
direction of Arthur C. Hills, the
young musicians gave a good ac-

leader who has headquartersat count of themselves in the several
numbers they played.
Michigan State College.
A flute quartet opened the program with the "Scarf Dance,"
Arrest Two Local Men
Chaminade, and "Dance of the
Merlitons," Tschaikowsky.A clarFor Dumping Garbage
inet quartet performed"Piece for
SAUGATUCK (Special) - One Four Clarinets," Brown, and a
man pleaded guilty and a second trombone quartet played "Allegro
demanded a trial Monday when con Brio," by Colby. The popular
arraigned before Justice Leslie trumpet trio from Junior High
Junkerman on charges of dump- Sc hool presented "The Three Gabing garbage and rubbish in the riellos" by Barnes.
Joining the orchestra, the quarFillmore Township dump drivetets went into the announced proway.
Leoman Tipett. 577 South Shore gram which includeda Mozart
Dr., paid fine of to following his overture,a Bizet intermezzo.
plea of guilty to the charge. J.E.
Jarett. 109 East 15th St., pleaded
not guilty to an identicalcharge.
JTriai date was not set.
Allegan County Deputy Earle
Tellman said that persons dump-

ing any type of garbage at the
will be arrested as well as
those dumping rubbish along the
roadt in a driveway, or any other
area expect where the law allows
dumping.

dump

Strauss waltzes, string sonata by
Bach, "The Morris Dance" by German and concluding with "Deep
Purple." De Rose.
Director Hills told the audience
that more emphasis is being used
on the string sections this year.
He said the high school band is
usually the more popular musical
organization because of the glamour of the uniforms and many appearances at athleticevents and

Nurses Plan Two Showings

of Style

It

was announced that one new

resident has been admitted to the
present Resthaven. Residents of the
present home are garanteed rooms
in the

new

building. Three more

The additional membership
brought the total number of cooperators in 72 soil conservation
districts to 26,477.They farm 3.311,677 acres, or 19.4 percent of
all farmland In the area, according to the annual report of *he
Michigan State Office of the U S.
Soil ConservationService.
Of the 26,477 farmers; a total of
15,787 have developed conservation plans and rotations assisted
by SCS techniciansto provide the
maximum amount of proper cropping while maintainingand improving the land and preventing
soil erosion and depletion.A total
of 11.5 percent of all farmland in
the area, or 1,965,334 acres, is now
worked within the bounds of conservation plans.
Biggest gain in 1954 in the West
Ottawa Soil Conservation District
where 8,805 acres were brought
into the District for the first time,
according to Bill Miller Soil Conservation Service technician assisting the West Ottawa District.
Soil Conservation Service technicians servicing the districtsin
Michigan worked with district co-

operatorsduring

the year

to

bring about 12.711 acres of pasture

planting.18,875 acres of

tree

HITS POWER POLE
South Shore

—

Atlee

Wendell Berger, 43, of 1858

Dr., escoped with only

Ottawa County deputy Len Ver Schure said Berger was thrown
out and pinned under the car (arrow).Ver Schure and several

Holland officerslifted the car and pulled Berger out minutes
before this picture was taken early Wednesday. Berger told
deputies his car skidded on the ice throwing him out of control.

Ver Schure said Berger's'52 model car was a total loss. Berger
was pinned under the car in a snow bank, which saved him from
serious injury from 2:30 a.m. until 4 a.m. when a pa s sing
motorist spotted the wreckage on South Shore Dr. near Grove

St.

(From Wednesday’*Sentinel)
William Carlough,student at

Western Seminary was

guest
minister at the Retormed Church

Sunday.
James Handley, student at Calvin Seminary, was in charge of
the morning preachingservies of
the local Christian Reformed
church.
A large group of women from
both local churches attendedthe

Women's World Day of Prayer
Service held at the Forest Grove
church Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Wyngarden

of

Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Bowman spent Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Bowman In Beaverdam.
This was a surprise visit In honor
of the birthday of Harry Bowman.
Tuesday evening Miss Betty
WUterdink and Duane Schut were

HoU Three Boys

For Stealing Cars

Miss Margo Rose Woltmon
M/Sgt. and Mrs. Clyde Woltman
announce the engagement of their
daughter,Margo Rose, to Willis
Vander Berg, son of Dr. and Mrs.
E. Vander Berg of Holland. A
July wedding is being planned.

Garden Club

to

land.

Woman

Custody

(Sentinel photo)

Jamestown

Engagement Told

planting,79 miles of windbreaks,
12,637 rods of hedgerow planting,
2,490 acres of contour farming,
11,223 acres of strip cropping, and
15,048 acres of cover crops. Some
35,451 acres went under conservation crop rotations,and another
369 acres of vineyards and orchards were planted^ on the contour;
Biggest demand on the. services
of technicians was for drainage
advice to make possible a conservation plan. District cooperators reclaimed24,449 acres from
excess water conditionsand made
them suitable for farming.

prospective residents for the new
home have made the necessary
550 deposit.
Plastering of rooms in the new
home is beginning this week.
The treasurer reported 565.89 in
the current fund and 546,699.45 in
the building fund. Thus far, 568,783.11 has been paid to contractors
for the new home. Total amount
Three local teenaged youths were
collectedso far for the new home
arrestedlate Tuesday afternoon
is $115,482.56.AIkjuI $20,000 more
minutes after they fled from a
is needed.
stolen automobile which had just
The annual meeting will be held been curbed by a police cruiser.
April 5. Trustees whose terms of
The trio, all from Holland, adoffice expire arc Isaac Kouw, Henmitted taking the car from the
ry Steffens,P. Dryer and P. A.
Civic Center parking lot earlierin
Selles.
the day. Two of the boys also adAnnual dues of $2 are being so- mitted they stole a car in Holland
licited.
Sunday which they drove to Zee-

minor cuts and bruises when

his car rolled over on top of him after striking a power pole.

united in marriage.
Friday evening Mrs. Ted Aalsburg and three daughters of Grand
Rapids and Mrs. Alice Strink and
son Richard visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Van Klompenberg.
The Rev. and Mrs. H. Maasen of
North Blendon formerlyof Canada. will speak and show pictures
of their work while in Canada at
the meeting of the Women's Mission and Aid Society at the Reformed Church Thursday afternoon.
The Girls League for Service
meets Thursday evening in the
church parlors.

The boys took a Zeeland car for
the return trip to Holland. Officers
(Special)
Mrs. Ida Papp, 39, of Owosso, is in said the boys also admitted window
Holland Tulip Garden Club will
Ottawa county jail awaiting peeking in various parts of Holland hold its monthly meeting March
examinationon a charge of lar- and in Allegan County.
JO instead of the regular March 3
The youths were picked up when date. The meeting will be held at Montello Park Cubs
ceny by conversion.She was taken
into custody by the sheriff's de- Sgt. Ralph Woldring spotted the Longfellow School at 8 p.m.
partment upon complaint of stolen car near Eighth St. and Bine
The public is invited to hear the Get Awards at Banquet
Harold Seckman home at the time Ave. He stopped the car near speaker, Edward H. Scanlan, an
Several Cub Scouts of Montella
of the alleged offense the early Central and Ninth St., and the boys arborist from Olmsted Falls. Ohio Park Seool Pack 56, received
part of January. She has been un- fled on foot
He will discuss and show slides of awards at a Blue and Gold banWoldring gave chase and virtual- recommendedtree plantings for quet at the school Friday evenable to furnish $300 bond.
ly ran them into the arms of sev- city streets.
ing.
eral pedestrians who collared two
Scanlan, who has introduced Table decorations at the event
of them near Ninth St. and River
many new types of trees suitable featured miniature blue and gold
Ave. The third gave up a few minCub Scouts made by Mr. and Mrs.
for street planting, was retained
Fred Coleman.
utes later.
eight years ago by the city of
Police todaj continued questionAwards were received by Jesse
Cleveland to supervise proper
ing the boys, 13,14, and 15-yearsDillon and Rodger Bronson, bobplantingswith a view toward utiliold, before turning them over to
cat pins; Tom Coleman, silxer
ties. wiring, sewers, etc., which
arrow on bear badge; Wayne Van
Probate Court.
might he affected by spreading
in

GRAND HAVEN

Meet March 10

—

Show Thursday

Kampcn, two arrows on bear
branches or wandering roots.
badge; Ward Rooks, bear badge,
His subject will be of special
gold and silver ar.xnv; Jon Nyinteresthere because of the many
Is
new residentialareas, where tree land, bear badge; gold and silvt
arrows; Steven Snyder, silver
plantings will lx? a consideration.
arrow on bear badge; James De
Pree, two silver arrows on bear
to
Legion Auxiliary Plans
badge; Danny Kunkcl, one gold,
four silver arrows on bear badge;
On Monday. April 4, residents Birthday Dinner Party
Danny Hill, gold and three silver
of Holland will elect several city
arrows on bear badge; Garry WilAt a regular meeting of W. G.
officials and a number of state
son, gold and two silver arrows
officers. That is— some of the peo- Leenhouts Unit 6, American Legion
on bear badge; Kirk Kammeraad,
Auxiliary,
held
Monday
night
at
the
ple will elect them.
two silver arrows on bear badge;
Many residents will have no club house, plans were made to en- Arnold Lockner,bear badge, one
tertain
Legion
Post
6
members,
voice in the city’s next governsilver arrow.
ment because they are not regis- their wives or guests, at a birthday Steven Snyder of den 2 was
tered. according to City Clerk dinner party. The party will be
chosen to be in the crab race at
held in the club rooms March 30.
Clarence Grevengoed.
the Civic Center.
General f.>od chairmen are Mrs.
Monday, March 7, is the last day
for new registrationsor for re- Martin Japinga and Mrs. I»uis
porting changes of address,if Dalman; tables, Mrs. Jim Cook; Treated lor Injuries
you plan to be eligible to vote on entertainment. Mrs. Bertal Slagh
Albert Spykerman, 53, of 1426
Aril 4.
and Mrs. Clarence Hopkins; de- I.akewood Blvd., was treated for
In order to register,residents corations,Mrs. Alden Stoner and miijor injuries Saturday following
must have lived in the state of Mrs. Gertrude Ver Hoef. Everyone a two-car crash on Lakewood
Michigyi for six months and the will provide his own table service. Blvd. near 152nd Ave. Driver of
city of Holland for 30 days.
The secretary announced a dis- the second car. George W. Bock
The city clerk's office in City- trict meeting will be held March 9 Sr.. 65. of 139 West 19th St., was
Hall will accept registrationseach at Comstock Park with a 6:30 issued a ticket for failure to keep
day from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., dinner preceding the meetings. Re- an assured clear distance ahead.
Saturday until noon. On March 7. servationsmust be made with Mrs. Ottawa County deputies estimatthe final day, the office will be Marvin Ver Hoef by March 4.
ed damage to Spykerman’s ‘53
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Auxiliaryhas decided to model car at $50 and to Bock’s
sponsor a girl at Girls State this ‘51 model car at $500.
year. Plans also were made for a
Henry D. Luhn, 77,
Vatican City has an area of 108
"flustration kletz" this month. The
Choirmon Doris Wieskomp ond Models Choose Fashionsfor "Shades of Spring"
Dies at Grand Haven
next regular meeting is scheduled acres.
(Sentinel photo)
March 28.
Ottawa County District Nurses den, William De Neff, Russell eluding Judy Lokers, Ann De Free, GRAND HAVEN (Special)Henry
D.
Luhra,
77,
of
632%
Fulton
Kempker,
Eleanor
Cotts,
Howard
Judy Van Dyke and Jan Van PeurAssociation is staging "Shades of
Davis and Janet Jillson and the sem. Ushers for both showings will St., Grand Haven, died at 6 p.m. Home Economics Group
Spring," featuring fashions for
Misses BeatriceKoetsier, Jean be senior members of the Future Saturday at Municipal Hospital afspring, Thursday evening in thf Velthuis, Norma Van Dyke, Bar- Nurses Club of Holland.
ter a serious illness of one week. Meets at Federal School
LOANS
525 to 5500
The Federal Home Economics
Woman’s Literary Club auditor- bara Marcusse,Sherry Vande
Other committees include pro- He was bom in Bremer, GerHolland Loan Association
ium. Because of rapid advance Vusse and Janet Van Huis.
gram, Mrs. John Visser,Mrs. Rus- many, July 13, 1877, and came to Group met at Federal School last
10 West Ui Street, Holland
ticket sales; the group is planning
Miss DOris Wieskamp, general sel Bouman and Mrs. Leonard this country, settling in Grand Wednesday. Mrs. Jack Nieboer,
Adv.
two showings — at 8 p.m. and 9:30 chairman, is pictured above, seat- Dick; tickets, Mrs. Melvin Have- Haven area, about 50 years ago. chairman, conducted the business
p.m.
ed, with models, left to right, Mrs. man; publicity, Mrs. Janet Jillson; June 10, 1919, he was married in meeting.
A lesson on "The Outlook for
Proceeds are earmarked for the Davis, Mrs. Kempker,* Mrs. Ham- music and staging, Miss Norma Grand Haven to Clara Van Zylen.
Van Dyke and Mrs. W. C. Kools: He had worked in the maintenance '55" was given by Mrs. Carroll
Student Nurse Loan Fund. The lin and Mrs. De Neff.
district has given financial supMrs. Dorothy Bennett of Dot’s presiding at the organ, Miss Mary departmentof the Camfield Manu- Norlin.An interesting report on the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
port to two student nurses the Shop will narrate the show. Inter- Ann Cumerford;in charge of facturingCo. for the last 10 years. last Homemakers Conference at
Besides the wife, he is survived Michigan State College was given
models, Mrs. Richard Van Hoven,
past year.
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
mission entertainment will feature
29 Eoat
Phone 3199
Miss Laura Steggerda, Miss Clare by a daughter, Mrs. John Pfaff of by Mrs. T. Kraai.
Models for the style show will
Lunch was served by Mrs. A.
be the Mesdamea Rodger De Haan, music by the "Miss Chords," Wierenga, Miss Beatrice Koetsier Grand Haven, ahd two sistersin
Gilbert V<
Vander Yacht and Mrs. J. (L&rion
Germany.
William Hamlin, Robert Wyngar- vocal quartet from Zeeland,in- and Miss Arminta Tibbett

Monday
Day

Last

•

Register

.

WANT-ADS

LOANS LOANS
8

DYKSTRA
9th

t

THE
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Flirting

Municipal Court
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With

3, 19*5

Girli

Expensive Pasttime

Maroons Gose Out

Flirting with the girls proved

Processes

Many

to be an expensive lesson for a 17-

year-old Grand Rapids youth here
earlier last

Cases Last

Cases Include Drunk
Driving, Non-Support

And

Traffic Offenses

y

Municipal Court was a busy place
for the

Thursday night

traffic court

.m

session. Seven persons holding traf-

fic summons were referred to
traffic school anu six persons

year-oldRaymond De Vries, of
32 Corinne, S. W., took off fast.
Oosterbaantook the wheel of the
trainingcar and ran the car down.
They all ended in Municipal Court,

who

had completed thj four-week course
reappeared for dis[>ositionof their

Robert Bonnette

In

addition, several oilier artrials

were

held throughout the week.
Referredto traffic school were
Marine Robbert. 671 Michigan Ayeimproper left turn; Melvin Biesbrock, route 2. Zeeland, speeding;
Arthur Geurink, route 6, speeding;
James A. Payne. Jr., of 577'a
South Shore Dr., speeding; Cornie
Van Loo. 24 West 22nd St., speeding; Bob Saunders, 57 West 21st
St., speeding; Bruce Van Nuil,
372 West 19th St., speeding.
Returning after completing traffic school were Marvin Genzink.
route 6, speeding. S13 suspended;
Lavern Nienhuis. of 11 East 15th
St., speeding, 515 suspended; Harold Timmer, route 2. Zeeland, stop
sign. 57 suspended; Stanley E. Alberda, 30 East 18th St., speeding.
510 suspended; Kenneth Eilson, of
573 West 22nd St., failure to control car, 517 suspended; Martin L.
Farwell, of 206 West 14th St., improper passing, 512 suspended.
Robert Holtrust.22. of 290 Birch
St., pleaded not guilty earlierthis
week to a charge of driving while
under the influenceof intoxicating
liquor, and provided 5200 bond for
trial March 1 at 1 :30 p.m. He was
arrested by city police Monday.

Over Grand

Haven

GRAND HAVEN (Speoalt Holland Christian closed its regular cage season in an impressive

manner here Friday

night , by

swamping (he Grand Haven Bucs,
74-42 before a near capacity crowd
ol 1,800 fans. The Maroons now
turn their sights toward tournament play, meeting Zeeland on
Wednesday night at the Civic Center.

With the win over the Bucs, the
Dutch
concluded play with a 12-6
the four girls In training serving
record for the season. Five of
as witnesses.
Municipal Judge Cornelius ven- Christian'ssix defeats were handder Mculen fined the youth 529.70 ed them by state ranked ball clubs,
the other coming at the hands of
on a reckless driving charge.
Wolverineleague co-leader, Kalamazoo State High.
Coach Art Tuls’ Maroons were a
sharp outfit here Friday night, and
there wasn't much that the Bucs
could do about it— not that they
d.dn't try. Coach Steve Sluka threw

Robert Billett

cases.

raignmentsand a few

Win

week.

Police Officer Don Oosterbaan
was giving driving lesiwns in the
drivers training car Wednesday,
accompaniedby four girls, when a
car with several youths persisted
in following too closely.Since it
made the trainee at the wheel ill
at ease, Oosfferbnan stopped the
car for the purpose of talking to
the boys in the other car.
Apparently the sight of an officer in uniform was a big shock
for the boys, and the driver, 17-

Week

Season With

vi,

MOVING

Zeeland Defeated
By Fremont Five

V
r- rr

a

started Tuesday and finished Wednesday afternoon. Above, the building is shown as it reached
the corner of 23rd and Diekema. Planks were
laid at the sides of narrow roads and in some
cases electricand telephone wires unstrung in
order to allow passage of the building.
(Sentinel photo)

vari«j£ of defenses against the

Dutch, plus some aggressive

-

— A

barn that has been converted into apartments, measuring52 by 30 fc*t,
was moved nine blocks last week to a new location. The structure,belonging to R. C. Allen, of
827 South Shore Dr., was moved to the corner of
24th St. and Diekema Ave. by the Sam McCoy
House Moving Co. of Grand Rapids. The job
DAY'

re-

land High School A Cappella choir.
(Special) - Zeeland bounding on the backboards, but to
Catechism for the grade school
fell victim to a full-court press no avail. The Hollanders were a
children will be held today.
thrown by Fremont in the third steamed up club and played alert,
The annual dinner meeting of
agressive basketball.
(From Friday'* Sentinel)
the Mission Synicate will be held
quarter and the Packers were able
Particularlypleasing to Tuls was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wiersma of at Second Reformed church of
to overcome and early game the play of resenes Bill Vryhof
Allendale were Sunday dinner Zeeland at 7 p.m. The Rev. Garret
lead and notch a 64-55 win over
and Dave Bos who operated for a
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jong, long time missionary to
i --*
the Chix. The game concluded considerabletime at the guard
Nagelkirk and family.
Arabia will Ik* the speaker.
Zeeland's regular season and left
posts. Sub forward Paul Dykema
Rest Haven Guild meets at the
Mr. Paul Droogcr of Holland was
the
Chix
with
an
8-7
overall
\.V* t
| also turned in a
good game, in
a Saturday caller at the Simon Bethany Christian
I
record.
addition to connecting for eight
church of Holland tonight at 7 30
Broersma home.
The Chix led 15-10 at the end points.
Terry Kaper
John Drenton
Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Huyser p.m.
of the first quarter and 30-25 at
Again it was the rebounding of
and family of Hudsonville.Mr.
halftime. Fremont tied the score
the Dutch forward wall of John
Ben Kroodsma. Sr. and Mrs. Bessie
at 39-all midway in the third Mulder, Gary Vander Ark and Dave
De Vree of Grand Rapids were
period and moved into a 47-44 Vander Hill and the all-around
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in
lead at the end of the quarter.
court play of Jun. Buursma which
Dick Kroodsma and family.
Carl Wissink paced Zeeland turned the tide after a close first
Mr. and Mrs. John Brower and
with 18 while Bob Walters had 27
quarter. The Maroons got some
two daughters of Drenthe were refor Fremont. Dave Tyink was
balanced scoring with Buursma
cent afternoon guests of Mr.
second high for the Chix with 11 getting 19, Vander Hill. 16 and
F'rank Vander Kolk and Mr. Will
while Jim Kolk had 18 for FreMulder 14. The Bucs tried virtually
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Vander Kolk.
James A. Hagman, 25, Grand Four Eagle Scouts, three from
mont.
everything to stop the Dutch scorMr.
and
Mrs.
George
V’an Two men were declared criminal
Rapids, pleaded not guilty Thurs- Troop 33 in Hamilton, received
Other Zeeland scorers included ing machine,but the Maroons hit
Zoeren of Zeeland were recent | sexuaj psychopathsat hearings in
day to charge of driving while un- their oadges at a Court of Honor
Don Sohoul. 10; Art Klamt, 8; from out when the defense had
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
der the influence of intoxicating Monday night in the Hamilton AudiJack Faber, 6 and Ken VandeCircuit Court Friday afternoon,and
dropped in, and scored from under
G.J. Van Zoeren.
liquor. His trial was set March
Bunte, 2,
Judge Raymond L. Smith referred
torium.
and
from
the
corners, when the
Miss
Marilyn
Broersma
and
8 at 2:30 p.m. He was arrested
The Zeeland reserves were Bucs picked up their men close.
Miss Shirley Wolters
Janet Vander Hoek of South Haven both to the Michigan Department
Terry Kaper. John Drenton,
by sheriff's officers Feb. 23.
edged 65-64. The Little Chix beMr. and Mrs. Sander Wolters of were weekend guests of .Mr. and of Mental Health for treatment.
From the field the Dutch conHenry Van Voorst, Jr., Port Shel- and Robert Billett, all Explorer
hind 57-43 at the end of the third
nected on 26 for 79 tries for slightly Overisel have announced the en- Mrs. John Broersma and family.
The two are Russell V’an Koeverdon township, demanded examina- Scouts from Troop 33 and Robert
period scored 21 points in the final
Holland High s resenes pushed
less than 33 percent. Grand Haven gagement of their daughter, ShirThe
Women's
Missionary
and
ing. 50 - year old disbarred Grand
Bonnette
of
Troop
42.
Central
Park
tion when he was arraigned Monquarter while holding the winners
tried 49 shots and hit on 13 for a
Aid Society met Wednesday, F’cb. Rapids attorney who was convicted
day on a charge of non-support of were presented Eagle badges by their season's mark to 6-8 Friday to eight.
ley, to Richard Do Boer of Chica16 in the church basement.Meet- by a Circuit Court jury last Oct.
26 percent average.
his wife and two children. He was Herman Brandmiller, executive of night with an easy 54-44 win over
go. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fremont led at the end of the
It was a nip-and-tuckfirst quaring was opened with the singing of 25 of a charge of gross indecency,
released on 5200 bond. Examina- the Grand Valley Council and Muskegon Catholic Central seconds first period 21-18 and the halftime
Nick De Boer of Overisel.A June
ter. after the locals had jumped off
mothers of the four boys will pin
tion was set March 8 at 2 p.m.
3 wedding is planned by the a Dutch psalm verse "Wie heeft and Norman A. Zimmerman. 47, of
at the Civic Center. The Dutch led score was tied 31 -all.
lust den Heere te vreegea,”Mrs. Holland, who was arraigned in
to
an
8-1 margin shortly after the
the
badges
on
their
sons
in
the
Others arraigned Thursday night
Max De Jonge paced Zeeland opening whistle. Although the Bucs couple.
John
Jonge read scripture. Circuit Court last Oct. 11 on an
all the way.
included- Ina De Neff, of 352 West ceremony.
with 21 points.De Kuiper had 18
Mrs. J.G.J. Van Zoeren offered incest charge.
narrowed
the count to one point,
Scouts
and
leaders
from
4lfr ChipThe
first
period
margin
favored
14th St., red flasher, 512; Bob Van
and Dean 15 for Fremont’s best
prayer, roll was called to which
they never did close the gap and
Roth men will he put in a state
Klavern, of 641 Howard Ave., ex- pewa District attended.A Troop Holland. 17-8 while the halftime scoring efforts. Other Zeeland
the following responded, the Mes- institution lor treatment until each
Christian led 20-18 at the end of
33
court
of
honor
preceded
the
cessive noice, 55; Frances W. Forscore was 33-12. The Dutch, al- scorers included Beyer. 10; Tunis
dames, J.G.J. Van Zoeren, Henry or both are fully recovered and elithe first stanza.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
rester, of 120 West 31st St., speed- Eagle presentation.
though matched 10-9 in the third and Kaat, 8 each; Komejans and
Roelofs, John De Jonge, Carl gible for releaseunder proper legal
Grand Haven tied the count at
Jesse Kool is Scoutmaster of period held a 43-21 margin.
The
Rev.
Dcnekas
had
charge
ing. 57. Others pleading guildty but
Den Ouden, 6 each and Berens, 5.
22-22 shortly after the second per- of t>oth servicesat Jamestown Schcrmer. Henry Spaman. Jacob procedure. They were turned over
Troop
33
and
James
Wojahn
is
who did not pay fines immediately
Coach Bob Connell gave the subs
iod began, but that was as close Reformed Church last Sunday b\ T. De Witt. George Boss, John to the custody of the sheriffuntil
were Gerrit De Boer, of 243 East Troop 42 Scoutmasterassisted by a chance to play in the final quarHenry Wabeke. Gerrit Boss, John they are admitted to an instituas they came throughout the entire classical appointment.
Nick
Vukin.
Kool,
Scoutmaster
for
13th St., speeding, 530; Benjamin
ter and Muskegon Catholic tallied
Freriks, Martin P. Wyngarden. tion.
ball
game
to taking the lead.
11
years,
has
had
seven
Eagle
Student Joe M u y s k e n s a
G. Cooper, Jr., of 1126 Ardmore
23 points while the Dutch netted
With Coach Art Tuls using reserves middler at Hope conducted both
The readers Two psychiatrists, Dr. Adolph F.
Ave., Holland, imprudent speed, Scouts, one of the outstanding re- only nine. The Holland regulars
Dasler of Muskegon and Dr. Leonfreely, the locals continued to func510; Ronald Damstra, 17, Zeeland, cords in the Grand Valley Council, were re-inserted in last minutes
«rvdc« at the local church
(j corse Van
ard Rosenzweigof Grand Rapids,
tion well and built up a 38-27 halfaccording to Dick Wilson, field but the layoff caused them to be
stop street, 510.
and Mrs. J.G.J. Van testified at both hearings.The third
Sunda>
I Zoeren,
time margin.
Miss Sandra Schaap of Fourth
Kenneth D. Aalderink, of 1103 esecutive.
"cold.”
Cub Scouts of Pack 3030 of HarZoeren. Offerings were taken, the psychiatristin the Van Koevering
The
Hollanders
had
their slowest Reformed Church. Holland sang
Two
brothers
of
the
new
Eagles
Holland's biggest lead in the con- rington School and their parents
South Washington,pleaded guilty
scoring quarter in the third al- two selectionsat the evening ser- singing of "He Is So Precious To rase was Dr Kenneth C. Nickel of
have received the same award. test was 25 points, early in the
to a charge of cutting in on trafgathered at the Marquee Thursday
Me" and closing prayer by Mrs. Grand Rapids, and the other psythough by now they had taken over vice Sunday.
Ronald
Kaper
and
John
Billett, third period.
fic and was given a suspended fine
evening for their annual Blue and
John
Freriks. Mrs. John Wiggers chiatristin the Zimmerman case
both of Troop 33, were presented
The C. E. meeting on Sunday
Dave Hilbink led Holland with 15 Gold Banquet.The room was de- almost completely on the boards
of 55.
against
the
taller Bucs. Christian afternoon was in charge of Ken- of Holland was a visitor at the was Dr. David B. Davis, also of
Eagle
badges
in
1951.
points followed by Dick Vander corated by the Den Mothers. Place
Two persons were found guilty
took 22 sho;s at the basket in this neth Berens. His topic was based meeting. The annual meeting of Grand Rapids
Kaper, 16. son of Mr. and Mrs. Yacht with 12. Comes was high for
in non-jury trials. Dwayne Tubercards were providedby the Cub
In Zimmerman's rase, all three
perriod, but only managed to con- on "What's Wrong With the the society will be held in March.
John
Kaper, has been a member Catholic with 20 followed by Schugen, of 100 Noth 120th Ave., was
Scouts. Mrs Russell Jesiek made
Mildred De Witt recently took psychiatristsconcluded that Zimnect on three. Much of the third world."
of Troop 33 for five years and ac- ler with 12.
found guilty of running a red light
centerpiecesfor the tables at which
part in the Western Solo and En- merman was a criminal sexual psytive in the summer camping pro- Other Dutch scorers included Rog
quarter was spent at the Christian
Talmadge Hayes a student at semble Festival at Whitehall.
and paid fine and costs of 56.20.
105 members and parents were
chopath. In Van Koevering s case.
gram.
He
is a junior at Holland Plagenhoef, 10; Jack Van Tubberfoul lane as the Bucs fouled de- Hope college was guest speaker
Bernard Westerhof.of 125 East
seated.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- Dr. Dasler said the man would hc
High School and attends Hamilton gan. and Terry Ot'ting,6 each; Tom
sperately in their effort to gain re- at a joint meeting of all the church
Ninth St., was found guilty of leavFollowing invocation by Henry
garden and family were Wednes- a menace, Dr. Rosenzweigsaid he
Reformed Church.
Stoel. .3 and Les Overway and Bill Weyenberg. Cubmaster Don Schol- bounds. By the end of the period societies last Tuesday evening.
ing the scene of an accident and
day e\ening guests of Mr. and
Billett. 16, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kuyper, 1 each.
the Maroons held a 49-35 margin. Talmadge'sfather is a missionary nay evening gues.s oi m.. “"“ might he a possible menace, and
was assessed fine and costs of 532len welcomed the parents. Mrs.
Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis and fanul> p)r ^jckp) said he did not feci the
Fred Billett of Hamilton is senior
.40 or serve 15 days.
Henry Weyenberg. presidentof Christian really stepped up the in lhe Annville.Ky., mission field. of Overisel.
man would lie a menace, although
patrol leader of Troop 33. A mempace
in the final period, with the Mrs. Willis Essink favored the
Carl Miltibarger, 43, Zeeland,
HarringtonParent-Teachers
Club,
Several local residents attended under certain circumsttanceshe
ber of the troop six years, Billett
refreshed starters back into the group with a few selections on her
pleaded guilty Monday to a charge
spoke brieflyin behalf of the parthe inspirationalmeetings at might t>e.
has served on the summer staff Little
fray. Within two minutes time the accordion. A social hour followed
of driving while drunk and was
ents.
Forest Grove last week Wednesat Camp Ottawa and attended the
Dutch has scored 10 points while the meeting.
assessed fine^and costs of 5104.70
Special guests were Forrest
day
and Thursday evenings.
I National Smut
Jamboree in Califholding the bucs scoreless, and
Several members of the Men's
Flaugher, Scoutmaster of Troop 30.
and sene Ho days in jail.
jn 1953 Hc u „ sophomore
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage
ornia
were well out of reach of any Grand Brotherhood attended the Miswith non-paymentof fine and costs
Mrs. Flaugher and Mr. and Mrs.
were rerent Saturday guests of
at Holland High and attends Hamilresulted in a 30-day sentence.
Ivan De Neff, representing the Haven victory effort. The Dutch sion Syndicate Men's Dinner meet- Mrs. DC. Ver Hage of Zeeland.
Bill Brown shot a 756 to lead the
ton Reformed church.
continuedto roll before Tuls in- ing at Second Reformed Church,
local Scout district.
Marilyn Greenwood. 19. of 470
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were Holland archers at the regular
Drenton. 16 son of Mr. and Mrs.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
serted another platoon of reserves Zeeland last night. The Rev. GarHoward Ave., paid a speeding fine
Scholten, assisted by Dick RodSunday callers on Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday night shoot at Holland
John Drenton of Hamilton has been Holland Christian'sLittle Maroons
into the fray. Midway in the per- ret De Jong was speaker.
gers. conducted a candlelightcereJacob T. Do Witt, Mr. Herman De High gymn. Gone Hiddingafinisho: 57.
a member of Troop 33 for five
iod the Dutch were leading 65-37.
The Rev. and Mrs. Denekas rn- Witt of Zeeland. ,
also finished their cage season on mony and presented Bobcat pins
Paying 51 parking costs were
ed in the runner-up shot with 750.
years. He holds the post of JunFrom the foul lane, the locals
Mrs. •Helen Bielema of Illinois Other shooters included John
Harold L. Cain. Crawfordsv<lle,
a winning note here Friday night to Dwight Rodgers and James cashed in on 22 out of 35 tries, tertainedTuesday evening for
ior AssistantScoutmaster. Drenton
the present consistory members is spending some time at the home Lam, 746: Chuck Rozema. 744:
Ind.; William Allen, route 1; KenVolkema.
has been at summer camp at I by outpointing the Grand Haven
James Reno was awarded a grad- while Grand Haven hit on 16 for and wives. The evening was of the Rev. and Mrs. Theodore By- Norm Naber. 734; John Mulder,
neth Noll, route 4; Ranee Overbeek.
Camp Ottawa He is a sophomore Little Bucs. 42-36. The win gave the
23. Gene Van Dongen and Jerry spent playing games. Refresh- land and family. Mrs. Byland is
uation certificate and was welcomof 572 Pine Ave.; Bob Wingard,of
734; Glen Brower. 72S; Juke Ten
at Holland High and attends HamilRycenga both left the game for the ments were served by the hosts. confined to her home with illness.
locals
a
13-5
mark
for
season
play.
ed
to
the
Panther
Patrol
of
Troop
244 West Ninth St.: Erwin Koop,
Cate, 714; Don Caauwe. 712; Paul
ton Reformed church.
Hues with five fouls. Rycenga was An appropriate gift was presented
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden Barkel. 710; Jerry Kline. 686;
of 116 East 11th St.; Kenneth Wayne
The contest was close through- 30 by FTaugher and patrol leaders.
Bonnette, 15. is the son of Mr.
holding
the
Bucs
scoreless, and to the pastor and his wife by the were Saturday evening guests of
Bruce Glass. 680 and Mildred PetVan Pelt, of 265 East 11th St.; and Mrs. Glenard Bonnette of 558 out with the Hollanders taking over Robert Kingschott and Richard
by Doug Poort iwth eight.
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyngarden roelje. 676.
Nicol.
Ronald L. Sisson, St. Joseph; Arvin
Elm Drive. Central Park. He is in the second half nd managing
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Eding are and family.
Dick Taylor. 670; Glad Jousma,
L. Jarosma. Hospers; Kathryn the first Eagle from Troop 42. to hold on to slim margins through Other Cub Scouts receiving Box score:
Holland Christian (74)
parents of a son, Ronald John,
The Sewing Guild met on Thurs- 656;
awards were David V'an Putten, 3
Dalman. 652; Don
Field, of 882 Lincoln; Calvin KuipBonnette, a Holland High sopho- the final two periods. Both clubs
FG FT PF TP born Feb. 8.
day, Feb. 17. with Mrs. John De Brower, 652; Al Petroeljc, 651;
year service star; Tom Schippa,
ers, of 410 Maple; Henry Terpstra,
more. is Senior Patrol leader. He fought on even terms throughout
3
14
Floyd Boerman is ill at his borne Jonge serving as hostess. Others Harvey Clements, 650; Jukie CaauSherwin Ten Broeke and Roger Ten Mulder, f
Holland: Burl Decker, Reading;
is a member of the Junior National much of the first half-with the
3 14 with scarlet fever.
8
4
present were the Mesdames: Carl we. 650; Bill Bierma. 648 and WarBen Freers, of 172 West 18th St. Rifle Associationand attends Cen- score knotted at 8-8 at the first Broeke, Bear- badges; Charles Vander Hill, f
4
8
3
2
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Groen- Schermer,Jacob T. De Witt. Ger- ren St. John. 601.
Jacobs, Layne Brandt, Dale Vander Ark. c
quarter and 20 - 20 at halftime.
tral Park Reformed Church.
19 heidc have purchased some land
3
7
5
rit Boss. Henry Boss. Harry DunMel Jousma, 594: F’red Ter Vree
Brandt, Michael Zeedyke and Den- Buursma, g
Christian pulled out to a 30-27 lead
0 in the village and will start con- ning, John Broersma. Jacob
0
1
Miss Sandra Himer
0
585; Joyce Barkel 582; Mike Lam.
nis Nicol, one gold arrow and two Boer g
at the end of the third stanza, but
2 struction of their new home in Morrcn. John Hoove. Henry Boss.
0
3
1
574; Andy Naber. 559; Bob Wiersilver arrows; Tom Haight, Wolf Vryhof. g
Wed to Clare Bale
the Little Bucs managed to knot
6
0
0
3
Bos.
g
the near future
Irvng Hungorink,Eugene Brower. sma. 529; Barb Rozema. 526; Milt
badge, gold arrow and silver arthe count at 33-33 midway in the
4
8
4
2
Albert Smoes is confined to his Jo* Kloot. Will Vander Kolk. and Dnngreniond,522; Joey Wabeke,
row; Michael Maass, Wolf badge, Dykema. f
FENNVILLE (Special) - The
period. The Dutch continued to
0
1
0
1
Westenbroek,
g
home with illness.
Joe Brinks. Lunch was served by 491 and Larry Hager, 352.
marriage ot Miss Sandra Himer
gold arrow; Stuart Rodgers, silver
dominate the play in the final
the hostess.
arrow
under
Wolf
rank; Elmo
and Clare Bale took place Saturminutes, however,to take the win.
26 22 19 74
Totals
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar
Gherke, silver arrow under Wolf
day at 2 p.m. at the Methodist
Damage
Said
Slight
Hope to Send Delegates
Freshman Jim Kool topped the
Grand Haven (42)
of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Martin
church parsonage. Officiatingwas
rank; Richard Kingschott, one silDutch scoring with 15 markers fol6
0
0
F. Wyngarden of Vriesland were To Little U.N. Meets
3
In Warehouse Blaze
ver arrow under Wolf rank, one Boyink,
the Rev. Garth Smith.
The Holland ninth grade basket-

\
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Plans to

Wed

Vriesland

/

Reformed

Judge Rules

Four Holland Area Scouts

Badges

Receive Eagle

Psychopath Cases

-

Holland Seconds
Tally Easy

Win

De

Bentheim

-

Pack 3030 Holds

Annual Banquet
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las,

Mrs

1
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Maroons

Later

|

Score 13th Win

Archery Scores

j

j

|

-

1

,

|

,

Webb

6 2

HoUand Freshmen
Trounce Catholic

Present for the ceremony were
the couple’sparents. Mr. and Mrs.
James Himer, Mrs. Cynthia Bale,
and her son Richard.
Attendants were Miss Sylvia
Himer, twin sister of the bride,
and Donald Scurio. Red roses decorated the parsonage.

ball team closed a nine game
schedule here Friday defeateda
scrappy Muskegon Catholic Central freshmen team, 43-29 at the
Civic Center. The team compiled
a 6-3 record.
Jumping to a 14-8 first period
lead, the Holland five led the rest
of the game. The halftime score
was 18-14. Muskegon threatened in
the third quarter but a last minute
drive gave the Dutch a 30-22 advantage. Holland outscored the
losers 13 to seven in the final per-

For her wedding, the bride
chose a gray dress with white accessoriesand a corsage of red and
white carnations.
A reception for 60 guests was
held at 8 p.m. at Ganges Grange
iod.
Hall.
Harold De Vries and Allan TeusThe newlyweds will live in the
Charles Spencer apartment on ink led Holland with 11 points.
Larry Alderink and Bill Kail each
East Main SL
had six tallies.Other scorers were
Jim Botsis,4; Gary Gibbons and

Marriage Licenses

lowed by

f

Hcrm Tuls

with 11,
5 11
5
3
Rycenga, t
Roger Mulder with nine, Dave silver arrow under Bear rank and
0
0
1
0
Clark, c
a
one year service star.
Klaver, Gord Mouw and Jim Meur6
1
2
2
James
Sfephen.
two
year
ser- De Koyer. g
er two apiece and Chuck Vande
5
7
3
2
vice star; Clark Jesiek, assistant Var Dongen. g
Vussc with one. Leiccn^erpaced
4
2
2
Denners
badge;
Sam
Smeenge,
Botbyl,
the Bucs with 17.
2
8
4
1
Bear badge, gold arrow and silver Poort, g
4
0
0 0
arrow; Butch Tanis, Philip Wey- Miller,f
0
0
2
0
Three- Week-Old Baby
Kammeraad.
g
enberg, Nickie Hardy, Teddy Heuvelhorst,Bear badge and gold arSuccumbs at Hospital
13 16 21 42
row; Robert Kingschott,Den Chief Totals
shoulder tab and cord.
ZEELAND (Special)
TheoDe Neff presented the Pack chardore Hamer, three -week-old son of
Mrs. Winter Entertains
Mr. and Mrs. George Hamer of ter and awarded Scout pins to learoute3. Holland (Noordeloos) died ders Scholten, Rogders and com- Horizonettes at Home
mitteemen,Ralph Maass, Dr. Euat Zeeland HospitalThursday afterAbout 60 ninth grade girls, memgene Osterhavenand Robert Niennoon.
huis and Den Mothers, Mrs. Con- bers of Horizonettes,were enterSurviving besides the parents
tained at a tea Thursday evening
are a brother, Antone, and four sis- rad Zeedyke. Mrs. Gordon Van
at the home of Mrs. John K. Winter,
Putten,
Mrs.
R.
Kingschott,
Mrs.
ters, Margaret, Anna, Lois and
Kenneth Kerbs, Mrs. J. Johnson 726 State SL
Theodora.
Explaining various facts in etiand Mrs. Eddie Heuvelhorst.
quette, Mrs. Winter discussed
f

-

Clayton Rice, 2 each and Bill
Ottaua County
Tornovish, 1. Others getting Into
Paul Smeenge, 20. Holland, and the game were Bob Stoel, Dale Judgment Awarded
Ruth L. Vollmer, 18, Grand Hav- Dams, Bob Bolks, Gene Boerman,
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)- A
en; Maxwell Chrispell,21, route Bruce Meurer, Paul Elenbassand default judgment of 5187.33,plus
4, Holland,and Barbara Lamb. Jerry Gras.
costs of 533.65 was awarded the
18, route 2, Holland; Charles
Larry Alderink and Allan Teus- C. B. Meyer Co. of Grand Rapids
Richard Case. 21, Coopersville,and ink were elected honoraryco-cap- against Vivian M. Borst, of Grand
Patricia Lucille Gorter, 20, Coop- tains by the team after the con- Haven, who formerly operated the
ers ville; David C. Horton, 20,
test. Eugene Me Laughlin paced Borst Variety Store in the village
route 1, Spring Lake, and Marilyn Muskegon with 14 while Harry Al- of Nunica. The amount represents
lore had nine.
De Haan, 19, Grand Haven.
the balance due on an account for
John H. Hamming. 26. route 3,
goods purchased by defendant from
fibster has a possible life plaintiff durineAmd prior to SepHudsonville, and Alice JLuurtsma,
route 1, Zeeland.
*ancy of 50 jeau.
tember of 1^%

u
r

Montello Park Club

1

An

exploding oil salamander
was blamed for a fire Thursday
afternoonat warehouses dwned by
A. P. Kleis, 225 Lincoln Ave., at
the rear of his home.
Three engines and the entire
volunteer fire departmentresponded to the alarm. Billowing clouds
of smoke attracted a large group
from nearby and residents homeward bound at 5 p.m.
Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens
said damage, if any, was slight.
The warehouse was full of animal
hides and other products.

Safety Belt Prevents
Possible Injury to

Man

A Whitehall man escaped possible

topics such as courtesy to teachers, injury Thursday afternoon when a

Fashion Preview, to be presented
at the school on March 17.
Fashions and models will be furnished by Bon Ton of Zeeland.
Refreshmentswill be served by
Mrs. Peter Lugcrs and her com-

older people and friends,dating, safty belt he was wearing held
dancing and a number of basic him securely as His car rolled
fundamentals necessary in the over on US-31 near Taylor Ave.
home relative to parents, brothers Ottawa County deputies said K.
Ray Ballantine,45, route 2, Whiteand sisters.
Punch and cookies were served hall, was northbound on US-31
from a table decorated in yellow when his car hit a patch of ice
and green. Mrs. Winter was as- and went out of control.
The car spun nournd, hit a ditch,
sisted by Mrs Anthony Bouwman,
member of the Camp Fire board, and flipped over. Deputies said
who is in charge of the Horizonet- damige to thc^50 model car was

mittee.

tes.

Plans Fashion

Show

Montello Park Mothers Club
members are planning a Spring

mindr.

Thursday evening guests of Mr.
Three students and one faculty
and Mrs. Allen Brower of Zupthen.
The Rev. Theodore Byland member will represent Hope Colpreached on the following subjects lege with students from 34 other
on Sunday. Feb. 20. "Who Arc midwestern colleges and universiThe Elect?" and "I Love Thy ties. in a little United Nations AsChurch .
God.” The special sembly at Indiana University
music at the evening service was March 4 through 6.
Those planning to attend are
furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene
Ezra Geerhardt,of the German
Huyser of Hudsonvlle.
Junior C.E. met on Sunday 2 faculty,Lois Hoekserh’A,a sophomore from FJast Williamsort,N. .Y.
p.m.
Mother's Cub met on Monday Harry Tan, senior, of 17 West 15th
evening at 8 p.m. in the local St., Holland, and Padma Satya, of

O

Vellore, South India.
Each school representedwill send
orie delegation to take the role of
basement. Co-hostesses were Held- members of the United Nations.
r«l_Dc Witt and Nelva Ter Haar. Sessions will be patternedafter
Bible study and prayer meeting meetings of the international organization.
was held on Tuesday evening
Benjamin Cohen, under-secretary
evening.
Young peoples’ catechsm and of the department of trusteeship
Senior C.E, was held Wednesday and information from non-selfgovA public meeting conducted by erning territoriesof the United
the board of Domestic Missions Nations will speak to the dele-

school.

The King’s Daughters met on
Monday at 8 p.m. in the church

was held in the Third Reformed
church of Holland at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday.Participantsin this
service were the Rev. Christian
H. Walvoord, the Rev. Robert P.
Cheat, Miss Beth E. Marcus, Mrs.
Norman Vincent Peale, and the
Dr. R. J. Vanden berg. Special
music was providedby the Hol-

gates March 5.
Two hundred and

fifty are expected to attend the assemblygjy
ing representatation to Indiana,
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Missouri, Illinoisand Ten-

nessee.

'

.

College will represent
Michigan with Hope College.
Albion

-

